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A B S T R A C T

Smartphones have become indispensable in the life of many people.
They are constant companions, connections to the world, information
sources, and substitutes for other devices and tools that had to be
carried individually in the past. While smartphones offer a variety of
sources for positive user experience, their downside is their vulnera-
bility to security attacks and the potential they offer to harm a users’
privacy. However, due to their known vulnerabilities, smartphones
also encompass a number of mechanisms to protect a user’s security
and privacy. This thesis focuses especially on security and privacy
mechanisms which are visible to the end-user and which involve ac-
tions by the end-user, such as app permissions and screen locks with
authentication.

Research on the human factors related to mobile security and pri-
vacy mechanisms often follows the usable security and privacy para-
digm. Thereby, usability forms the basis of understanding and im-
proving the interaction between humans and security systems. An ex-
tension of the usability paradigm is the user experience (UX) paradigm
which considers interaction factors beyond usability such as motiva-
tion, affect and emotion, and joy of use.

The present thesis extends the body of knowledge on human fac-
tors and mobile security and privacy mechanisms by taking a user
experience approach to the topic. It first investigates users’ experi-
ences with and motivations to use mobile security and privacy in
several qualitative, explorative studies. The findings thereof suggest
that users not only suffer from limited usability of mobile security
and privacy mechanisms, but that such mechanisms also need to ad-
dress non-functional product qualities (e.g. hedonic quality) and the
fulfillment of psychological needs. Those needs do not necessarily
have to be related to the psychological need of Security only, but can
also encompass aspects such as Autonomy and Stimulation.

By the help of two use cases – app permissions and screen locks
with authentication – several quantitative studies evaluate the poten-
tial of these mechanisms to shape the user experience in general and
in particular with respect to hedonic quality. The results of the quanti-
tative studies suggest that usability is an important factor for a good
user experience with mobile security and privacy mechanisms. Fur-
thermore, the results indicate that also these kinds of mechanisms can
be manipulated in their potential to address aspects such as hedonic
quality and need fulfillment. This suggests an extended design space
for mobile security and privacy mechanisms which provides system
designers with new possibilities to design secure systems that enable
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positive experiences. Based on these findings, directions for future
research are discussed.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Smartphones sind im Leben vieler Menschen unabkömmlich gewor-
den – sie sind ständige Begleiter, Verbindung in die Welt, Informa-
tionsquellen und zu guter Letzt ein Ersatz für viele Geräte oder Werk-
zeuge, die man in der Vergangenheit einzeln mit sich tragen musste.
Obwohl Smartphones eine Vielzahl an positiven Erlebnissen bieten
können, leiden sie unter der Einschränkung, dass sie verwundbar
gegenüber Angriffen auf die Sicherheit und Privatsphäre der Nutzer
sind. Aus diesem Grund beinhalten Smartphones jedoch eine Reihe
von Mechanismen zum Schutz gegen selbige. Die vorliegende Disser-
tation beschäftigt sich mit der Anwendung solcher Mechanismen und
dabei speziell mit den Mechanismen, die vom Endnutzer wahrgenom-
men und eingesetzt werden können, wie zum Bespiel App-Berechti-
gungen und Bildschirmsperren mit Authentifizierung.

Die Erforschung menschlicher Einflussfaktoren in Bezug auf die
Nutzung mobiler Sicherheits- und Privatsphäremechanismen folgt
oft dem Paradigma der “Usable Security and Privacy”. In diesem
Paradigma ist die Gebrauchstauglichkeit der Kernfaktor um Inter-
aktionen mit mobilen Sicherheits- und Privatsphäremechanismen zu
verstehen und zu verbessern. Eine Erweiterung des Gebrauchstaug-
lichkeitsparadigmas ist das Nutzererlebnisparadigma (engl. User Ex-
perience (UX)), das Interaktionsaspekte berücksichtigt, die über die
Gebrauchstauglichkeit hinausgehen, wie z.B. Motivation, Affekt und
Emotion, oder auch Spaß bei der Nutzung.

Die vorliegende Dissertation erweitert den Kenntnisstand zu
menschlichen Einflussfaktoren bei der Interaktion mit mobilen Si-
cherheits- und Privatsphäremechanismen, indem sie einen Nutzer-
erlebnis-basierten Ansatz zur Erforschung des Themengebiets auf-
greift. Dabei werden zuerst Nutzererlebnisse mit und Motivatoren
für die Nutzung mobiler Sicherheits- und Privatsphäremechanismen
in qualitativen Studien erforscht. Die Ergebisse dieser Studien deuten
darauf hin, dass Nutzer nicht nur unter der eingeschränkten Ge-
brauchstauglichkeit solcher Systeme leiden, sondern, dass auch Be-
darf besteht, nicht-funktionale Produktqualitäten (wie z.B. hedoni-
sche Qualität) und die Erfüllung von psychologischen Bedürfnissen
mit solchen Mechanismen anzusprechen. Diese Bedürfnisse müssen
sich nicht allein am psychologischen Bedürfnis nach Sicherheit aus-
richten, sondern können auch andere Bedürfnisse wie zum Beispiel
das Bedürfnis nach Autonomie und Stimulation einschließen.

Anhand zweier Fallbeispiele – App-Berechtigungen und Bildschirm-
sperren mit Authentifizierung – wird in mehreren quantitativen Stu-
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dien das Potenzial dieser Mechanismen, das Benutzererlebnis im All-
gemein und im Besonderen in Bezug auf hedonische Qualitäten zu
formen, evaluiert. Die Ergebnisse der quantitativen Studien lassen
darauf schließen, dass Gebrauchstauglichkeit ein wichtiger Faktor
für das Benutzererlebnis mit solchen Mechanismen ist. Darüber hin-
aus zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass auch solche Arten von Mechanismen
in ihrem Potenzial, Aspekte wie hedonische Qualität und Bedürfnis-
erfüllung anzusprechen, manipuliert werden können. Dies eröffnet
einen erweiterten Gestaltungsraum für mobile Sicherheits- und Pri-
vatsphäremechanismen, der Systemdesignern neue Möglichkeiten bie-
tet sichere Systeme, deren Benutzung ein positives Benutzererlebnis
hervorruft, zu gestalten. Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen werden
Richtungen für zukünftige Forschung aufgezeigt.
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“The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience to the utmost, to reach
out eagerly and without fear for newer and richer experience.”

— Eleanor Roosevelt
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I N T R O D U C T I O N



1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation

1.1.1 Smartphones: opportunities and threats

Since the early 2000’s, smartphones have experienced an immense
growth in popularity1. As of 2016, more than half of Germany’s pop-
ulation is using a smartphone [181]. Being hybrids of computers and
mobile phones, smartphones offer vast functionality on a small size.
Modern smartphones have a relatively high processing power and
are equipped with a variety of sensors for connectivity and activity
tracking such as WiFi, bluetooth, GPS, and accelerometer. At the same
time, smartphones feature a relatively high storage volume.

The mentioned characteristics allow users to pursue a variety of
smartphone-related activities. Third party and native applications
(apps) for all kind of purposes such as information gathering, gam-
ing, efficiency tools, and the like are available. Users can communi-
cate over a variety of channels such as instant messaging, SMS, and
calling. Furthermore, smartphones provide functionality for which
additional tools such as cameras and alarm clocks were necessary in
past.

As a consequence smartphones offer vast opportunities for posi-
tive experiences. However, there is also a lot of sensitive data gath-
ered with the phone, processed, and finally stored on the phone or
remotely. This makes smartphone users vulnerable to security and
privacy related threats.

But what do the terms security and privacy mean? This thesis adopts
the ISO/IEC 2382-8 definition of security, and the privacy definition
by Westin, according to Garfinkel and Lipfort who also use these
definitions in their book on the history of usable security [69]. In
ISO/IEC 2382-8, security is defined as “the protection of data and
resources from accidental or malicious acts, usually by taking appro-
priate actions” [95]. ISO/IEC 2382-8 further defines security threats,
i.e. “accidental and malicious acts” as “modification, destruction, ac-
cess, disclosure, or acquisition if not authorized”. Schneier notes that
security is a process which enables the effective use of security prod-
ucts [172]. The process thereby consists of prevention, detection, and
response. Similar to Schneier, Bishop notes in the organizational con-
text that a security system consists of requirements, policies, mecha-

1 Text fragments of the present chapter have been previously published in Kraus, An-
tons, Kaiser, and Möller (2016) [124] and Kraus, Wechsung, and Möller (2016) [121].
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nisms, and assurance [18]. Mechanisms thereby serve to enforce secu-
rity policies and may be either of technical or procedural nature [18].
The end-user is usually involved in the security process through the
interaction with security mechanisms. As the present thesis is settled
in the context of end-user security, its focus is on users’ interaction
with security and privacy mechanisms.

In the remainder of this thesis, privacy is defined according to
Westin’s definition. This definition states that privacy is the “right of
an individual to control the accuracy, use, and distribution of digital
information about themselves” [200]. A privacy mechanism is thus a
technological or procedural mean that enables a user to control the ac-
curacy, use, and distribution of digital information about themselves.

Related work indicates that users are concerned about security re-
lated threats and about their privacy on smartphones [32, 59, 100,
123, 150]. In a survey on mobile internet usage among German smart-
phone users, 70% of the respondents either strongly agreed or agreed
with the statement that “mobile internet usage carries the risk that
somebody gains illegal access to my data” [100].

To mitigate security and privacy related risks there is a variety of
mechanisms users can apply [93]. The downside of such mechanisms
is, however, that their deployment and usage takes additional time,
adds complexity to the interactions, and keeps the users from pursu-
ing their primary task. As a consequence, users may start circumvent-
ing those mechanisms.

1.1.2 From security and privacy to usability

There are several examples of how users circumvent security and pri-
vacy mechanisms in the mobile context. For example, a user may
not pay attention to app permissions and grant them without read-
ing [61]. Or, users may choose easy-to-guess passwords or PINs to
restrict access to their smartphone [22].

In the past, users used to be blamed for acting in an insecure man-
ner and for decreasing system security [1]. However, around the mid
90’s the research field of Usable Security and Privacy (USP) emerged
[69]. USP is an interdisciplinary field of study bringing together meth-
ods from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research, and thereby
specifically usability engineering, and security and privacy research
(when writing about usability in this thesis, I refer to the ISO 9241-11

definition of usability: “The extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [178]).

USP research started to promote another view on security: instead
of blaming the users for security failures, the goal of USP is to en-
sure that the design of security mechanisms is usable and follows a
user-centered design approach [1]. Dourish and Anderson identify
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three main areas in USP research: empirical studies on security prac-
tice, empirical studies on the usability of security, and design of new
security and privacy mechanisms for end-users [50]. While there is
consensus that security and privacy mechanisms need usability and
user-centered design, there is no “official” guideline that would tell
security and privacy mechanisms designers how this can be achieved.

Usable security and privacy is different from usability studies of
consumer or work-related products as security and privacy mecha-
nisms need to be evaluated under a threat model [69]. Furthermore,
usable security and privacy is complex, as the three factors interact
in complex ways and improving one of them does not necessarily
lead to the improvement of the other factors [69]. Several works have
approached the issue of what usability in the security and privacy
context means. Some of those works are summarized in the book
“Usability and Security”, edited by Cranor and Garfinkel [40]: for ex-
ample, Adams and Sasse emphasize the importance of feedback to
the user on the security of the system [1]. They further note rais-
ing awareness about threats, user guidance, and the compatibility of
security mechanisms and work procedures as crucial factors of user-
centered design. Whitten and Tygar also emphasize the importance
of threat awareness and the ability of users to “figure out how to suc-
cessfully perform” security tasks [202]. Furthermore, they note the
prevention of dangerous errors made by users and that users need to
be “sufficiently comfortable with the interface to continue using it”.

In their book on the history of usable security of 2014, Garfinkel
and Lipfort summarize several lessons that have been learned dur-
ing two decades of research regarding the user-centered design of
usable security and privacy mechanisms [69, pp. 87]: the number of
decisions a user has to make needs to be reduced; defaults need to be
“safe and secure”; users need to be provided with “better information,
not more information”; users need a “clear context” to “make good
decisions”; the presentation of information to users is “critical”; and,
user “education works” to a certain point, “but has limits”.

The above mentioned recommendations are important milestones
and address typical aspects of usability in the context of security and
privacy research. They emphasize the functional aspects of the inter-
action: Users should be educated in order to be able to achieve secu-
rity tasks. Furthermore, the system should be designed for usability
by providing guidance, feedback, preventing dangerous errors, avoid-
ing too many user decisions, providing usable information presenta-
tion and a clear context for decision making.

1.1.3 From usability to user experience

Around the beginning of the new millennium, a new research area
emerged within the field of HCI: whereas until this time, the focus
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of determining system qualities has been rather on functional aspects
related to usability, researchers got more and more interested in view-
ing interactions with products holistically [9]. This holistic view on
user interactions with systems and products - conceptualized in the
term “User Experience (UX)” - focuses on users’ experiences with a
product or system, for instance in terms of affect and emotion, non-
instrumental product qualities, and situatedness of interaction [87].

In the present thesis, I deploy the definition of user experience
given in the UX White Paper which has been elaborated by Roto
et al. as a result of a Dagstuhl seminar on Demarcating User Experi-
ence [165].

“Experience in general covers everything personally en-
countered, undergone, or lived through. User experience
differs from ‘experiences in a general sense’, in that it ex-
plicitly refers to the experience(s) derived from encounter-
ing systems.” — Roto et al. [165, p.6]

In his book on user experience, Hassenzahl provides three main
reasons why it is important to take experience design into account
in HCI: experiences help users to identify themselves with a product,
experiences are able to evoke positive feelings, and experiences can
serve as motivators for future actions [83]. McCarthy and Wright ar-
gue that “it is only by seeing technology as participating in felt expe-
rience that we understand the fullness of its potential” [145, preface].
User experience research emphasizes not only a holistic perspective
on interaction with technology, it also includes aspects such as affect,
emotion and motivation in the context of human-computer interac-
tion (cf. e.g. [9, 83]). Moreover, UX may change depending on the
context and is considered to be time-dependent, i.e. it may change
over time and is not constant [9, 87, 133, 145]. From a product perspec-
tive, user experience encompasses not only usability-related product
characteristics, but also a capability of a product to address positive
aspects of interaction reflected in attributes such as hedonic quality
[82] (cf. Section 2.1.2). In several studies, positive experiences with
products have been shown to positively influence long-term customer
relationships [33, 70], cited according to [128].

The necessity to include principles from user experience research
into the design of security and privacy technologies in order to gain
a rich understanding of people’s experiences and practices with secu-
rity and privacy mechanisms, has been recognized in earlier works [21,
51]. UX approaches foster the ability to unify the three USP research
areas as defined by Dourish and Anderson [50] (cf. Section 1.1.2). In-
vestigating security practice and usability from an experiential point
of view has the potential to unfold new ideas regarding the design
of new security and privacy mechanisms for end-users. Addressing
aspects of positive experience in the interaction with security and pri-
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vacy mechanisms may furthermore positively influence the adoption
of such mechanisms.

However, the use of UX-centered approaches is not yet common
in USP research. Dunphy et al. note in their work on experience-
centered security and privacy that the UX-centered approach has
been only slowly taken up in USP research [51]. Furthermore, Kraus
et al. found in a literature survey on user experience and usable au-
thentication that while several of the considered works (19%) con-
tained UX topics, only a minority of those papers explicitly men-
tioned in their abstract or title the word “experience” or “user ex-
perience” [124]. Thus, UX seems not yet to be recognized as an own
field of study in USP research [124].

1.2 research questions and contributions

The present thesis aims at advancing the state of knowledge about
UX-centered mobile security and privacy. While aspects of usability
and actual security/privacy are crucial for the analysis of security and
privacy mechanisms, this thesis investigates aspects beyond the func-
tional towards an experiential view of such mechanisms. This means
that – besides usability and security/privacy evaluations – experien-
tial aspects such as users’ feelings and motivations are investigated.
Furthermore, it is investigated how such aspects contribute to the
interactions with mobile security and privacy mechanisms. Thereby,
the thesis first explores the experiences that smartphone users have
with security and privacy mechanisms. Thereafter, it explores the
motivators for using such mechanisms from an experiential perspec-
tive. Based on these two explorations it reflects on the principles that
should be used in the experiential design of mobile security and pri-
vacy mechanisms.

The insights gained from the explorative studies address the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ1: What experiences do users have with security and privacy
on their smartphones?

• RQ2: What motivates users to employ security and privacy ac-
tions on their smartphones?

• RQ3: Which principles should the experiential design of mobile
security and privacy mechanisms follow?

By learning from the answers of RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3, prototypes
of and user interfaces for mobile security and privacy mechanisms
were developed. Those prototypes and user interfaces were evaluated
regarding their potential to shape user experience and security and
privacy related behavior, leading to the following research questions:
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• RQ4: How do specific implementations of mobile security and
privacy mechanisms perform in terms of usability, user experi-
ence, security and/or privacy?

• RQ5: Is it possible to manipulate the hedonic quality of security
and privacy mechanisms on smartphones?

• RQ6: How does the user experience with a mobile security
mechanism develop over time?

By answering the above mentioned research questions, this thesis
contributes (1) a collection of security and privacy related experiences
that users may encounter when using their smartphones and (2) a
collection of the most salient intrinsic motivational factors in terms
of psychological needs for using mobile security and privacy mecha-
nisms (3) three prototypes that were designed to address experiential
aspects of mobile security and privacy (4) an evaluation of the proto-
types in terms of usability, user experience, security, and/or privacy
(5) and insights on the temporal development of user experience on
a mobile security mechanism.

1.3 structure of the thesis

In Part II of the thesis, the field of user experience and its dimensions
are discussed (cf. Chapter 2). Thereafter, related work on threats and
risk mitigation for smartphones is detailed, as well as related work
on the usability and adoption of mobile security and privacy mecha-
nisms (Chapter 3).

Empirical studies on the user experience with mobile security and
privacy mechanisms are presented in Part III and Part IV of this thesis.
Part III presents research that explores in a mostly qualitative man-
ner the experiences that users have with security and privacy on their
smartphones (Chapter 5) and the psychological needs that motivate
users to voluntarily use such mechanisms (Chapter 6). Furthermore,
implications of the findings of those two chapters are drawn. Conse-
quently, Part III addresses RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. Part IV introduces the
use cases of app permissions and mobile authentication to showcase
how the design of such mechanisms influences user experience and
related security and privacy behavior: in Chapter 8-10, different pro-
totypes of app permissions and mobile authentication are introduced
that build upon the findings of Part III (Chaper 5 and 6), and ded-
icated literature. Those prototypes are then quantitatively evaluated
regarding the user experience they provide and the related security
and privacy behavior they evoke. Furthermore, the development of
user experience over time is evaluated for the mobile authentication
prototype. Consequently, Part IV addresses RQ4, RQ5, and RQ6. Part
V of the thesis finally draws conclusions, and reflects on future work
(Chapter 11).



Part II

T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D
W O R K



2
U S E R E X P E R I E N C E

User Experience (UX) is not just "old wine in new bottles". It is a truly
extended and distinct perspective on the quality of interactive technology:
away from products and problems to humans and the drivers of positive
experience.

— Marc Hassenzahl [82, p.11]

In the Introduction, the motivation for investigating the user ex-
perience with security and privacy mechanisms was presented. The
reader has heard that UX is a new concept with a holistic view on
users’ interactions with a system. Furthermore, the reader has heard
that UX has been – so far – little considered in USP research. How-
ever, which aspects does UX encompass? How can it be measured?
The present chapter will shed light to these questions1.

2.1 what is user experience?

When discussing the concept of UX, one needs to distinguish between
an experience and experiencing. Experiencing occurs in every moment,
whereas an experience is a judgment of past events [83]. Experiencing
– in the context of user experience – is a “stream of perceptions, inter-
pretations of those perceptions, and resulting emotions during an en-
counter with a system” [165, p.7]. Those perceptions, interpretations,
and emotions are subjective [83, 133]. They are seen through the eye
of an individual observer and vary between observers, but they also
vary within observers [83]. For example, a user who is rather unfa-
miliar with digital technologies and who wants to use a smartphone
for the first time, may be confused by the variety of icons and options
presented on the user interface (UI). However, once gotten familiar
with the device, the user may be enchanted by the new features and
possibilities that smartphones offer compared to traditional feature
phones. Thus, an experience is unique, is likely to change over time,
and cannot be replicated [83, 145]. Referring back to the example of
the novice smartphone user, this user will never encounter again the
experience of using a smartphone for the first time.

A lot of research and discussion in the UX research and practitioner
community has taken place to come to a unified definition of what
UX is (cf. e.g. [9, 87, 133, 165]). A survey among UX researchers and
practitioners, conducted in 2008 by Law et al. [133], revealed that even

1 Text fragments of this chapter have been previously published in Kraus, Wechsung
and Möller, 2016 [121].
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within the community there is dissent about the interrelation and im-
portance of different UX aspects. The community agreed, however,
that user experience is subjective, dynamic, and context-dependent
[133]. Another source of dissent among academics is whether UX can
and should be measured [132]. Whereas one part of researchers ar-
gues for a “qualitative design-based” approach, another part argues
for a “quantitative model-based” approach [132, p.1].

In the following, two UX frameworks from related work, the frame-
work by McCarthy and Wright [145] which can be considered as qual-
itative design-based, and the framework by Hassenzahl [83] which
can be considered as quantitative model-based, are presented. After
discussing and comparing the two frameworks, the UX dimensions
used in this thesis will be defined.

2.1.1 McCarthy and Wright’s experience framework

The framework suggested by McCarthy and Wright in their book
“Technology as Experience” [145] mainly builds upon works of the
philosophers Dewey and Bhaktin. McCarthy’s and Wright’s frame-
work emphasizes the importance of a holistic view on experience
without being reductionistic [206]: it aims at understanding the com-
plex interactions between different threads of experience and at rec-
ognizing sense-making as the “central process of experiencing” [206,
p. 44] (cf. Figure 1). They suggest four threads to describe experiences
and six processes of making sense of an experience. The four threads
include the sensual, the emotional, the spatio-temporal and the composi-
tional thread.

The sensual thread refers to the “sense or meaning immediately
available in a situation” [145, p. 87]. As such it describes gut feel-
ings or intuitions. A question to pose when investigating the sensual
thread could be, for example, how a situation is/was perceived at
the first look. In contrast to the sensual thread, which is, as described
above, rather based on intuitive feelings, the emotional thread de-
scribes the emotional response to an experience. The concepts of emo-
tions will be discussed in detail later on in this chapter (cf. Section
2.2.1). The spatio-temporal thread encompasses the context and situ-
ation in which an experience takes place. Furthermore, it describes
the temporal development of an experience as well as the perceived
temporal aspects. McCarthy and Wright provide the following exam-
ple: “An intense emotional engagement can make our sense of time
change. A frustrating experience can leave us perceiving space as con-
fined and closeting.” [145, p. 91]. The compositional thread describes
how different parts of an experience contribute to the experience as a
whole [145].

The six processes of sense-making help to describe how an individ-
ual subjectively makes sense of an experience. They encompass antic-
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Figure 1: Illustration of McCarthy and Wright’s UX framework.

ipating, connecting, interpreting, reflecting, appropriating, and recounting
[145]. McCarthy and Wright emphasize that there is no particular
order of the processes and no implication of causality between the
processes [145].

In summary, McCarthy and Wright stress the importance of experi-
ence as a subjective, holistic, and dynamic construct. The four threads
of experiences help to describe the parts of an experience in terms of
feelings, emotions, context or space, and time, as well as the interac-
tion between the parts of an experience. The six processes of sense-
making help to reflect on individual sense-making of an experience.

2.1.2 Hassenzahl’s user experience framework

Whereas McCarthy and Wright provide a framework to describe expe-
riences, experiencing, and making sense of an experience, Hassenzahl
emphasizes the importance of a (technological) artifact that accounts
for the experience. In his book “Experience Design - Technology for
all the right reasons” [83], Hassenzahl describes different properties
of experience and how they relate to the interaction with an artifact.

According to Hassenzahl, experiences are subjective, holistic, sit-
uated, and dynamic, but nevertheless manipulable (“shapeable”) by
technology [83]. To describe the relation between technology and ex-
perience, Hassenzahl suggests a three-tier hierarchical model of user
experience (cf. Figure 2). This model is based upon the self-regulation
theory by Carver and Scheier [30] and activity theory (cf. e.g. [20]).
The three tiers consist of be-goals, do-goals, and motor goals. Be-goals
are related to motives, do-goals are related to actions, and motor-
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Figure 2: Hassenzahl’s UX framework. Graphic based on [83].

goals to specific conditions [83]. Thus, be-goals describe why some-
thing is done, do-goals describe what is done, and motor-goals de-
scribe how it is done. For example, a user who feels bored could
download a game on the smartphone. Escaping the feeling of bore-
dom and experiencing instead an interesting game that makes time
fly by would be the be-goal then (i.e. being entertained). Download-
ing and playing a game would be the do-goal and playing the particu-
lar implementation of the game the motor-goal. Whereas much work
in human-computer interaction (HCI) mainly considered designing
for do- and motor-goals, Hassenzahl’s model aims at taking a holistic
perspective by also considering aspects of personal relevance of the
user (i.e. the be-goals) [83].

To deploy the model to the design of experience-centered products,
Hassenzahl suggests to use classes of be-goals that correspond to
classes of experiences. Although an experience cannot be replicated,
products can be designed to address classes of experience [83]. For
example, (smartphone) games likely all have in common that they en-
tertain users and enable them to escape boredom (and other experi-
ences). Reading a book could provide a similar experience. Although
very different products, both could be described as belonging to the
class of products that offer the potential for entertaining experiences.
The particular experience itself is however, as described above subjec-
tive, dynamic, and situated. One person may prefer reading a book
over playing a smartphone game; another person might have played
a game so many times that it is not interesting anymore; yet another
person might not be in the right situation to enjoy playing the game
and might thus have a negative experience or no experience at all.

Consequently, emotional responses to an experience can be posi-
tive or negative. Whereas work with a focus on do-goals and motor-
goals is rather engaged with avoiding negative experiences by mak-
ing products usable, Hassenzahl stresses that user experience design
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should strive for designing positive experiences or at least experi-
ences that are worthwile [83].

The question is now what makes an experience positive. In the
beginning of the 2000’s, Sheldon et al. investigated the question of
what makes satisfying life events satisfying [175]. Thereby, they inves-
tigated the role of basic psychological needs from well-known theo-
ries of psychological need fulfillment (such as Deci and Ryan’s self-
determination theory [46], Epstein’s cognitive-experiential self-theory
[57]) as a basis for making events satisfying. They found that the ful-
fillment of psychological needs is related to positive feelings (“affect”,
as it is called in the psychology literature) [175]. Based on Sheldon
et al.’s work on psychological needs and satisfying life events [175],
Hassenzahl suggests using psychological needs as classes of be-goals
and thus classes of positive experiences [83]. In a study on positive ex-
periences with interactive products, Hassenzahl et al. also showed a
relation between positive affect and psychological need fulfillment in
this context [85]. More detail about the theory of psychological needs
and their relation to positive user experiences will be given later on
in this chapter (cf. Section 2.2.1).

In the preceding paragraphs, it has been detailed how Hassenzahl’s
UX framework describes the emergence of user experience with in-
teractive products from the interaction of be-, do-, and motor-goals.
But how do particular product qualities contribute to the user experi-
ence? Hassenzahl provides an additional framework to describe the
relation between be- and do-goals and product quality. According to
this framework, product qualities can be divided into pragmatic and
hedonic quality aspects [81, 83]. Pragmatic Quality (PQ) relates to the
capability of a product to achieve the task for which the product was
designed for [81]. Pragmatic quality is thus related to do-goals [83].
Hedonic Quality (HQ) relates to the capability of a product to ad-
dress aspects of personal relevance [81, p. 38] and is thus related to
the fulfillment of be-goals [83]. Both constructs can be measured with
the AttrakDiff questionnaire [84] and will be detailed later on in this
chapter (cf. Section 2.2.2).

In summary, Hassenzahl provides a framework which describes
different properties of experiences such as being subjective, dynamic,
holistic, and situated. Moreover, Hassenzahl provides a three-tier
model of user experience that connects experiences as an outcome of
the interaction between be-, do-, and motor-goals. To enable positive
experiences, products should address psychological need fulfillment.
The pragmatic/hedonic model describes product quality in terms of
the capability of a product to fulfill do- and be-goals.
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2.2 user experience dimensions

Both user experience frameworks introduced in Section 2.1.1 and Sec-
tion 2.1.2, have some aspects in common, but differ in other aspects.
Whereas McCarthy and Wright argue that it should be avoided to re-
duce experiences to certain aspects, Hassenzahl’s framework suggests
the deployment of classes of experiences in order to design products
accordingly [83]. For the present thesis, which is concerned with the
design of smartphone security and privacy mechanisms, I apply por-
tions of both frameworks, with a focus on Hassenzahl’s framework
due to its connection between the design of products and the user
experience.

In both of the introduced frameworks, the central role of emotions
in UX is stressed. Also, already in early work on psychology, dating
back to 1890, James suggests that emotions color experiences [114].
Thus, emotions will be considered as an aspect in this thesis that
contributes to UX. To account for McCarthy and Wright’s sensual
thread, I will further take into account feelings (a distinction between
the concepts will be provided later on). Furthermore, psychological
needs as sources of positive experiences will be taken into account.

Hassenzahl’s model of hedonic and pragmatic product quality will
be deployed as it describes the system dimension of experience. It is
described in detail in Section 2.2.2.

Both frameworks and other earlier works agree on UX being dy-
namic, subjective, and context dependent (or situated) (cf. e.g. [83,
133, 145, 165]). Consequently, situatedness and time are also included
as sub-dimensions of user experience.

Roto et al. define three factors that affect UX: the user, the system,
and the context [165]. I will use these three factors as main dimen-
sions according to which the related sub-dimensions that emerged
from McCarthy and Wright’s and Hassenzahl’s UX framework are
structured: affect, emotion, feelings and psychological needs relate to
the user dimension of UX; hedonic and pragmatic product quality to
the system dimension of UX; and time and situatedness to the context
dimension of UX.

2.2.1 User: affect, emotion, and psychological needs

The user dimension encompasses the sub-dimensions that are inher-
ent to the user from a psychological perspective: affect, emotion, and
feelings, as well as psychological needs.

Affect, Emotion, and Feelings

As described above, emotions and feelings play a central role in UX.
Emotion itself has been subject to discussion among researchers and a
final definition of the concept has not yet been established [114][103].
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Several works agree that emotions can be measured in terms of
behavior, physiology, and conscious-experience (cf. e.g. Mauss and
Robinson [144] as referenced by Keltner et al. [114] or Lang [130]
as referenced by Bradley and Lang [25]). In his work “Core Affect
and the Psychological Construction of Emotion”, Russel provides a
framework for the description of prototype emotions which will be
discussed in the following [166].

At the heart of emotion lies the core affect. Russel describes core af-
fect as the “simply feeling of good or bad, energized or enervated”
[166, p. 145]. Core affect can be described in terms of valence (plea-
sure – displeasure) and arousal (energized –enervated). For exam-
ple, happiness is a rather energized affect with high positive valence
(i.e. pleasure); jittery, is an affect which is described as highly en-
ergized and of rather negative valence (i.e. displeasure). According
to Russel, emotion is constructed from core affect, perception of affec-
tive quality, attribution to object, appraisal, instrumental action, emotional
meta-experience, and emotion regulation [166]. Each of these components
contributes to what Russel calls “a prototype of a specific emotion”.
Thereby, the components influence each other but they are not in a
particular causal order [166]. An emotional episode is triggered by an
event which is perceived in terms of affect. Attribution is the degree
to which the event is perceived as being responsible for the affect.
By attributing an affect to an event, the event is becoming an ob-
ject. Appraisal includes the cognitive processes starting to assess the
object in terms of “its future prospects, its relevance to one’s goals,
its causal antecedents” [166, p. 150]. A prototypical emotion further
encompasses an action, that is, for example, “approach versus with-
drawal” from the object prepared by “physiological and expressive
changes” such as “facial or vocal changes” [166, p. 150]. The emotion
is furthermore consciously experienced.

As can be seen from the description above, emotions are complex
constructs, their description and measurement is not straight forward.
There exist, however, different questionnaires to measure affect such
as the Positive Affect – Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [196] and
the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [25, 131].

Furthermore, I consider feelings in this thesis as part of UX. Thereby,
feelings are defined as gut feelings or intuitions which may be parts
of emotions but for which it is not possible to tell whether they in-
clude all components as defined in Russel’s framework.

Psychological needs

The framework by Russel considers appraisal, i.e. the assessment of
goal congruity with an object that has been attributed to an affect, as
part of an emotion. The present sub-section describes basic goals that
all humans have in common – that are – basic psychological needs.
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Psychological needs have been suggested in several theories as an
explanation for human behavior2: for instance, self-determination the-
ory suggests basic psychological needs as the fundamental mecha-
nism for self-motivation [167]. Furthermore, it has been shown that
need fulfillment is related to satisfying events and positive affect
[175].

In their work on satisfying life events, Sheldon et al. define psy-
chological needs as “particular qualities of experience that all peo-
ple require to thrive” [175, p. 325]. However, they also note that so
far there is no consensus about what those needs are. As a conse-
quence, they investigated ten psychological needs from well-known
theories of psychological need fulfillment (such as Deci and Ryan’s
self-determination theory [46], Epstein’s cognitive-experiential self-
theory [57]) regarding their relationship to positive life events. They
found that Self-esteem, Autonomy, Relatedness and Competence are the
most salient needs in the context of satisfying life events. Their results
were shown to be stable over time and across cultures.

As described before, Hassenzahl [83] took up the needs suggested
by Sheldon et al. [175] and related them to a model of user expe-
rience. Thereby, psychological needs are used to describe classes of
experiences [83]. This is done by considering different types of goals
that underlie an action; do-goals and be-goals are differentiated [83].
Do-goals are derived from higher-level be-goals that are the fulfill-
ment of an underlying need. A user, for instance, makes a phone call
to experience the feeling of being close to others. Thus, the be-goal
is feeling close to others (i.e. the fulfillment of the need Relatedness).
The do-goal is the action of making the call (example taken from [83]).
The fulfillment of psychological needs (the be-goal) leads to a positive
user experience [85].

In the context of user experience research, Hassenzahl et al. [85]
also showed that the main motivation to use an interactive technology
is the fulfillment of psychological needs; a positive user experience is
thus the result of need fulfillment [85].

While psychological needs serve to describe motivational aspects
and thus allow for making interpretations of users’ behavior, they
can also serve as an inspiration for product design [68, 83]. Studies
show that need fulfillment can be manipulated through product fea-
tures leading to a positive change in user experience evaluations [68,
177]. Also, users’ judgement of a system’s hedonic quality, i.e. quality
aspects beyond the functional, is positively influenced by need fulfill-
ment [83]: the higher need fulfillment, the higher are hedonic quality

2 This subsection has been previously published in “Exploring Psychological Need
Fulfillment for Security and Privacy Actions on Smartphones.”, by Lydia Kraus, Ina
Wechsung, and Sebastian Möller [121], which appeared in the Proceedings of Eu-
roUSEC, Darmstadt, 18 July 2016. © Internet Society. http://dx.doi.org/10.14722/
eurousec.2016.23009

http://dx.doi.org/10.14722/eurousec.2016.23009
http://dx.doi.org/10.14722/eurousec.2016.23009
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ratings. However, this depends on the attribution, i.e. the degree to
which users deem the product responsible for the experience [83].

Part of this thesis investigates the influence of psychological needs
as motivators to use security and privacy mechanisms (cf. Chapter
6). Therefor, the psychological needs defined in Sheldon et al. are
used [175]. The usefulness of this set of needs in the context of HCI
has previously been shown by Hassenzahl et al. [85]. Fronemann and
Peissner [68] also build upon a set of psychological needs defined by
Sheldon et al. [175] and Reiss [163]. An additional need they define,
which is not covered by the definitions of Sheldon et al. [175], is Keep-
ing the meaningful [68]. This need was also included into the present
studies. In the following, definitions of the psychological needs which
were used in the present thesis are provided [175, p. 339]:

Autonomy (AUT): “Feeling like you are the cause of your own actions
rather than feeling that external forces or pressures are the cause of your
actions.”
Competence (COMP): “Feeling that you are very capable and effective in
your actions rather than feeling incompetent or ineffective.”
Relatedness (REL): “Feeling that you have regular intimate contact with
people who care about you rather than feeling lonely and uncared for.”
Self-actualization (SEL): “Feeling that you are developing your best poten-
tials and making life meaningful rather than feeling stagnant and that life
does not have much meaning.”
Security (SEC): “Feeling safe and in control of your life rather than feeling
uncertain and threatened by your circumstances.”
Popularity (POP): “Feeling that you are liked, respected, and have influence
over others rather than feeling like a person whose advice or opinions nobody
is interested in.”
Money/Luxury (MON): “Feeling that you have plenty of money to buy
most of what you want rather than feeling like a poor person who has no
nice possessions.”
Physical/Bodily (BOD): “Feeling that your body is healthy and well-taken
care of rather than feeling out of shape or unhealthy.”
Self-Esteem (SE): “Feeling that you are a worthy person who is as good as
anyone else rather than feeling like a ’loser’.”
Stimulation (STIM): “Feeling that you get plenty of enjoyment and plea-
sure rather than feeling bored and understimulated by life.”
Keeping the meaningful (KTM): “Collecting meaningful things” [68]/
“saving” [163]

2.2.2 System: pragmatic and hedonic quality

In the preceding sections, user-related dimensions of UX were dis-
cussed. In the present section, system-related UX dimensions are de-
tailed.
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Usability and Pragmatic Quality

Since the early days of HCI research, the usability of systems and
computers has been a main concern; ISO 9241-11 defines usability
as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
in a specified context of use” [178]. Effectiveness and efficiency can be
measured both with performance measures such as success rates and
completion times of given tasks. However, both factors can be also
measured with subjective measures such as questionnaires that de-
termine the perceived usability (cf. e.g. to the System Usability Scale
(SUS) by Brooke [27]). User satisfaction can only be measured with
subjective measures.

In daily language use, usability is often confused with user expe-
rience [10, 82]. However, especially the academic UX research com-
munity stresses that usability contributes to UX, but that UX is more
than usability (cf. e.g. [9, 10, 145, 165]). Thus, performance related us-
ability measures are not good UX measures as they do not take into
account the subjective nature of experience [165, 194, 197].

Hassenzahl differentiates between pragmatic and hedonic product
qualities [81]. Pragmatic quality is related to usability and utility: a
product with high pragmatic quality helps users in achieving behav-
ioral goals [81, p. 35]. A behavioral goal could be, for instance, to type
a message on a keyboard. If the keyboard enables users to easily type
the message (i.e. to achieve their behavioral goal), it is likely to be
perceived as highly pragmatic.

So far, the question of how pragmatic qualities (including usabil-
ity) contribute to user experience remains open [48, 87]. It seems, at
least, that a certain level of usability is necessary for positive user
experience [132].

Hedonic quality

Hedonic quality is a concept which evolved from consumer research
and which describes positive aspects of product perception [48]. It is
related to aspects beyond the functional, i.e. product characteristics
that address the fulfillment of be-goals [83].

In terms of emotional impact one could say that pragmatic quality
rather relates to the capability of a product to achieve satisfaction (by
fulfilling expectations), whereas hedonic quality rather relates to the
capability of a product to achieve pleasure and psychological well-
being (by exceeding expectations) [81].

A widely used and validated tool to measure pragmatic and he-
donic quality is AttrakDiff2 [48]. In this thesis, the AttrakDiff2 mini
questionnaire – a short version of AttrakDiff2 – was mainly used [86].
AttrakDiff2 mini measures product quality with 10 items on three
dimensions: Pragmatic Quality, Hedonic Quality, and Attractiveness
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(ATT). Thereby, attractiveness is related to the overall judgment of a
product [47]. Each of the three dimensions is measured on a seman-
tic-differential with 7 rating levels between differentials. Pragmatic
quality is described by adjectives such as structured–confusing, pre-
dictable–unpredictable, whereas hedonic quality is described by adjec-
tives such as dull–captivating or tacky–stylish [86]. In AttrakDiff2 mini,
the hedonic quality scale is further divided into the subscales Stim-
ulation and Identity. Stimulation refers to a products’ capability to
provide stimulating experiences (e.g. in terms of providing new im-
pressions, opportunities, insights), whereas identity refers to a products’
capability to communicate identity, thus to be seen by relevant others
in a specific way [81, p. 35]. Stimulation is also reflected in the defi-
nitions of the psychological needs. Identity cannot directly be found
in the definitions of psychological needs; however, the desire to be
respected by others is covered in the need for Popularity.

According to Hassenzahl [81] and Diefenbach and Hassenzahl [47],
a product is perceived as desired if it is of high pragmatic and high
hedonic quality. On the contrary, a product which is of low pragmatic
and low hedonic quality is perceived as unwanted. The question of
how to address hedonic quality aspects in product design has been
already raised a decade ago [87], but “insights on concrete strategies
or design decisions to create hedonic quality are still limited” [48, p.
310]. Psychological needs have been suggested as enablers of positive
experience [48, 82, 83, 85], but the need-based approach has also not
yet been sufficiently elaborated in terms of design guidelines [48].

Consequently, the present thesis further investigates experiential
perspectives on mobile security and privacy mechanisms and explores
in several use cases whether it is possible to include aspects of hedo-
nic quality in the user interface design of security and privacy mech-
anisms.

2.2.3 Context: time and situatedness

The third dimension of user experience concerns the context in which
an interaction takes place. As mentioned before, UX researchers have
often emphasized the dynamic and situated nature of UX (cf. e.g. [83,
87, 133, 145, 165, 194]). In the present thesis, I summarize temporal
and situational aspects under the umbrella of “context”.

Time

User experience is time-dependent. Within the introduced experience
frameworks, this is reflected by the spatio-temporal thread in Mc-
Carthy and Wright’s framework and the notion that an experience is
dynamic in Hassenzahl’s framework. For example, a mobile phone
that is perceived as beautiful in the beginning may loose its capabil-
ity to enchant as soon as the user has owned it for some time [83].
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Thus, aspects of hedonic quality (stimulation) may deteriorate over
time [109, 204]. In other cases, product attachment in terms of hedo-
nic quality (identification) may increase over time [109]. Karapanos et
al. [109] suggest three phases of temporal UX development: (I) orien-
tation, (II) incorporation, and (III) identification: Phase I is determined
by efforts to get familiar with a product, whereas in Phase II, the
user starts to integrate a product and its functionality into daily life.
Phase III finally describes the phase in which the user develops an
emotional attachment to the product.

Roto et al. suggest to distinguish between four temporal categories
of UX: anticipated UX, momentary UX, episodic UX, and cumulative UX
[165]. Anticipated UX happens before usage; the user imagines how it
would feel like to use the product. Momentary UX describes single ex-
periential “snapshots” (e.g. seconds or minutes) during an interaction
[194, p. 524]. Episodic UX connects pieces of momentary UX in ret-
rospect, for example, a specific encounter with the product. Thereby,
one should bear in mind that retrospective UX evaluations are influ-
enced by biases of human cognition (cf. e.g. [83, 107]). Cumulative
UX includes several interactions with the system over a longer time
span (e.g. weeks or moths). Vermeeren et al. further distinguish be-
tween two kinds of episodic UX, i.e. single task-oriented episodes and
“typical test sessions” including several tasks [194, p. 524].

As the majority of studies [9], the present thesis mostly evaluates
UX during and/or after usage.

Situatedness

UX changes over time, but it also is dependent on situations. In one
situation a user may walk while using a smartphone, whereas in an-
other situation a user may sit during usage. This situatedness then
influences the user experience, even though the same activity is pur-
sued. For example, entering a long password with letters, numbers,
and special characters while walking might be perceived as more an-
noying than entering it while sitting. Or, a lab study setting is dif-
ferent from a field study setting. While a lab study setting usually
contains controlled tasks, a field study may allow for open usage sit-
uations [9]. Or, in one situation, a security-savvy user may click on a
malicious link in a phishing e-mail because s/he is inattentive while
in another situtation s/he would notice that there is something wrong
with the e-mail.

2.2.4 Methods for evaluating user experience

There exist a variety of empirical qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods to investigate UX in general and its specific sub-dimensions.
Whereas qualitative research is concerned with the “interpretation of
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verbal material” [23, p. 296] or of other non-numerical symbolization,
quantitative research quantifies the observed reality [23].

Examples of qualitative (data-collection) methods used in UX re-
search are semi-structured or open interviews, participant/user ob-
servation, focus groups, and video recording [9]; quantitative me-
thods in UX include, for instance, questionnaires or psychophysio-
logical measures [9]. Data collection methods may have two goals: to
inspire the design of new systems (“inspirational or generative me-
thods”) and/or to evaluate the user experience with existing systems
[194, p. 522]. The latter is referred to as “evaluation methods”. Besides
the question of what needs to be evaluated, it also needs to be consid-
ered when UX is evaluated, as described in the preceding paragraphs:
before, during, or after usage? Or accumulated over time?

In a survey, Vermeeren et al. found 96 distinct UX evaluation meth-
ods and analyzed their scope, weaknesses and strengths [194]. Four
of those methods (plus additional methods) were deployed in the
present thesis: these methods will be explained in the following.

Qualitative methods

In the present thesis, qualitative methods (interviews and focus groups)
were used to explore UX-related aspects of interaction with security
and privacy mechanisms.

Semi-structured interviews are a qualitative research method that
allows for direct interaction with participants and the possibility for
immediate follow up [143]. A weakness of the method is, however,
that the interviewer may influence the data collection [2, 143] and the
data is dependent on participants’ cooperation and openess [143].

Focus groups allow to collect much data in a short time and im-
mediate follow up and clarification [143]. Their drawback is however,
that participants may influence each other.

Quantitative methods

As a measure for affect, a German translation [47, 126] of the Posi-
tive Affect – Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), [196] was used in
several studies. PANAS consists of 20 items on two scales (i.e. pos-
itive affect and negative affect), each encompassing a list of ten ad-
jectives describing affective states (e.g. “enthusiastic”, “excited”, “ac-
tive”, “strong”, “scared”, “distressed”, “guilty”) [196]. Those adjec-
tives are rated on a 5-point scale from 1 (= not at all) to 5 (= extremely).
Valence ratings are determined by subtracting the mean of the nega-
tive affect scale from the mean of the positive affect scale.

As described in the System Section of this chapter (Section 2.2.2),
AttrakDiff2 mini was used to evaluate pragmatic and hedonic quality
of a mechanism, as well as its attractiveness. While the AttrakDiff
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(and its successors AttrakDiff 2 and AttrakDiff 2 mini) is a widely
used and validated questionnaire, it faces the limitation that hedonic
quality can be determined only in terms of stimulation and identity
[48]. To account for the limitations of the AttrakDiff2 mini, hedonic
aspects are often complemented – in the studies that are presented in
this thesis – with the psychological need fulfillment questionnaire.

As a measure for psychological need fulfillment, a German transla-
tion [47] of the questionnaire deployed in Sheldon et al. [175] is used.
Ten psychological needs from well-known theories of psychological
need fulfillment are included in the questionnaire. The questionnaire
consists of 30 items (3 per need) introduced by the sentence “During
this event I felt...” [175, p. 328]. Each item is answered on a scale from
1 (= not at all) to 5 (= very much). Furthermore, the items for Keep-
ing the meaningful of the UNEEQ questionnaire were used [190], as
described in the work by Fronemann and Peissner [68].

Mixed methods

A mixed empirical method that was deployed in this thesis is the time-
triggered experience sampling method (ESM) [3, 90]. In this method,
participants are prompted during a certain time of the day to report
on their experiences. Reporting thereby can be done in a qualitative,
quantitative, or mixed manner [3]. While an advantage of this method
is that data can be collected during daily use, a drawback of experi-
ence sampling is that the reporting triggers may disturb participants
or interrupt their experience [3, 128].

2.3 summary

This chapter has introduced the core idea of user experience by the
help of two frameworks from the literature. Whereas McCarthy and
Wright’s framework focuses on the description of UX, Hassenzahl
provides a framework for the experiential design of interactive pro-
ducts. The remainder of this thesis builds mainly upon Hassenzahl’s
framework due to its connection between experience and product.

UX emerges along three main dimensions: user, system, and con-
text [165]. This thesis considers the user’s point of view in terms of
affect, emotion, and feelings, as well as psychological need fulfillment.
The experiential qualities of a system will be determined in this thesis
according to Hassenzahl’s hedonic/pragmatic model [81]. According
to this model, pragmatic aspects relate to usability and hedonic as-
pects relate to non-functional product qualities that address issues of
personal relevance to the user.

UX is more than usability, but usability is a part of UX. Thus, pure
usability evaluations (especially performance-related usability mea-
sures) are not suitable to determine UX as they do not reflect subjec-
tive experiences [165, 197].
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So far, empirical studies on UX are rather focused on interactive
products such as products related to art, mobile phones, TV, and
websites in the context of leisure [9]. In the course of this thesis, I
will consider mobile security and privacy mechanisms according to
the dimensions from UX research to gain a deeper understanding of
end-user matters with mobile security and privacy mechanisms.

Applying UX approaches to the domain of security and privacy is
different from “traditional” UX research. Whereas “traditional” UX
research puts the user as actor into the foreground, in security and
privacy research two types of actors are involved: the user and the
attacker [51]. This fact introduces complexity to the evaluation of
security and privacy mechanisms, as such mechanisms need to be
tested under a threat model [69]. A threat model can be considered
as the context in which a security and privacy mechanisms has been
tested. As a system cannot be secured against everything [69], a threat
model can be considered as the context in which a security and pri-
vacy mechanism has been tested as it defines, for example, different
threats and attack situations.

In the following chapter, I detail those mobile security and privacy
mechanisms that a user is likely to encounter during smartphone
usage, together with their threat models – in general and for two
specific use cases (app permissions and screen unlocking).
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M O B I L E S E C U R I T Y A N D P R I VA C Y M E C H A N I S M S

In comparison to traditional mobile phones (“feature phones”),
smartphones are full-fledged computers that offer a variety of fea-
tures, among them the ability to place phone calls. The present the-
sis focuses especially on the user group of consumers which will
be referred to as “users” in the remainder of this thesis. While the
increase in functionality brought numerous advantages for users, it
also increased the vulnerability to security and privacy attacks. There-
fore, smartphone security and privacy mechanisms have received in-
creased attention in the research community during the last decade.

The present chapter is introduced by an overview of security and
privacy mechanisms a user may encounter during a typical usage
session of the device (Section 3.1)1. Covering all available mechanisms
of smartphone security and privacy, especially those that are rather
on a technical level and not noticeable by users, is out of the scope of
this thesis. Therefore, two mechanisms – screen locks and application
(app) permissions – will serve as use cases later on in this thesis to
investigate users’ experiences with specific mechanisms.

The reasons for selecting these two use cases are manifold. First,
both mechanisms are frequently encountered by users. Earlier stud-
ies showed that users unlock their phone about 50 times per day on
average [78] which would result in 50 uses of authentication only for
unlocking, given that those users use a screen lock with authentica-
tion. Another work estimated that users download on average five
apps per month [35] which would result in five encounters with per-
mission requests at install-time per month, and multiple times more
for runtime permissions. As such, the above mentioned mechanisms
are more frequently used than other mechanisms and they are charac-
teristic of smartphone usage. For example, a device encryption pass-
word only needs to be entered when the device is booted. Other use
cases such as the communication over the internet with the help of
secure communication protocols are integrated into applications, in
this case into the browser. Although users may be confronted in the
latter scenario with browser certificate warnings, this use case is not
unique to smartphones as the same issues occur with all kinds of de-
vices that deploy browser-based internet communication. A detailed
description of mechanisms that users may encounter during a typical
usage session is provided in the following section.

1 Text fragments of the present chapter have been previously published in Kraus,
Wechsung, and Möller (2016) [121], Kraus, Wechsung, and Möller (2014) [120], Kraus,
Schmidt, Walch, Schaub and Möller (2017) [125], and Kraus, Antons, Kaiser, and
Möller (2016) [124].
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Second, both mechanisms address different kind of threats related
to smartphone usage. Surveys show that the threats that motivate the
usage of these two mechanisms are a pressing concern for users (cf.
e.g. [24, 32, 59, 100]).

Third, both mechanisms require special attention by the user in or-
der to be performed correctly. As such their effectiveness is influenced
by user behavior. As a consequence, user behavior with this kind
of mechanisms needs to be studied to determine their effectiveness.
Both mechanisms also present obstacles that keep users from pursu-
ing their primary task, that is, using their smartphones in general and
using apps on their smartphones. As such they influence the overall
user experience when using a smartphone. A detailed description of
the two use cases is provided in Section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1 security and privacy in a typical usage session

This section describes the security and privacy mechanisms of the
major mobile platforms (Android and iOS) that a user may encounter
during a typical usage session. As of the second quarter of 2016, the
end-user market of smartphones is dominated by two operating sys-
tems (OSes): Android (86.2% market share) and iOS (12.9% market
share) [179]. Android is an open-source OS for mobile platforms de-
veloped by Google Inc. iOS is a proprietary OS used in mobile plat-
forms by Apple Inc.

3.1.1 Device security

A user who owns a smartphone may start a typical usage session by
switching the device on. A bootloader starts the device hardware and
subsequently the operating system [56]. Already during booting, a
number of security operations can take place. For example, a “secure
boot chain” (as it is called in iOS [97, p. 5]) or a “verified boot” pro-
cess (as it is called in Android [56, p. 254]) can ensure that the device
has not undergone unauthorized modifications. If the device encoun-
ters a security problem during the booting process, a notification may
be shown to the user. For example, in iOS, the user is prompted to
connect the device with iTunes [97], Apple’s app distribution market-
place.

Device encryption is a mean to protect the device from unautho-
rized use and the data on the device from unauthorized access [93,
174]. If the device encryption is enabled, the user needs to enter a
password or Personal Identification Number (PIN) during booting
[158]. For iOS, device encryption is enabled by default and cannot
be turned off by the user [97]. For Android 5.0 and above, device
encryption is also automatically enabled [158]; for older versions of
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Android, disk encryption had to be enabled by the user or a device
policy [56].

Assuming that the device has booted without security problems
and the password for decryption has been entered, the user can now
access the User Interface (UI). The UI may be further secured against
unauthorized access by employing a screen lock mechanism that re-
quires authentication [93, 174]. Again, the loaded data may be further
protected by data encryption as device/disk encryption protects the
data on the device only when the device is turned off [56].

3.1.2 App security

An essential characteristic of smartphones is their ability to run apps.
A user who accesses the UI of a smartphone for the first time, can
already find a number of preinstalled apps. Those can include, for
example, apps to place phone calls, to read and write SMS, calen-
dar apps, and alarm clocks. While those functionalities could be also
found on most feature phones, smartphones further allow users to
install apps developed by third parties. It is thus crucial to provide
app security and privacy features such as security and privacy mech-
anisms on the device and mechanisms that already prevent the distri-
bution of malicious third party apps.

A smartphone is equipped with a variety of sensors such as cam-
era, connectivity sensors (e.g. Wi-Fi or bluetooth), accelerometer, and
gyroscope. Moreover, users may store sensitive data on their device
such as photos, chat conversations, e-mails, notes, and the like. The
sensors provide attack vectors which may be used for security attacks
or privacy intrusions, e.g. by accessing sensitive user data or by col-
lecting information about users’ habits and behavior.

To restrict app access to sensitive services and data, applications are
sandboxed. This means that each application is given its own data
directory and can only access its own files [56, 97]. Moreover, each
application runs in a separate process [56]. If an application wants to
access other files or services on the device, it needs to ask for permis-
sion [56, 97]. The most sensitive permissions need to be granted by
the user at runtime. Either every time (Android [186]; if not already
granted) or the first time (iOS) an app accesses a sensitive system
resource, the user is shown a permission dialog where the asked per-
mission can be either granted or denied.

When it comes to third party app distribution, Android and iOS
both have official marketplaces – Google Play for Android and iTunes
for iOS. “Google Play is a collection of services that allow users to
discover, install, and purchase applications from their Android de-
vice or the web” [159]. Google play provides security services such as
automatic security scanning (“Bouncer”) [71] and an expert review
process [41]. Furthermore, for Android, apk files (the file format in
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which apps are provided for installation) are signed by the devel-
oper in order to ensure that updates come from the same developer
(“same origin policy”) [56, p. 16]. Third party application for iOS un-
dergo a review process before they are being published [97]. Also, it
is ensured that each app comes from a known source as each app
needs to be signed by an Apple-issued certificate [97]. iOS app devel-
opers need to be part of the developer program where their identity
is checked before registration [97].

Although, both official marketplaces review apps, it might hap-
pen that malicious apps (i.e. apps that are unwanted and/or have
the ability to harm the device and/or performs unwanted actions)
enter the marketplace [49, 113]. Most malicious apps are developed
to target Android devices [113]. Whereas the App Store is the only
marketplace for iOS users, Android users can also download and in-
stall apps from other sources. Therefore, Android users need to be
especially careful when installing apps from unknown sources [93].
Keeping the device up-to-date is another mitigation strategy against
malware. However, in a case study on update installation behavior,
many users of an Android app did not immediately install updates -
a behavior which may result in security vulnerabilities [146].

3.1.3 Network security

Due to the inherent characteristic of smartphones of being a com-
munication device, there are numerous usage and attack scenarios
that include network communication. For example, data that is sent
over the Internet might be intercepted or eavesdropped by attackers
[174] or users may connect to malicious networks with spoofed net-
work names [93]. To counteract the former, secure communication
protocols should be implemented. Both, iOS and Android, provide
standard secure communication protocols such as transport layer se-
curity (TLS) [56, 97]. Furthermore, both platforms support virtual pri-
vate network (VPN) connections [56, 97]. Instant messaging apps have
become a very popular mean for users to communicate. Thereby, com-
munication surveillance attacks may be a concern. Full end-to-end en-
cryption mitigates even surveillance attacks from a service provider
[93, 174]. Only recently, Whatsapp, one of the most popular instant
messaging services for Smartphones, has introduced end-to-end en-
cryption which is activated by default [201]. However, the usage of
instant messaging services is not only accompanied by the risk of be-
ing eavesdropped, but also by the risk of privacy intrusions by other
users. The latter can be counteracted by appropriate privacy settings
which should be provided within the app.

To mitigate the risk of connecting to a malicious network with
spoofed network name, users should exercise caution on which net-
work to connect and disable automatic connections [93]. Threats may
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also arise from the device being unavailable due to involvement in de-
nial of service attacks or exhausted battery power [174]. For counter-
acting the former, a resource management solution may be installed;
these kind of applications are, however, difficult to implement [174].

3.1.4 Security in case of theft or loss

The last scenario which is considered in the present chapter – smart-
phone loss or theft – is not part of a typical usage situation; it may
be rather part of a smartphone ownership lifecycle. Besides unautho-
rized access, another negative consequence of device loss or theft is
data loss. Data loss can be easily mitigated by regular backups [93].
Backup services to the cloud may be provided for example by OS
providers or by third party apps.

Furthermore, remote management solutions such as remote wipe
or a device locator can support the users in finding the phone in
case of loss or theft and they can ensure that the data is being made
unavailable to attackers [93, 150, 174]. As of 2012, 41% of smartphone
users in the US are estimated to back-up their data [24].

3.2 use case i : screen locks with authentication

As soon as a smartphone is lost or stolen, the device is vulnerable to
unauthorized access. Loss or theft are realistic scenarios which have
a medium to high probability to occur: while Hogben and Dekker,
based on a UK-based survey, estimated the risk of a device being lost
or stolen as medium [93], a survey from 2012 among US smartphone
users estimated that almost a third of smartphone users have had
their smartphone lost or stolen [24].

Unauthorized access to the device is not only a problem when the
device is lost or stolen. Users also show concern regarding unautho-
rized access attacks by so called “insiders”, i.e. people they know
such as friends or coworkers [149]. As of 2012, 12% of users report
to have experienced privacy intrusions by someone else accessing the
phone [24, 149]. However, the real number of unauthorized accesses
is likely to be much higher, as there may be many cases in which
users are not aware that someone accessed their device. For example,
31% of the participants in a large-scale online survey reported to have
accessed the smartphone of someone else without the permission of
the owner [142].

A smartphone can be protected from unauthorized access and sub-
sequent privacy intrusions or security issues, by deploying a screen
lock together with an authentication method. Ideally, the data on the
smartphone is thereby encrypted [93].

There are three kinds of authentication: knowledge-based, object-
based, and ID-authentication (also sometimes referred to as knowledge-
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based, token-based, and biometric authentication) [153]. Knowledge-
based authentication is based on something a user knows, e.g. a pass-
word or a secret [153]. Passwords may contain letters, numbers, or
special characters (alphanumerical passwords), numbers only (PINs),
or images and drawings (graphical passwords). Object-based authen-
tication is based on something a user has, e.g. a token such as a (phys-
ical) key [153]. Biometric authentication relies on something a user
“is”, i.e. something that is unique to a user [153]. Biometric authen-
tication methods on smartphones have recently emerged as a viable
alternative to knowledge-based authentication methods. Examples of
biometric methods include fingerprint recognition such as Touch ID
on iOS [97] or face recognition such as face unlock on Android de-
vices [56].

3.2.1 Knowledge-based authentication

Usability

The usability of knowledge-based authentication methods can be de-
termined by the efficiency and effectiveness with which the password
can be entered, as well as the memorability of the password [171]. Ef-
ficiency and effectiveness can be determined with performance mea-
sures: entry time and success rates, respectively.

Security

The security of knowledge-based authentication methods depends on
two factors: the susceptibility of the system to guessing attacks and to
capture attacks [17]. Thereby, guessing attacks refer to attacks where
an attacker tries to “guess” a password. This can be done, for exam-
ple, by conducting an exhaustive search through the entire password
space (“brute-force”) or by deploying a dictionary with popular pass-
words [17].

Guessing attacks can be further divided into online or offline at-
tacks [65]: In an online attack, the attacker uses the login screen to en-
ter the password guesses. Rate-limiting can be used on smartphones,
to defend against online brute-force attacks [56]. Thereby, each login
attempt that occurs after a certain number of incorrect login attempts
is delayed by a certain time interval. For example, if a password is
entered incorrectly five times in a row, the next login trial could be
delayed by 30 seconds [56]. This increases the attacker’s cost in terms
of time to obtain the password. Fore example, in iOS, the rate limit
is designed in such a way, that an attacker would need more than
5 years to try all possible password combinations for a six-character
alphanumeric password [97].

The susceptibility to guessing attacks depends on the theoretical
and practical password space. The theoretical password space is the
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number of all passwords which can be theoretically generated from
the password alphabet [171]. Thereby, all passwords are assumed
to have the same probability to occur. For example, the theoretical
password spaces of a four- and six-digit PINs are 104 = 10, 000 and
106 = 1, 000, 000, respectively, whereas the theoretical password space
of a purely text-based four-character password is 264 = 456, 976. As
can be seen from these calculations, four-digit PINs have a rather
small theoretical password space.

The practical password space is a subset of the theoretical pass-
word space. It refers to the password space resulting from the actual
probability distribution of all possible passwords which is – due to
predictable user choice - not equally distributed [171][42].

Capture attacks refer to attacks where a password is obtained, for
example by observing the user when entering the password or by
intercepting the password when it is entered to the system [17]. Pass-
words can be captured for example by directly observing the pass-
word entry (“shoulder surfing”), by deceiving the user in order to
bring him or her to reveal the password (e.g. by phishing), or by mal-
ware which may be installed on the device [17].

To defend against an attacker who succeeds in obtaining the stored
password, the password should be stored in encrypted form. This
could be done by applying a hash function together with a random
generated bit sequence (“salt”) [56].

This defense causes additional costs for the attacker as s/he needs
to mount another guessing attack to decrypt the password (“offline
guessing attack”) [65]. In contrast to online guessing attacks, in an
offline attack, the attacker has access to the hashed and salted pass-
word. However, only if the attacker has access to the cryptographic
algorithms that generated the hash and to the salt value, s/he can
start to calculate salted hash values for the passwords in the theoret-
ical password space and compare them to the obtained, salted and
hashed, password.

3.2.2 Example 1: Passwords and PINs

The most common options for knowledge-based authentication on
smartphones are PINs and passwords, as well as graphical passwords
(the only graphical method that is widely adopted is the Android
unlock pattern). All three methods have been widely studied and are
detailed in the following sections.

Users have a variety of reasons to use PIN unlocks. Egelmann et al.
found privacy considerations, the intention to prevent strangers from
accessing the device, bad experiences in the past, and social influence
as reasons to use a screen lock with authentication [54]. Furthermore,
default smartphone setup procedures such as the prompting towards
a screen lock during setup may encourage users to deploy such a
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Screenshot of a PIN screen lock (left) and a password screen lock
(right), both on Android.

mechanism [54]. Harbach et al. found that an important reason which
keeps users from using a locking mechanism is inconvenience [80].

A PIN or password UI usually consists of two elements: the entry
field and the keyboard. The keyboard usually contains the allowed
characters, a backspace button to correct errors or slips, and an enter
button to confirm the password (cf. Figure 3). The backspace button
may be also placed next to the entry field. An advantage of passwords
and PINs is their easy deployability and portability between different
platforms, as well as the fact that most users are already familiar with
the concept [17].

Usability

PIN locks have a short entry time which depends on the PIN
length [171], e.g. around 1.5 sec [195] to 4.7 sec [78] in the field. The
entry time depends also on the measuring method which may either
start when the PIN screen is shown to the user or when the first digit
is entered, and finished when the whole PIN is entered correctly. Suc-
cess rates for PIN entry are usually high, both, in the lab [171] and in
the field [195].

The entry time of passwords also depends on the password length
and the available keyboard [170], as well as on the measuring method
of the entry time. Password entry time for virtual keyboards is rather
high – around 20 sec for seven- to nine-digit passwords [170].

Regarding memorability, passwords and PINs face the problem
that random passwords are more secure but harder to remember
[207]. PINs generated under a security policy are more secure, but
also harder to remember than freely-chosen PINs [115].
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Security

PIN and passwords are both susceptible to online guessing attacks.
As described above, four-digit PINs have a rather small theoretical
password space (104 = 10.000) compared to alphanumerical pass-
words for which the password alphabet is much higher (at least 36

characters if letters and numbers are included). The practical pass-
word space of PINs is even smaller, as users tend to weaken the secu-
rity of PINs by choosing combinations like birth dates which are easy
to remember, but also easy to guess by an attacker [22]. The practical
password space of alphanumerical passwords is also smaller than the
theoretical password space, as many users also prefer common words
or predictable sequences as passwords [65].

Regarding the susceptibility to offline guessing attacks, Elenkov
notes in his book on Android security that for PINs, “generating a
targeted hash table for a particular device (assuming the salt value is
also available) is still relatively cheap” [56, p. 275].

For casual attackers, the shoulder surfing susceptibility of PIN and
password UIs on smartphones depends on the PIN/password length
and different UI design features such as the keyboard design [170].
For example, the Symbian-T9 keyboard has been found to be less sus-
ceptible to shoulder surfing than the Android-Sense and the Android-
Swype keyboards [170]. Regarding password entry, the magnifica-
tion of keyboard buttons when being pressed was linked to higher
shoulder-surfing susceptibility and attackers who focused on the en-
try field had a higher success rate [170].

In another study, Schaub et al. found that the susceptibility to shoul-
der surfing of short PINs (14 bit theoretical password space) is rather
low, whereas for long PINs (42 bit theoretical password space) it is
rather high [171].

Theoretically, the shoulder surfing susceptibility of short PINs
seems to be rather low. Thus, one could assume that shoulder surfing
presents a non-neglible risk for smartphone users. However, in a field
study on smartphone unlocking, Harbach et al. found that 83% of
the participants did not perceive shoulder surfing as a threat; further-
more, participants rated shoulder surfing only in a minority of usage
situations (<1%) as being possible and possibly leading to severe or
very severe consequences [78]. They also found that in usage situa-
tions where shoulder surfing was possible, threats arose rather from
known people than from unknown people [78].

User experience

There is not much related work on the user experience (in terms of
subjective measures) with passwords and PINs on smartphones. One
example is the work by von Zezschwitz et al. [195] who found in a
field study on PIN and pattern usage that 75% of the participants felt
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good using a PIN and 83% of the participants reported to like the PIN
UI. Another field study by Harbach et al. yields similar results with
most of the participants indicating being happy with their unlocking
method (either PIN, pattern, or unlock without authentication), with-
out a difference in the annoyance ratings between the methods [78].
A general drawback of knowledge-based authentication methods on
smartphones is, however, that, accumulated over days and months,
their deployment consumes much time [78].

While little is known about the user experience with passwords
and PINs on smartphones, several studies have evaluated user ex-
periences with passwords in general. Dunphy et al. [52] provide an
illustrative example of how self-reported user experiences can enable
researchers to gain broad insights into complex password handling
practices: through the qualitative analysis of password experiences
expressed in micro blogs (tweets), they find, for example, that pass-
words can serve as “social currency” with which people define rela-
tionships and their degree of closeness to others [52]. Other papers
used qualitative studies and diary studies to investigate users’ cop-
ing strategies for managing a high number of passwords (e.g. [182]),
password use in the wild and in daily life (e.g. [88, 99]), password
policy handling (e.g. [98]), and password sharing between users (e.g.
[111]).

In terms of subjective measures, researchers also showed to be in-
terested in the feelings during password creation such as comfort [77]
and sentiment in terms of annoyance and difficulty [118].

Another experiential perspective on passwords is the use of expe-
riences to generate passwords that are easy to remember and person-
ally meaningful: for example, Woo et al. suggest supporting password
creation by asking users to assemble passwords from meaningful life
experiences [205]; or, Hang et al. suggest that fallback authentication
may use security questions about locations which are related to mean-
ingful experiences (such as the location of “one’s longest travel so
far”) [76]. In terms of security, authentication methods that rely on
meaningful experiences may suffer from vulnerabilities. For instance,
when including personal experiences into knowledge-based authen-
tication, it needs to be considered that this knowledge might be also
known to “attackers” from a users’ social circle. The location-based
questions suggested by Hang et al. [76] which are related to meaning-
ful events showed, however, a good potential to be easy to answer and
recall by a legitimate user and hard to guess by an attacker according
to their study results.

3.2.3 Graphical authentication

Since the late 90’s, another research field of knowledge-based authen-
tication received increased attention: graphical authentication which
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relies on a graphical password or secret, for example a sequence of
images or a drawing [17].

The idea of using graphical information for authentication builds
upon the dual coding theory: images are encoded twice in the mem-
ory (visually and verbally) rather than only verbally like alphanu-
meric passwords [155]. Thus, graphics are easier to remember than
passwords [17].

Biddle et al. classify graphical authentication systems according
to the underlying memory mechanism: recall, recognition, and cued-
recall [17]: in recall-based systems, the user needs to memorize the
components of the password as well as their order. An example for
recall-based graphical systems are drawmetric systems, where the
password consists of a sketch which is drawn by the user. Password-
based systems also belong to the category of recall-based systems.
In recognition-based schemes users need to recognize their pass-
word images among decoy images during the authentication chal-
lenge [17]. Cued-recall-based schemes support the user with visual
cues to memorize the password [17].

As for PINs and passwords, major security issues of graphical
passwords arise from the susceptibility to capture and guessing at-
tacks [17]: for instance, image-based cued-recall schemes are prone
to hotspots, i.e. image regions users are likely to select. This prefer-
ence for image regions limits the practical password space. Graphical
passwords can also take longer to enter [171, 195]. Another security
limitation of graphical passwords is the necessity of some graphical
authentication systems to store their passwords or parts thereof in
unencrypted form [17]. This makes these systems more vulnerable to
offline guessing attacks. Recognition-based and cued-recall schemes
have been shown on smartphones to better balance the trade-offs be-
tween usability and security [171].

3.2.4 Example 2: Image-based password schemes

Research on graphical authentication has suggested the use of im-
ages [42, 89, 189] or icons [15, 16] for password creation. An example
for an image-based system is Use-Your-Illusion (UYI) [89]. In this
scheme, users have to recognize a blurred version of their password
images among decoy images in several authentication rounds (chal-
lenges) where password images are placed on random positions. An-
other example is PassFaces where users are assigned a password of
face images [38]. Both schemes have been shown to leverage reason-
able success rates and memorability [17]. However, the login time of
both schemes is much higher than for PINs [17, 171] and PassFaces
are also vulnerable to user choice [42].

Another class of graphical authentication schemes which are of
interest for this thesis are icon-based systems. They are a sub-class
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of recognition-based systems and constitute an interesting approach
for authentication. Depending on the system design, they may lever-
age the advantages of recognition-based graphical authentication (i.e.
good trade-off between usability and security [171]) together with a
short entry time [171].

Two hybrid, icon-based schemes are “Story” [42] and GPI (Graph-
ical Passwords with Icons)/ GPIS (Graphical Passwords with Icons
suggested by the system) [15]. Both schemes are hybrid as the users
have to recognize their password icons first among decoy images and
then recall the order of icons in their password. Bicakci et al. proposed
GPI and GPIS as two icon- and click-based schemes for computer use
in which users either select a password from a panel of icons (GPI)
or are assigned a password randomly chosen from the panel (GPIS)
[15]. The user interface for password entry showed 150 icons, which
represented 15 different categories. Drawing the available icons from
different categories was supposed to reduce the hotspot problem (i.e.
the issue that some areas of images may be favored over others) [15].
Nevertheless, study participants still favored some icons over others
making the system susceptible to guessing attacks.

In the “Story” scheme by Davis et al., users have to select a se-
quence of 4 images from a panel of 9 images whereas the panel
images are selected from different categories such as cars and land-
scapes [42]. Users were furthermore asked to create a story from their
images to support memorability of the password. However, many
participants did not follow the recommendation to create a story for
better memorability. This might be a reason that the “Story” scheme
password resulted in limited success rates (only about 75% of pass-
word entries were correct) [42]. However, while memorability seems
to be limited in this scheme, the probability distribution of the pass-
words created in the study seemed not to be skewed [42]. Both sys-
tems, Story and GPI/ GPIS, were conceived for desktop computers
and not tested on smartphones, thus usability considerations beyond
memorability are not discussed at this point. Furthermore, their re-
sistance to shoulder surfing was also not tested. As a consequence,
the security issues mentioned above only refer to the susceptibility to
guessing attacks.

An interesting direction for positive interaction in mobile authenti-
cation is the use of Emojis as password characters. Emojis are small
icons, e.g., smileys or objects, that are often used in digital commu-
nication to express emotions [154]. Emojis are largely used in posi-
tive contexts [152] and are popular among users. Thus, providing po-
tential for offering positive user experiences. Emoji-based passwords
have recently been introduced by a commercial application [101]. Golla
et al. found user-chosen Emoji-based 4-digit passwords which were
generated on an Emoji keyboard with 20 Emojis to be harder to guess
than 4-digit user-chosen PINs [72]. While a first quantification of the
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Figure 4: Screenshot of an Android unlock pattern.

guessing resistance of Emoji-based passwords has been provided by
Golla et al. [72], it has not been studied how Emoji-passwords affect
user experience and the degree to which an Emoji-based authentica-
tion scheme is resistant to capture attacks.

3.2.5 Example 3: Android unlock pattern

The Android unlock pattern is the only graphical authentication sys-
tem which is currently widely deployed on smartphones. The An-
droid unlock pattern is an example of recall-based system, based
upon the idea of the DAS (draw-a-secret) system [195] [105]. The An-
droid unlock pattern UI consists of nine dots which are place on a
3x3 grid (cf. Figure 4). Users can select a password by connecting the
dots with strokes.

After choosing a starting point, the user proceeds to further points
in the grid. This procedure leads to a graphical pattern presenting
the password. The process of choosing points in the grid is subject to
a number of rules: once a point has been visited it cannot be visited
again [56] [191], single points on a straight line cannot be omitted
[191], and the password has to consist of at least four points [191].

Usability

Regarding usability, Android unlock patterns showed to have a rather
long entry time (approximately twice as much as PIN) in a field
study [195]; in the same study, Android unlock patterns furthermore
showed to have lower success rates and to be more prone to errors
compared to PINs; nevertheless, they were perceived similar to PINs
regarding usability and likeability by the study participants [195]. In
another field study, patterns showed a shorter entry times than PINs,
around 3 s [78]. Note that again, the different entry times may be
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influenced by different measurement methods and the length of the
pattern.

Security

When it comes to security, unlock patterns face the same issues as
all knowledge-based authentication methods, i.e. the susceptibility to
guessing and capture attacks. Due to their limited theoretical pass-
word space (389, 112 for all possible patterns [191] or 32, 768 for five-
stroke patterns [195]), their susceptibility to (online) guessing attacks
is higher compared to PINs selected from a nine-digit alphabet [56].
Furthermore, patterns were also found to be susceptible to user choice:
for example, users prefer patterns that contain the upper left corner,
and straight lines consisting of three points [191]. Letters from the
Latin alphabet have been furthermore found as popular parts of pat-
terns [140]. Demographic factors may also serve as indicators for the
choice of specific patterns [140]. As patterns are stored hashed but
not salted [56], they are also vulnerable to offline guessing attacks

As for PINs and alphanumeric passwords, shoulder surfing attacks
are a threat to the security of patterns. Another vulnerability of pat-
terns, is their susceptibility to smudge attacks [7] [56]. As patterns
are entered on touch screen, the fingers usually leave an oily residue
on areas which are often touched – those residues may be used to in-
fer the pattern [7]. As a result of the above mentioned vulnerabilities,
pattern security is considered to be rather low [56].

3.2.6 Biometric authentication

In comparison to knowledge-based authentication, biometric meth-
ods have the advantage that the authentication is not based on secrets
that need to be memorized by users. Instead, biometric authentica-
tion is based on pattern recognition and machine learning. Examples
of biometric systems that are currently featured on smartphones are
fingerprint recognition [5, 74] and face recognition [73]. Also, other
schemes such as touch recognition [43, 117] or gesture-based authen-
tication have been suggested in related works [116].

Even before biometric authentication was widely available on smart-
phones, users expected fingerprint recognition to be both, secure and
usable [176]. On contrary, methods such as iris recognition and face
recognition were rather rated low in terms of willingness to adopt
such methods [176]. Ideally, biometric authentication should work
seamlessly without being perceived by the user. That this is not the
case has been shown in a study by Bhagavatula et al. [14]. For ex-
ample, facial recognition on smartphones has the limitation that it
works poorly in dark lighting conditions and fingerprint recognition
may not work with wet fingers [14]. Moreover, biometric authentica-
tion methods rely on knowledge-based authentication as a fallback
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mechanism. From a security point of view, they further face the vul-
nerability of not being revocable, i.e. once a biometric feature has
been compromised, it is “insecure” [153].

There exist several papers that investigate affect, emotion and felt
experience during biometric authentication. Regarding currently avail-
able biometric authentication methods on smartphones, De Luca et
al. [44] find that (besides good usability) also positive emotional out-
comes such as fun and joy play an important role as motivators for
the adoption of fingerprint-based authentication. They further find
that negative emotional outcomes such as annoyance is related to
the abandonment of face-recognition-based authentication on smart-
phones [44].

Aumi and Kratz [6] suggest a new authentication method for mo-
bile devices based on in-air hand gestures. To authenticate, users per-
form gestures with their hand in front of a tablet PC which uses a
short-range depth camera as input sensor. In a lab study, their au-
thentication system has shown to be able to evoke positive emotions
during interaction even for complicated, i.e. more secure, gestures [6].
Thus, they suggest that security and user experience do not necessar-
ily need to contradict each other.

3.2.7 Summary

Despite their usability and security shortcomings, knowledge-based
security mechanisms are unlikely to be substituted in the near future:
they are still needed as fallback mechanisms for biometric methods,
they are easy and cheap to deploy [17][65], and they are well-known
to users [65].

Graphical authentication methods are not (yet) widely deployed on
smartphones. The only graphical scheme that is provided by default
on Android devices – the unlock pattern – seems to provide good
usability and easy error recoverability [195], but suffers from severe
security limitations [56, 191]. User-chosen PINs seem to provide a
good usability and are not perceived as too annoying by users [78,
195]. An issue that remains to be solved, is however, the limited secu-
rity of PINs caused by a limited theoretical password space and pre-
dictable user choices [22]. Furthermore, it would be desirable to create
an attractive authentication alternative for users who refuse to use
passwords or PINs. The recognition-based graphical authentication
system Story shows some promise in addressing the problem of pre-
dictable user choice for passwords, though there is space for improve-
ment regarding the memorability of these kinds of passwords [42].
Emoji-based methods would be also an option for knowledge-based
mobile authentication as they may provide a positive user experience.
Furthermore, user-chosen Emoji-based passwords seem to be less sus-
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ceptible to guessing attacks compared to user-chosen PINs of same
length [72].

Already in 2011, despite the known usability issues of screen locks,
users reported being interested in applying further authentication
mechanisms [12]. As of 2014, many users are using a PIN or pass-
word to protect their device: 66% of users in Germany use a screen
lock with a password [100].

3.3 use case ii : app permissions

As described in Section 3.1.2, modern smartphone platforms rely
on sandboxing to ensure application security and privacy. However,
there may be apps which ask for more permissions than would be
necessary to ensure their functionality [60]. Thereby, excessive usage
of permissions does not necessarily mean that an app is intention-
ally collecting data – it can also be a consequence of a programmer’s
lack of understanding on how to use the different permissions [60].
In some cases it might be even easier for developers to request plenty
of permissions for their apps to make sure they work correctly [11].
The risk of permission abuse and data collection is difficult to deter-
mine for users and is subject to a high degree of uncertainty.

Felt et al. surveyed more than 3,000 US-based smartphone users
regarding their concerns related to 100 risks associated with permis-
sion abuse [59]. They found that users are most concerned regarding
malware, especially about apps that would permanently break the
phone or that would abuse permissions to enable premium calls or
send premium text messages without the user’s knowledge. How-
ever, also privacy related risks rank among the top 10 concerns of
users, for instance the concern that apps would abuse permissions
to publicly share users’ e-mails or text messages. Furthermore, users
are more concerned about privacy issues on their phone compared to
their desktop computer [32].

Different surveys also show that users are concerned regarding the
misuse of personal information by app providers. In a survey on mo-
bile protection behavior among 154 German smartphone users, Kraus
et al. found over 60% of the users to report that they have refrained
from installing an app due to a high number of permissions [119].
Also, more than 70% of participants reported in this survey that they
have refrained from installing an app due to unusual permissions. In
a survey of among US smartphone users, more than half of the users
reported that they have uninstalled an app due to privacy concerns
[24].

Users can mitigate the risk of disclosing too much personal infor-
mation to third party providers and subsequent privacy intrusions by
scrutinizing app permissions and only granting them if they consider
them to be necessary.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Android: (a) “basic permission dialog” (in German, 2013), (b) “ad-
vanced permission dialog” (2016), (c) runtime permission dialog
(2016), and (d) runtime permission dialog with “never ask again”
option (2016).

Felt et al. discuss the different possibilities that developers have to
ask users for permission [62]. Thereby, the authors apply two guiding
principles: First, they emphasize that developers need to conserve
users’ attention. As a consequence developers should only ask users
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for permissions concerning actions that result in severe consequences
[61]. Second, they emphasize that permissions should try avoiding to
interrupt the users’ “workflow”. The second principle, is a problem
which is often faced in usable security and privacy: users usually
pursue a primary task (e.g. they download an app because they want
to use the functionality of the app). This primary task is interrupted
by security or privacy “calls for action” which are only a secondary
task for users [69].

Felt et al. [62] recommend that if (1) a user’s action can be undone
and if (2) the consequence of granting the permission would – in the
worst case – constitute only an annoyance to users, the permission
should be granted automatically. If those two aspects ((1) and (2))
are not the case, developers should further ask themselves if (3) the
user initiated the action and if (4) the action can be altered by the
user. If either of those two alternatives ((3) and (4)) is the case, a
“Trusted UI ” should be deployed. Trusted UIs are embedded in an
app’s workflow which makes them part of the primary task [62]. Only
if permissions cannot be granted automatically, and if they cannot be
represented in a Trusted UI, they should be visible to the users in an
disruptive dialog: this dialog can be either shown at runtime or at
install-time [62], whereas both types have their pros and cons which
will be discussed in the following subsections.

3.3.1 App permissions: history and current state

In the past, the implementation of the permission dialogs differed
between different smartphone OSes: Whereas iOS users have always
been shown runtime permission requests, Android users were shown
an install-time permission requests prompting them to accept a list of
all permissions before an app could be installed.

Android: From install-time to runtime permissions

The permission-granting process for Android users was roughly as
described in the following: Whenever users viewed an app in Google
Play, they were provided with information about the app including
screenshots of an app, a textual description of the app, star ratings,
the number of downloads, and reviews of other users. This informa-
tion was prominently placed on the top of the user interface together
with an “install” button. The permissions of an app were only visible
in a pop-up window after the “install” button was pressed (cf. Figure
5a). The permission dialog included headings for different categories
of permissions, a short description of each permission, and a drop
down button which showed, when being pressed, the less severe per-
missions. This version of the permission dialog was approximately
shown to users until the course of 2014. In the remainder of this work,
this permission dialog is referred to as the “basic permission dialog”.
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Note that there was and is also an option to view the permissions in
the Google Play before pressing the installation button. This can be
done by scrolling down to the bottom of the app overview and by
clicking on another button (“permission details”).

In the basic permission dialog, Android permissions showed to be
difficult to understand for users and only few users paid attention to
the permission dialog during installation [61]. Besides these usability
issues, another problem of the Android permission system was the
high amount of defined permissions (approximately 134 in Android
2.2 [61]).

In 2014, the Android permissions were grouped and their presen-
tation was modified to include icons for each group (cf. Figure 5b).
Users could now view the requested permission groups together with
an icon for each group during the time of installation. For each per-
mission group there further is a drop down button that shows, when
being pressed, the requested permission of this group. In the remain-
der of this work, this permission dialog is referred to as the “ad-
vanced permission dialog”. While this modification of the permis-
sion dialog improved information presentation, security concerns re-
mained [188]: users were now asked to accept groups of permissions.
Once a permission group has been accepted, users were not asked
again during updates of an app when permissions within an group
had been modified [188]: This situation could enable developers to
add permissions without users’ consent.

Since Android version 6.0, users have the possibility to grant or
deny single permissions for each app [186]. Users are asked at run-
time for each permission whether they would grant the permission
or not [186] (cf. Figure 5c). Furthermore, they can change the status of
single permissions (enabled or disabled) within the settings. If a per-
mission has been denied in Android, the app will ask again, when
the app tries to access the related functionality [186]. However, when
users are asked for the second time, they have the possibility to select
the “never ask again” option (cf. Figure 5d).

In iOS, developers have the possibility to add a short explanation
(“purpose string”) to the runtime permission request which states the
purpose for which the data is being used [184]. This option is offered
in Android, too. However, in Android, developers need to show the
explanation before the runtime permission is being asked. Adding an
explanation dialog before the permission dialog may be annoying or
confusing for users, as they may have the impression to agree twice
to the permission [157]. Another option for Android developers is
to measure whether a user continues trying to access a functionality
although the related permission has been denied before [186]. In this
case, also an additional explanation could be shown to explain why
the permission is needed.
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As of March 2016, Android 6.0 still has a negligible market share
(2.3%) in Germany. Those users who own a smartphone running An-
droid 5.x or below, still face the advanced permission dialog at install-
time without the option of granting individual permissions for each
app.

Types of permissions

At the time of writing, Android defines two types of permissions:
normal and dangerous permissions [160]. Normal permissions can
be granted without asking the user for confirmation, whereas dan-
gerous permissions require user consent. Dangerous permissions en-
compass the following permission groups [160]: Calendar (read and
write), Camera (access to the camera), Contacts (read and write con-
tacts, get accounts), Location (access to fine and coarse location), Mi-
crophone (possibility for audio recording), Phone (read phone state,
call, read and write call logs, add voicemail, use SIP, and process out-
going calls), Sensors (access body sensors), SMS (send and receive
SMS, read SMS, receive wap push, and receive MMS), and Storage
(read and write to external storage).

iOS 10 defines the following permissions [96][97]: Location, Con-
tacts, Calendars, Reminders, Photos, Bluetooth Sharing, Microphone,
Camera, Health (access to data from health and fitness apps), Home-
Kit (home automation), Media Library, Motion and Fitness, Twitter,
and Facebook.

Usability and privacy

Regarding the usability of permission dialogs (in terms of effective-
ness), users’ understanding of and attention to permissions plays an
important role [61]. Furthermore, the time a user needs to make a de-
cision regarding permission requests determines their usability. For
runtime permission systems, the degree of privacy that results from
a permission request UI is usually described with the percentage of
permission grants per app (cf. e.g. [184]). In studies on install-time
permissions, users are usually provided with two apps of similar
functionality which differ in the number of permissions they require.
The degree of privacy that results from a permission request UI is
then determined by measuring the percentage of users who decided
for the app with the higher number of permissions (cf. e.g. [112]).

3.3.2 Install-time permissions

Users’ coping with install-time permission in the basic permission di-
alog for Android has been a subject of several studies. Thereby, users’
understanding of and attention to permissions [61] was investigated,
as well as new interface designs to improve both [13, 53, 79, 91, 112].
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In an online study Felt et al. found that only a minority of users
(17.5%) paid attention to the basic permission dialog, and even less
users understood all given permissions (2.6%) [61]. The authors con-
cluded that the basic permission dialog cannot be used in the way it
is supposed to be used, as users can only make correct decisions if
they understand what is being asked.

Other researchers focused on optimizing the basic permission dia-
log and including the permissions in the decision-making process in
order to facilitate the users’ understanding of the permissions. Kelley
et al. [112] provided users with additional information about permis-
sions in the app market (before the decision is made) in the form of
a privacy facts check list (a clustering of permissions in categories
based on the kind of privacy sensitive information needed). They
found the privacy check list to lead to decreased installation rates
of high-requesting apps, whereas only providing the list of permis-
sions within the app store did not show significant effects on users’
decision making behavior.

Benton et al. [13] found that providing an additional explanatory
text about the permission use did not significantly influence users’
installation behavior or regret of having installed a high-requesting
app. On the contrary, adding visual cues to the provided inforation
had a significant effect on users’ installation behavior for some exper-
imental conditions.

Egelmann et al. [53] used a choice architecture to present apps
of similar functionality and their requested permissions side-by-side,
where low-requesting apps have a higher pricing than high-requesting
apps. In a user study they found that when users were presented with
a choice architecture, 25% of users were willing to pay a premium for
privacy and to put more weight on privacy as a decision factor.

Hettig et al. [91] introduced another method for including per-
missions in the decision-making process by visualizing the accom-
panying risks with worst case examples. For example, users were
presented with a satellite view of their current location, when the
permission to access the fine-grained location is requested. However,
worst case examples are overestimated risks which might lead to a
loss of user attention as consequently all apps are considered danger-
ous [61]. In a later version of the prototype described by Hettig et
al. [91], Harbach et al. [79] redefined the worst case examples to per-
sonal examples. Again, permissions were shown together with actual
examples from the user’s smartphone resource. For example, when
the permission for modifying the content of SD card of the smart-
phone was requested, a photo from the user’s gallery which is stored
on the SD card is shown together with the permission. Harbach et
al. [79] conducted a lab study and an online study to compare the
personal examples dialog with the basic permission dialog. In the lab
and in the online study, those participants who viewed the permis-
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sion dialog with personal examples opted more often to not install
any of the provided apps [79]. Comments gathered with the think-
ing aloud method during the lab study further revealed that the user
interface arose negative affect for some of the participants. Further-
more, significantly more participants in the personal examples condi-
tions reported in the online study that they were afraid that personal
information would be lost.

3.3.3 Runtime permissions

The all-or-nothing approach of install-time permissions has been crit-
icized in several works [69, 137, 203]. For example, Lin et al. found in
a large-scale online study that users had different app privacy pref-
erences which were related to the purpose for which the data was
being used [137]. Runtime permissions address the issue of diverg-
ing privacy preferences as users are shown permission-wise requests.
Furthermore, they provide users with a context for decision-making.
For example, if a public transport app asks the user to share his/her
location as soon as the user wants to see information about nearby
bus stations, the user can use the temporal context in which the re-
quest was sent to make sense of the permission request. Andriotis
et al. conducted a field study on the adoption of the permission re-
quest system in Android 6.0 [4]. They found that users actively use
the feature for selective permission granting and that users seem to
be satisfied with the new permission granting approach.

Moreover, runtime permissions appear to be more effective. An on-
line and a lab study by Balebako et al. revealed that when privacy no-
tices were shown before, during, or after app use, participants were
more likely to recall information about the notice compared to when
the notice was shown in the app store [8].

As for install-time permissions, if shown too often and without
varying content, runtime permissions may be also subject to habitu-
ation [62]. Therefore, developers could add individual explanations
why they need a certain permission. Another issue that developer-
defined explanations address is the question of the purpose of data
use. As mentioned above, users seem to be sensitive to which kind of
permissions they grant depending on the purpose of data use.

In Android, developers are advised to provide an explanation be-
fore the permission is requested or when a permission has been de-
clined several times by the user, but the user continues trying to
access the related functionality [186]. In iOS, developers can add a
purpose string to the permission request providing the user with an
explanation why the permission is needed [184]. Tan et al. conducted
an online study to compare user behavior and satisfaction when be-
ing confronted with runtime permission requests with and without
purpose strings [184]. In a benign (i.e. non-malicious) permission re-
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quest scenario, the results of their study showed significantly more
permission approvals when a purpose was stated. Furthermore, there
was a difference in the user satisfaction between the user interfaces:
participants were more satisfied with the interface that provided a
purpose string. However, purpose strings did not have an effect on
users’ understanding of the requested permission.

3.3.4 Summary

Whereas iOS always featured a runtime permission model, the An-
droid permission system has changed from install-time permissions
to run-time permissions during the last years. Both approaches have
their advantages and shortcomings, with runtime permissions likely
to perform better in terms of memorability of the information and the
capability to address diverse privacy preferences.

The above described studies on install-time permissions provide
examples on how to increase users’ attention to the permission dia-
log and how to influence users’ decision making behavior when se-
lecting an app towards more privacy-friendly decisions. All of these
studies addressed the basic permission dialog, whereas – to the best
of the author’s knowledge –the advanced permission dialog has not
been investigated in user studies. Although Android users can now
grant permissions at install-time, the undertaken research on install-
time permissions provides valuable insights into the kinds of infor-
mation that could be provided to users in order to make privacy-
friendly decisions. Furthermore, the suggestions for information pre-
sentation could be also applied to runtime permission dialogs to fur-
ther support users’ understanding and resulting consequences per-
mission granting.

Most of the above presented studies evaluated the permission grant-
ing with different UIs in terms of usability and privacy behavior (e.g.
decision making). A single dimension of user experience was only
addressed in one work – that was ’affect’ in Harbach et al. [79]. While
the other works have used subjective measures to determine users’
satisfaction with the interfaces, subjective evaluations of user experi-
ence such as felt experience and hedonic quality have not been ap-
plied. Furthermore, the comparison of UX and user behavior related
to different kinds of newly suggested permission UIs has been lit-
tle considered, as newly suggested UIs have been mostly evaluated
against the established baseline only (cf. e.g. [78, 112, 184]).

3.4 summary

A user may encounter different security and privacy mechanisms dur-
ing a typical smartphone usage session. Those include, for example,
secure booting, device encryption, screen locks with authentication,
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app permission requests, and mechanisms for secure communication.
In some cases, the user only interacts with the mechanisms or with
notifications send by the mechanisms if a security issue has been
detected (e.g. secure booting, browser certificate warnings). In other
cases, the user always interacts with those mechanisms if s/he wants
to perform a certain action, e.g. using the device (screen lock with
authentication), installing an app (app permission requests at install-
time). Thereby, the latter two mechanisms, i.e. screen locks and app
permissions, are likely to be encountered more frequently and will
therefore be considered as application examples for studying user ex-
perience, usability, and security/privacy with specific mobile security
and privacy mechanisms.

Several methods are available for screen locks with authentication.
Thereby, knowledge-based methods such as PINs, passwords, or gra-
phical authentication schemes and biometric methods such as finger-
print-based authentication are currently widely deployed. Biometric
methods also rely on knowledge-based fallback authentication and
the latter is unlikely to disappear due to several reasons discussed
above. A commonly deployed knowledge-based authentication me-
thod – PIN – has the drawback that especially short, 4-digit user-
chosen PINs are rather vulnerable to guessing attacks [72]. The An-
droid unlock pattern has a smaller theoretical password space than
PIN and is furthermore also susceptible to user choice [191]. Emoji-
based authentication schemes may constitute an alternative to PINs
and unlock patterns: an earlier study shows that user-chosen 4-digit
Emoji-passwords are less susceptible to guessing than user-chosen 4-
digit PINs [72]. Furthermore, the use of Emojis may enable a positive
authentication experience.

When it comes to app permission requests, most users will face
runtime permission requests in the future. While iOS always used
runtime permissions, Android’s permission model has changed from
install-time permissions to runtime permissions in 2015. The “basic
permission dialog” for Android install-time permissions has been
criticized as it was hard to understand for users [61] and shown at
an unfavorable point in the decision making [112]. Several solutions
have been suggested to increase users understanding and attention
to the “basic permission dialog” (cf. e.g. [78, 112]). Although the
former install-time permission dialog had several drawbacks, install-
time permissions are not per se a bad thing, if implemented in a us-
able way. Also, while usability and behavioral aspects of interactions
with permission requests have been intensively studied, little work
has been conducted to investigate different UX dimensions of those
interactions. Furthermore, as the Android runtime dialog is relatively
new, future studies should investigate the effectiveness of and user
experiences with this dialog.
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C O N C L U S I O N S F R O M T H E O R E T I C A L
B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K

So far, empirical studies on UX have been mostly conducted in the
context of interactive products (cf. Chapter 2). The goal of this thesis
is to gain a deeper understanding of user-related matters with mobile
security and privacy mechanisms by considering different UX dimen-
sions and by using methods from UX research. Therefore, the first
empirical part of this thesis (Part III) applies mainly qualitative me-
thods to explore users’ experiences with mobile security and privacy
and motivational factors (in terms of psychological need fulfillment)
for voluntarily deploying related mechanisms.

While the explorative studies in Part III of this thesis serve to gain
a deeper understanding of experience-related issues with mobile se-
curity and privacy in general, the second empirical part of this thesis
(Part IV) applies the insights of the explorative studies in the design
and evaluation of specific mobile security and privacy mechanisms,
i.e. permission request dialogs and screen locks with authentication.
Those two mechanisms are frequently encountered in typical usage
sessions and are thus highly relevant from an experiential point of
view.

Furthermore Part IV considers the research gaps that were identi-
fied in related work on mobile security and privacy mechanisms (cf.
Chapter 3). For example, as Android install-time permissions, and
thereby especially the “basic permission dialog”, have been shown to
be little effective, there is a need to provide users with additional in-
formation to help them determine the privacy intrusiveness of an app.
Thereby, it also needs to be evaluated how providing such informa-
tion impacts user experience and related behavior when selecting an
app. During the work on this thesis, the Android permission model
has changed from install-time permissions to runtime permissions.
Therefore, the impact of the new runtime permission dialogs on user
experience and related behavior needs also to be evaluated. More-
over, for both kind of permission dialogs, UX dimensions have been
insufficiently studied.

Screen locks with authentications constitute another mechanism
with which users frequently interact – dozens of times per day [78].
Thus, mobile authentication is part of the overall user experience with
smartphones. User-chosen PINs and unlock patterns seem to provide
a good usability [78, 195], but they suffer from security limitations re-
sulting from a biased user-choice [22, 191] Emoji-based authentication
constitutes an interesting, alternative use case for mobile authentica-
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tion as user-chosen passwords seem to be harder to guess [72] and
the authentication with Emojis may provide a positive user experi-
ence. Moreover, while concurrent work has evaluated the resistance
of Emoji passwords against guessing attacks, user experience and re-
sistance against capture attacks has not yet been studied.
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E X P E R I E N C E S W I T H M O B I L E S E C U R I T Y A N D
P R I VA C Y

5.1 study 1 : motivation

Much work has been conducted to investigate users’ interaction be-
havior (cf. e.g. [61, 78, 112] and as well as acceptance of certain mobile
security and privacy mechanisms (cf. e.g. [12]). Furthermore, aspects
not related to specific mechanisms, but to mobile security and privacy
in general, such as concerns [32, 59, 119, 149], awareness [150, 162],
and expectation [136] have been investigated in earlier works. How-
ever, little is known about the experiences that smartphone users have
with security and privacy on their smartphones.

Hence, the goal of the first study in this thesis was to explore
users’ familiarity with and views on the security and privacy threats
and mechanisms discussed in Section 3.1 from an experiential point
of view1. Therefore, two focus groups with 6 smartphone users per
group were conducted. By fostering user discussion on security and
privacy threats and mechanisms on smartphones, valuable insights
into users’ views and experiences with such mechanisms were gained.
Identifying possible sources of positive and negative experiences with
security and privacy on smartphones lays the foundation for avoid-
ing or fostering such experiences in the design of future mechanisms.
The present chapter describes the design of the focus groups includ-
ing the procedure of the study and the analysis of the obtained data.
The results of the study report on users’ familiarity and feelings re-
lated to security and privacy on smartphones. The discussion relates
the findings to negative and positive user experiences and the coun-
termeasures to avoid the former and to foster the latter. The results
of the present chapter provide answers to RQ1.

5.2 methodology

This section describes the study set up and the analysis of the ob-
tained data. Two focus group studies were conducted based on a
phenomenological approach. In a phenomenological approach, re-
searchers assume that participants’ knowledge of a certain topic is

1 The contents of the present chapter were previously published in the paper “An-
alyzing end-users’ knowledge and feelings surrounding smartphone security and
privacy” by Lydia Kraus, Tobias Fiebig, Viktor Miruchna, Sebastian Möller, and Asaf
Shabtai, which appeared in the Proceedings of the Workshop on Mobile Security
Technologies (MoST), co-located with the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy,
San José, May, 2015. [123].
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represented through conscious experience [28]. The reasons for se-
lecting the focus group method were twofold. First, compared to in-
dividual interviews, focus groups offer the advantage that they can
foster discussions as participants’ opinions might in many cases only
partially overlap or not overlap at all. Second, focus groups offer the
additional advantage of being able to collect much data in a short
time and allow for immediate follow up and clarification [143].

To unfold the discussion space as wide as possible, the focus groups
were organized as brainstorming sessions with the goal to collect as
many ideas on security and privacy threats and mechanisms as pos-
sible – without judging them regarding their content and usefulness.
Three general questions and one wording question were discussed
during the focus groups: (1) Which advantages do smartphones of-
fer? (2a) Which disadvantages result from the advantages? (2b) How
would you call the disadvantages? Are they threats, dangers, negative
consequences or maybe something completely different? (3) What can
users do to protect themselves from the disadvantages?

To avoid leading participants, the direct questions were limited to
this set of questions with the option to see which security and pri-
vacy topics would emerge. The wording question (2b) was included
to ensure that the disadvantages can be regarded as potential threats.
The impersonal nature of the questions was supposed to help avoid-
ing situations where participants may feel uncomfortable, as they are
forced to report on individual sensitive topics to other participants
whom they do not know. In general, all studies in the present thesis
have been discussed with peers and senior researchers beforehand,
to ensure that they follow the basic principles of ethical research (as
defined by the German Psychological Society (DPG) and the Associa-
tion of German Professional Psychologists (BDP)).

5.2.1 Procedure

Following Morse [147] and Sandelowski [168] who suggest a sample
size of six participants as sufficiently high for a phenomenological
study, two Focus Group (FG) studies of six participants each were
conducted. The two groups will be referred to as FG1 and FG2 in
the remainder of the thesis. Participants were recruited with a partic-
ipant recruitment tool of Technische Universität Berlin, and received
monetary compensation of 10 Euro per hour. To avoid priming and
self-selection of security savvy participants, the focus of the study
was not revealed during the recruitment process. Therefor the study
was advertised as a study on advantages and disadvantages of smart-
phones. The discussion during the focus group sessions took between
60 and 90 minutes.

Both focus groups were conducted according to the same proce-
dure but by different teams of moderators. The focus groups were
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conducted in a small conference room with a table at which six peo-
ple could comfortably sit and a whiteboard at the side. To foster a
pleasant atmosphere, participants were offered drinks and snacks. Af-
ter welcoming they received a description of the study and a consent
form. In the description of the study, again, security or privacy related
topics were not mentioned to avoid priming the participants. The ses-
sions were audio recorded and transcribed to facilitate analysis. The
audio-recordings were deleted after the transcription process. Each fo-
cus group was led by a moderator and supported by a co-moderator
and note-taker.

The moderator’s task was: (1) to lead the discussion neutrally along
the four questions of interest, (2) to foster the discussion, and (3) to
play back the raised ideas to the participants in order to get deeper
explanations. The co-moderator visualized the ideas that came up
during the discussion by writing them onto sticky notes and placing
them on the board. The visualization was meant to help participants
to reflect on the ideas and to come up with new ideas.

The moderator started the discussion by welcoming the partici-
pants, explaining the study method and motivating the participants
to freely speak out every idea. After the first question related to the
advantages of smartphones was posed, the participants started to
brainstorm. In many cases they added explanations why they think
that the mentioned idea is an advantage. In other cases when con-
cepts were raised and the moderator felt a need for further explana-
tion, the moderator asked follow up questions like “Could you ex-
plain this in more detail?” Thereby, it was important that the modera-
tor played back the ideas to the participants in a neutral way without
interpretation. As soon as the conversation slowed down, the moder-
ator motivated the participants with questions like “Can you think of
other advantages/disadvantages/protections?” or “Ok, we have now
gathered the following ideas. Can you think of any other ideas?”.

After the advantages were discussed the moderator asked the par-
ticipants to brainstorm about disadvantages of smartphones. If after
some time no security or privacy related disadvantages were men-
tioned, the moderator asked the participants if they could also think
of disadvantages related to security (privacy was not mentioned).
Hereafter, the moderator asked the third question about how partic-
ipants would word the disadvantages. Then, the last question about
protections was posed.

After all topics were discussed, the discussion was closed; the par-
ticipants were thanked for their participation and received reimburse-
ment.
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5.2.2 Analysis

Prior to analysis, the audio recordings were transcribed in whole
whereby participants’ names were replaced with pseudonyms. The
analysis procedure was as follows. First, an open-coding annotation
was performed on the transcripts by two analysts independently from
each other. Second, the analysts used the data from the first step to
identify themes, again independently from each other. After the sec-
ond step, the analysts and the first coder met to find consent on the
themes and to create a codelist (containing the themes). The analysts
decided to not impose themes from related work on the data, but in-
stead to stay open to what is grounded in the data. Therefore, tools
and principles from Grounded Theory [37] such as questioning, look-
ing at language, emotions and words indicating time were used. The
data was then coded by the first coder and a second independent
coder to increase the validity of the results.

The interrater agreement was determined as moderate according
to Landis and Koch [129] (Cohen’s kappa of 0.44 for FG1 and 0.45 for
FG2). Deeper analysis revealed that the disagreements between the
coders stemmed from what should be considered an “empty” state-
ment and what could be considered “other disadvantages”. While the
first is the notion of what is a non-meaningful utterance by a partic-
ipant, the second relates to information on disadvantages of smart-
phones that are neither security nor privacy related. An example for
the latter would be a statement on modern smartphones being so
large that they constantly destroy one’s pockets. Therefore, it appears
that the theme “other disadvantages” in FG1 was not meaningful
enough and should have been split into subthemes such as health
issues and disadvantages not related to security or privacy. In FG2

the discussion went not as fluently as in FG1. Sometimes only buzz
words were thrown into the discussion or short discussions which
went away from the topic appeared. This made it difficult for the
coders of FG2 to decide which of the short statements should be in-
cluded and which are indeed lacking in content. Therefore, the coders
met once more to discuss the points of disagreement. This ensured
that they did not miss to code any important statement and lead to
consent on the coding of the transcript. In the following the version
of the transcripts upon which the coders finally agreed is used.

5.2.3 Participants

Participants were sampled to roughly reflect the average smartphone
user distribution in Germany. Figure 6 depicts the demographic char-
acteristics of the participants. Both focus groups included participants
above and under the age of 35, of various educational backgrounds.
In both focus groups, more female than male participants (ratio: 4:2)
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Figure 6: Overview of the demographic distribution and experience with
smartphones for the participants in the two focusgroups.

were observed. Furthermore, there was a majority of Android users,
which is reasonable due to the high market share of this operating
system (cf. e.g. [180]).

FG2 was heterogeneous regarding demographics, smartphone us-
age and professional IT experience. However, FG1 participants owned
their smartphone longer, used it more often and downloaded apps
more often compared to FG2. In general, FG1 was more homoge-
neous compared to FG2. Therefore, FG1 could be described as a
group of experienced and active lay-users. For FG2 it does not make
sense to describe the participants as a group as they were too diverse
in their characteristics.
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5.3 results

In this section the potential security and privacy threats and mecha-
nisms which were named during the discussions are reported. The
results of the “advantages” part of the discussion will not be de-
tailed as there were no topics related to security and privacy dis-
cussed. First, the potential threats and security and privacy mecha-
nisms that emerged during the discussion are summarized according
to the structure of Section 3.1. Thereafter, users’ views and experi-
ences on the topic will be reported.

5.3.1 Familiarity with security and privacy threats and mechanisms

Device Security and loss or theft

Threats. In both FGs different threats related to loss and unauthorized
data access were discussed. The named instances included device loss
(FG1), theft (FG2), device damage (FG2), and data loss (FG2), as well as
the ephemerality of the device (FG2). In this context, the participants
also discussed vulnerabilities related to the physical characteristics of
a smartphone. The named vulnerabilities included the small size of
the device, the huge screen, and the circumstance that one is carrying
private data with oneself.

Mechanisms. As mechanisms both focus groups suggested to store the
device securely or to keep things safe so that the device is less likely to
be lost or stolen. Password locks were recognized as a traditional way
to avoid unauthorized access. Another suggestion discussed in both
FGs was data backup, in general or to the cloud (FG2). Data encryption
was named in both FGs, but in FG2 some of the participants’ ideas
of encryption were somehow fuzzy, expressed by statements such as
“Bank data, for instance, somehow, they are multiply encrypted.” or that
“Skype” is “not bad” to that end. FG2 additionally mentioned remote
deletion and FG1 additionally mentioned the strategy of buying a cheap
phone as a mitigation.

Network Attacks

Threats. Network attacks were intensively discussed in FG1. Thereby,
the participants focused on the attack vectors and did not detail or
distinguish between attack types or attack consequences. Technical in-
terfaces (e.g. Bluetooth, NFC) and open WiFi networks were identified
as attack vectors.

Mechanisms. Both FGs came up with end-to-end encryption as a secu-
rity mechanism. FG1 additionally named several mechanisms such as
to switch off the data connections, to delete the SSIDs of untrusted WLAN
networks or to apply a Firewall. Note that non of the participants in
FG1 had self-reported a professional IT background; however, this
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does not imply that participants could not nevertheless be digital lit-
erate.

App security and privacy and general privacy intrusions

App security and privacy and Privacy intrusions were discussed in most
detail among all other topics in both focus groups.
Threats. In both FGs buzzwords like tracking and surveillance fell.
Surveillance was mentioned in general, but also emphasized by in-
stances such as unknowingly data traffic (FG2), becoming transparent
(FG2) or as a consequence of hacking (FG1). Tracking was discussed in
general in both FGs. FG2 also noted the topic of advertising through
personalized ads and advertisement calls. Issues related to data misuse
were raised in both FGs with instances such as data selling (FG1),
data usage by privately owned companies (FG1) and negative consequences
through personal data disclosure (FG1). FG1 identified faked apps, ma-
licious websites, malicious apps, exploits and (malicious) SMS codes as
means to invade privacy or as general dangers.

Mechanisms. Privacy can be invaded by known (e.g. friends) and un-
known people (e.g. hackers), by privately owned organizations (e.g.
advertisers or service providers) or state organizations (e.g. intelli-
gence services). Regarding known people as invaders, both FGs iden-
tified to inform other people about own privacy preferences as a privacy
mechanism. Other privacy invaders were addressed by the following
mechanisms: End-to-end encryption was suggested in both FGs, how-
ever, as already written in different threat categories. Furthermore,
both focus groups saw personal responsibility as a key mitigation to
privacy invasion, namely through exercising one’s own influence (FG1)
in general and on data disclosure (FG1) and to apply self-protection
(FG2). Whereas FG1 sees the realization of the latter by informing one-
self or by applying common sense, FG2 referred to the power of personal
responsibility and the trade-off between benefits and threats related to
using an application or service. Both FGs saw the avoidance of applica-
tions or services in general and specifically the avoidance of smartphone
usage at all (FG1) or the avoidance of sending sensitive information (FG2)
as effective mechanisms. Furthermore, reading permissions was identi-
fied in FG2. In FG1 faked user names and dummy email addresses or not
to let oneself being influenced by personalized content/ads were suggested
as measures against advertisements.

5.3.2 Feelings related to potential threats and mitigations

While brainstorming about potential threats and security and privacy
mechanisms, different views and experiences were revealed by the
participants. Interestingly, the discussion in both FGs revealed many
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opposing views. In the following, the views of security and privacy
mechanisms are described in terms of feelings and felt experience.

The question dedicated to the wording of disadvantages revealed
that in both FGs the disadvantages were perceived as (potential) dan-
gers. The participants in FG2 quickly agreed that the disadvantages
are dangers, and then the discussion continued in another direction.
In FG1 this question was discussed controversially. Whereas one par-
ticipant saw the disadvantages as dangers, another participant pro-
moted the notion that the collected disadvantages are technological
side-effects, which may become dangers if misused. The discussion
led to the notion that the disadvantages are something one needs to
deal with either by acceptance or protection.
Social pressure. When talking about disadvantages and potential
threats, the issue of social pressure was raised in both FGs. As an ex-
ample for the influence of others, peer pressure regarding the adoption
of applications which are considered unsecure was mentioned.

FG1-P2: “This means that even if you wanted to totally boy-
cott the system, one does not have a choice.”

Another example for sociological factors mentioned in both FGs
are expectations regarding the availability of the smartphone user
or the feeling of being monitored by others (referred to as “social
availability” in the following, oppositely to technical availability).

FG1-P1: “It’s being expected that you are available at all
times.”

FG2-P4: “Constant availability.”

FG1-P4: “Like surveillance. So if the others [colleagues] defi-
nitely saw that one’s been online, I can’t tell my boss ’Oh, I’m
sorry I didn’t see that you wanted me to help out.’ ”

FG1-P5: “Mistakes could have been made by everybody, but
nowadays it’s so obvious. Mistakes are getting immediately dis-
covered.”

In FG2 the topic of harassment by advertisers was raised:

FG2-P5: “ [...] they later said: We will call you until you take
part in the survey.”

FG1-P1: “[...] and occasionally they render the whole website
as an ad. [...]Therefore, you don’t have the chance to continue
on what you wanted to do, but you need to give attention to the
whole thing. [...]”
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Distrust as disadvantage vs. trust as mitigation. Dwindling trust in
the system regarding security aspects and respecting privacy was described
by some of the participants by noting that potential threats are nowa-
days worse than in the past:

FG1-P3: “It was always getting worse, that really every app
wanted to access everything. So, four years ago, the first apps
[...] weren’t like this that they wanted to know everything.”

FG1-P2: “Well, when it comes to emails, in the past one could
get an e-mail address for oneself and nobody knew to whom this
address belonged to. But if you nowadays retrieve your emails
on your mobile you are immediately identifiable.”

However, trust was also mentioned in the opposite way. Some of
the participants mentioned trust in service providers or trust in the
smartphone OS as measures to protect oneself against potential threats:

FG1-P3: “[ ...] so, the provider is just crucial.”

FG1-P3: “[ ...] with their cloud [storage service] there’s at
least more security as their company is based in Germany.”

FG1-P1: “As far as I know Windows is more secure.”

FG1-P1: “Exactly, I know, these WLAN networks that I do
not trust, I should delete them [...]”

Dependency, helplessness and fatalism. Several notions of negative
feelings regarding potential threats and protection mechanisms evolved
during the discussion. All these notions relate to either dependency,
helplessness or fatalism.

The issue of dependency of third parties, for example, by relying
on their provided security mechanisms or by downloading apps from
the app market, was raised in FG1.

FG1-P2: “That is the thing, I am dependent again on someone
and I again do not know, how safe this really is, that is again
another alleged security, which leads me to dependence.”
[On the topic of encryption]

FG1-P4: “So, this is quite stupid in the app market, that only
if you are on the most up-to-date level, you get access to the apps,
and that’s why you get forced to always renew everything.”

Psychological dependency as a consequence of smartphone usage
was noted in both FGs:

FG2-P3: “Dependance. Well, you really make yourself depen-
dent if you rely on this device.”
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FG2-P4: “Bad is also this psychological pressure, so to say,
that one would be missing out on something.”

In both focus groups some of the participants noted helplessness
being an issue. It was mentioned, the contexts of both, threats and
protection mechanisms.

FG1-P2: “But the worst thing nowadays is that for some
things it’s not our fault, for example if we visit some webpages,
everything is recorded.”

FG2-P3: “Yes, exactly, that there is data, umh, traffic which
you are not so... aware of.”

FG2-P4: “But that’s, I think, the same as with your apart-
ment’s front door. You can lock it with ten locks or just with
one, but if one wants to get in, so to speak, one will get in.” [On
the topic of encryption]

Closely related to helplessness was also the notion of fatalism which
was expressed by participants in both FGs:

FG2-P2: “None, really no communication option with the mo-
bile is secure. Not a single one.”

FG2-P2: “There’s nothing you can do against it.”

FG1-P5: “You have to take into account that everything [...]
can be hacked by somebody at any time or can be available some-
how and spread through the internet. Nothing is secure, thus.”

Some of the participants in FG1 raised the need to sacrifice secu-
rity in order to use applications or services in the way they want to.
Thereby, “Sacrificing security for usage” was defined by the analysts
as a feeling of having no choice.

FG1-P2: “[...] because of everything already that I am googling,
every single word that I type is recorded, every single website
that I looked at, every single text that I looked at, all my data that
is on my phone, especially these authorizations of these apps, if
I agreed to something somewhere, where I HAD TO, so that I
am allowed to use the application.”

FG1-P1: “[ ...] it is seen by many [ people] like this, that it
[the disadvantages] is something that you have to accept [...]”

Exercising one’s own influence. Conversely to the negative feelings
which were expressed before, some of the participants in FG1 noted
the possibility to exercise one’s own influence through various actions
as a security mechanism. Thereby, it was emphasized that it is crucial
to first inform oneself in order to act accordingly.
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FG1-P4: “I just may pick this up again, it is really like this,
if one is not informing oneself, it’s one’s own fault.”

FG1-P1: “So, there are certain things I can protect myself
against, against others I cannot. Partly because I do not really
know what are all things that can happen. And that is the key...
So ... we need a kind of responsibility, enlightenment, informa-
tion.... I think, that is missing a lot.”

Some participants in FG1 mentioned exercising one’s one influence e.g.
by controlled disclosure as a mitigation. Moreover, in FG2, individual
responsibility for mitigation was noted.

FG1-P4: “[One should not upload pictures] That’s obvious. I
never post any pictures of me on the internet,... ”

FG1-P3: “[ ...] Well, let me say, one has got minimal influence
on what one discloses. One really needs to read further into the
topic [ ...]”

FG2-P3: “One can circumvent everything [all disadvantages]
if decisions are made consciously and if one makes oneself clear:
what could happen? Do I want this? Or do I not want this?”

FG2-P5: “One certainly needs to reflect, whether this is what
one wants or what one doesn’t want.[...]”

Processes. Both focus groups came up with the view that there exist
processes in handling security and privacy. FG1 considered threats to
develop in a process instead of being static. Thus, threats cannot be
assigned to single usage occasions only and they develop either as a
consequence of user behaviour or technology misuse. FG2 noted that
security and privacy are subject to a trade-off between benefits and
risks. Whereas the theme “sacrificing security for usage” refers to the
feeling of not having a choice, this theme refers to the feeling that
one has at least the choice not to use an app or service if one wants
to achieve security.

FG1-P5: “It depends on how far you go. That’s what we said.
So the more you reveal, the more you have to anticipate that you
will eventually lose.”

FG1-P3: “I think that is too undifferentiated, because some
things are technological necessities that I am subject to, so that
I can use the device at all, and some things are side effects that
arise, because others misuse these technological necessities.”

FG2-P2: “But that, umm, that one can... No, because then
you cannot use the service. It is about that: Do you want to use
the service? Then you have to accept that.”
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FG2-P4: “Simply raise sensitivity, that it is really your re-
sponsibility... [pause] So to speak, take responsibility for that,
what, which data you really share and what not.”

In summary, the focus groups revealed a variety of experiences re-
lated to smartphone security and privacy. Many of those experiences
are rather negative: users report feelings of helplessness, dependency,
and fatalism, as well as dwindling trust in the “system”. However,
participants also reported rather positive feelings of being able to ex-
ercise control.

5.4 discussion

5.4.1 Limitations

While the sample size of six participants per focus groups is rather
small, it is considered sufficient for a phenomenological approach in
the literature [147, 168]. Furthermore, the overlap in the results of
the two focus groups demonstrates reasonable validity of the results.
Nevertheless, generalizations should be made with caution.

Due to the qualitative approach using focus groups, a collective
set of knowledge was measured. As a consequence, no statements
about the state of knowledge of each individual participant can be
made. Thus, the measurement of knowledge may differ in other kind
of studies and generalizations should be made with caution.

5.4.2 General discussion

The focus groups revealed that already two groups of six users each
were able to identify a reasonable set of threats and security and pri-
vacy mechanisms. The groups were of different demographic char-
acteristics, among them one group of users without professional IT
background. Therefore, the found knowledge cannot be attributed to
demographic characteristics or IT knowledgeable users only.

During brainstorming on disadvantages and protections, the users
revealed diverse views on topics related with positive and negative
feelings. Most of these views were observed independently in both
focus groups. Those feelings describe the emotional threads of users’
experiences with security and privacy threats and mechanisms on
smartphones.

Several findings are in line with related work. For example, the
issues of distrust and trust have been investigated in several works.
Mylonas et al. found in a survey with more than 400 participants
that users who trust their app repository tend to be less likely to use
smartphone security software [150]. The same was found about pay-
ing attention to security warnings. In a study with more then 350
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users, Han et al. found that trust in third-party security apps posi-
tively influences the adoption of this kind of apps [75]. Conversely, in
the same study, trust in the smartphone operating system showed to
be a negative influencing factor for the adoption of third-party secu-
rity apps.

In the above presented focus group study, issues of social pressure
were revealed. In the research on technology adoption, social influ-
ence often shows to be an influencing factor for adoption. An exam-
ple of this can be found in the UTAUT model presented in [193].

Regarding user experience, the discovered views can be further in-
terpreted in terms of psychological needs. As mentioned in Section
2.2.1, psychological needs can be deployed to characterize classes of
experiences.

For examples, the usage of smartphones allows people to stay con-
nected with others and thus to support their need for Relatedness.
However, these positive features can become threats to Autonomy,
when the technology is used by others to put pressure on the user.
Also, smartphones offer many features that enable users to manip-
ulate their environment. These features can support the feeling of
Autonomy, Competence and Self-esteem. A good usability of applica-
tions or the system itself may help to support these feelings. On the
other hand, under certain circumstances, usage of smartphones may
evoke negative feelings such as dependency, helplessness and fatal-
ism. These feelings are antonyms of Autonomy and Competence.

In the following negative user experiences that were revealed in the
focus groups are discussed and first ideas how these negative expe-
riences may be avoided are suggested. Furthermore, positive user ex-
periences such as trust and feelings of being in control are discussed
together with the implications that such feelings may have for secu-
rity and privacy.

5.4.3 Negative experiences

Social Pressure. The feeling of being forced to perform an action due
to the general behavior of the peer-group.

Countermeasure. Security and privacy by design and default may
help to suppress feelings of social pressure. Applications which sup-
port the Relatedness of users should apply this principle. For exam-
ple, if end-to-end encryption would be enabled by default, users
would not be forced to choose between messenger apps which are
secure and have a smaller market share and applications which are
widespread and do not feature security. The threat of social availabil-
ity could be mitigated by offering proper privacy settings in apps
which support social interaction. This is already done in many of
these apps, but it is not a general standard or best practice.
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Negative Feelings. Experiences related to feelings of dependency,
general helplessness and fatalism.

Countermeasure. As the mentioned feelings are antonyms of Au-
tonomy and Competence, applying proper usability engineering tech-
niques during the design of security and privacy mechanisms is a
first step to avoid frustration arising from a lack of usability. This
idea is of course not new and has been discussed intensively in the
literature [40]. A further suggestion is the extension of the usable se-
curity approach to an approach where positive user experience and
need fulfillment is taken into account. Smartphone security mecha-
nisms need to ensure not only usability, but they also need to convey
positive feelings if they should reach higher acceptability by lay users.

5.4.4 Positive experiences

Feelings of being in control. The focus group results suggest that
there are users who find themselves capable of exercising their own
influence regarding issues of smartphone security and privacy.

Implications for security and privacy. While feelings of being able
to exercise one’s own influence in order to achieve security and pri-
vacy may be sources of positive user experiences, further studies are
needed to determine whether the related actions are indeed as fruit-
ful as perceived by the users. For example, Forget et al. observed
user behavior and actual computer security configurations and com-
plemented this data with a qualitative interview study on computer
security behavior [66]. They found that users who highly engage with
computer security do not necessarily own computers that are better
protected.

(Unmerited) Trust. The focus group study revealed that users may
use trust in a service provider as a shortcut for security and privacy.
A similar finding was also reported by Chin et al. who found in the
context of app installation behavior that users highly rely on app
reviews provided by other users to make decisions about the trust-
worthiness of an app in terms of safety [32]. However, trust may be
also a source for security issues and privacy violations, whenever it
is unmerited, i.e. when a user trusts an insecure or privacy-intrusive
systems to preserve those classical security assets it intentionally vio-
lates.

Implications for security and privacy. User education and awareness
might help to mitigate this threat. Thereby user education should ad-
dress two factors: first, education regarding to security and privacy
threats that may arise from apparently benign services or applica-
tions. For example, there are already tools for user education avail-
able such as anti-phishing education apps [29]. Second, education
should also target awareness regarding security and privacy mech-
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anisms that users may employ to protect their devices from such
threats. However, as education may only work up to a certain point
[69], also reliable, human-readable trust-indicators are needed.

In summary, the focus group study helped to explore negative and
positive experiences with mobile security and privacy. Moreover, in
the discussion, opportunities for avoiding negative experiences and
fostering positive experiences have been identified. Despite potential
negative experiences, there are users who deliberately deploy security
and privacy actions on smartphones. The next chapter explores what
motivates them to do so.
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M O T I VAT O R S F O R M O B I L E S E C U R I T Y A N D
P R I VA C Y

6.1 study 2 and 3 : motivation

Chapter 5 explored negative and positive experiences with mobile se-
curity and privacy. Furthermore, Chapter 5 discussed how negative
experiences could be avoided and positive experiences could be fos-
tered. For the latter, it further needs to be ensured that the positive
experiences do not foster false feelings of security and/or privacy.

The suggestions for avoiding negative experiences included the de-
ployment of security and privacy by design and default in social apps,
as well as proper usability engineering of security and privacy mech-
anisms, and user education. However, avoiding negative experiences
may not automatically lead to a positive user experience (cf. also [85]).
Psychological need fulfillment has been shown to be related to posi-
tive user experience [85]. Studies have further shown that need ful-
fillment can be manipulated through product features leading to a
positive change in user experience evaluations [68, 177]. Following
Hassenzahl’s model of user experience [83], the present chapter fur-
ther investigates which psychological needs are salient as motivators
for the adoption of mobile security and privacy mechanisms1. It is
then discussed how psychological needs could inform the design of
security and privacy mechanisms in order to foster a positive user
experience. Consequently, the present chapter provides answers to
RQ2.

As suggested by the results of the focus group study (cf. Chapter
5), users may not solely stick to security and privacy mechanisms
as defined in the literature. Therefore, security and privacy “actions”
are explored in the present chapter which may include any kind of
behavior users report to protect their security and privacy.

First, nineteen semi-structured in-depth interviews with smartphone
users were conducted to explore users’ motivations for voluntarily
applying security and privacy actions on smartphones in terms of

1 The contents of the present chapter were previously published in the paper “Ex-
ploring Psychological Need Fulfillment for Security and Privacy Actions on Smart-
phones.”, by Lydia Kraus, Ina Wechsung, and Sebastian Möller [121], which ap-
peared in the Proceedings of EuroUSEC, Darmstadt, 18 July 2016. © Internet So-
ciety, http://dx.doi.org/10.14722/eurousec.2016.23009, and in the article “Psy-
chological Needs as Motivators for Security and Privacy Actions on Smartphones”,
by Lydia Kraus, Ina Wechsung, and Sebastian Möller [122] which is an extended
version of the EuroUSEC paper [121] and has been published in the Journal of In-
formation Security and Applications (JISA), Volume 34, Part 1, pp. 34—45, 2017.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jisa.2016.10.002 [122]
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psychological need fulfillment. Thereafter, an online survey (N = 70)
was conducted in which questionnaires on psychological need fulfill-
ment from the literature were used to gather initial quantitative data
on the potential of security and privacy mechanisms to contribute to
psychological need fulfillment.

6.2 interview methodology

As described in Chapter 2, user experiences can be categorized by
considering the underlying psychological needs that motivate the in-
teraction with a product [83]. Thereby, psychological needs can be
considered as be-goals [83]. A user for instance makes a phone call to
experience the feeling of being close to others. Thus, the motivation
(i.e. the be-goal) of this action would be the fulfillment of the need
Relatedness (example taken from [83]). The do-goal is the action of
making the phone call. Or, a user may activate the privacy setting in
a messaging app so that the sender of the messages cannot see when
a message was read. This avoids the pressure to reply immediately
to a message. In this case, the privacy setting would be used to fulfill
the basic psychological need (and be-goal) of Autonomy. Activating
the privacy settings is the do-goal of the action.

Following the description of be-goals and do-goals, psychological
needs are related to the question why something is done whereas
actions are related to the question what is done and how it is done
[83]. Therefore the script for the semi-structured in-depth interviews
concerned the following research questions:

• Which security and privacy actions are employed by smartphone
users? (What?)

• How are they employed? (How?)

• Why are they employed? (Why?)

With this approach participants were not explicitly asked for the
needs they aim to fulfill with their actions. Therefore, the why-questions
were considered to provide answers regarding the reasons for doing
an action and those reasons were then coded with the psychological
needs.

The interview script (cf. Appendix A.2) covered a variety of possi-
ble actions, extracted from the literature on smartphone security risks
[93, 174] and users’ threat perception [32]. Action-questions were in-
tentionally designed in an open manner as it could not be assumed
that users only stick to the actions which are defined in the literature.
The salience of the topics security and privacy increased during the
course of the interview.

The interview was divided into three parts. In the first part, par-
ticipants were asked about their general smartphone usage habits,
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e.g. reasons why they bought a smartphone, which operating sys-
tem they use, and if they have used another operating system before.
They were then asked about smartphone sharing and usage at work.
Afterwards, several questions on app usage, app installing, and unin-
stalling were asked. Some of the questions were taken from [32].

In the second part of the interviews, the central themes were se-
curity and privacy actions, including questions about the first time
that participants set up their smartphone, usage of data connections,
installing of updates, usage of pre- and postpaid options, battery con-
sumption, theft protection, backups, internet usage, financial func-
tions, protection from app access to sensitive information and com-
munication.

In the third part, questions covered security and privacy software
usage, password lock usage, and thoughts on general threats of smart-
phone usage. For each question of the interview, the interviewers
were instructed to ask follow-up questions on reasons and triggers
for behavior.

6.2.1 Procedure

Participants were recruited with a participant recruitment tool of
Technische Universität Berlin. The interview sessions took between
20 and 40 minutes depending on how talkative the participants were.
Participants received 12 Euro reimbursement. Participants who al-
ready participated in the focus group study (cf. Chapter 5) could not
participate.

The interviews were conducted in German in the beginning of 2015

at the Quality and Usability Lab of Technische Universität Berlin.
Each interview was conducted by one interviewer. To reduce inter-
viewer effects, there were two interviewers. Approximately half of
the interviews were conducted by Interviewer 1, the other half by
Interviewer 2. Audio recordings were made to enable verbatim tran-
scription after the interviews. The audio recordings were deleted af-
ter the transcription process. At the beginning of the interview, par-
ticipants received an information sheet and were asked for consent.
Then, questions on demographics, smartphone usage (frequency of
use, etc.), privacy concern and ICT attitudes were presented to the
participants. During the recruitment it was not mentioned that the in-
terview is about security and privacy, but the participants were told
that the study is about their “smartphone usage habits”.

At the end of the interviews the participants were thanked and de-
briefed. Due to the nature of the interview it might have been that
the participants became aware of shortcomings in their security be-
havior. Therefore, after the interview, they were provided with a flyer
on which they could find further information on how to protect their
security and privacy on smartphones.
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6.2.2 Analysis

The codebook consisted of the descriptions of the 11 psychological
needs (cf. Section 2.2.1), the items of the need fulfillment question-
naire [175], and a few items of the UNEEQ questionnaire (only for
Keeping the meaningful) [190]. Thus, the codes could be used for either
need fulfillment or frustration.

Two coders independently coded the interviews by applying the
codebook described above. Interrater-agreement between the two coders
was found to be moderate (Cohen’s κ = 0.46) according to Landis and
Koch [129]. The disagreements between the coders stemmed from a
few issues. During the coding, the coders encountered many passages
in which participants told that they would do an action in order to
save money. However, saving money is not explicitly part of the defi-
nition of the need Money/Luxury as described in Section 2.2.1. Never-
theless, in most passages related to saving money, participants were
willing to corrupt their privacy or security in order to get access to
“nice possessions”. For instance, they said that they would choose the
free version of an app rather than the paid version, although the free
version required more permissions. Thus after discussion, the coders
decided to label these passages as Money/Luxury. The coders also dis-
cussed the Security code. This code was rather found in the context
of being safe from threats than having a need for structure or control. The
coders agreed that the first definition is valid as it can be found in the
questionnaire on need fulfillment [175]. There was also disagreement
on whether situations in which the participants reported the desire
that others cannot track or observe them should be coded as Security
or Autonomy. This is a typical situation related to privacy; however,
a need for privacy is not part of the needs suggested in the related
literature (cf. Section 2.2.1). In the end, the coders agreed on coding
these passages as Autonomy - in line with Westin’s definition of the
functions of privacy, one of them being personal autonomy [200]. In
the following, the coded transcripts upon which the coders finally
agreed are used.

Additionally to the analysis of the psychological needs, a list of se-
curity and privacy actions was extracted from the data by the coders.
Actions in the list include actions as defined in the literature [93, 174]
and actions which were additionally mentioned by the participants.
Based on this list, the coders analyzed independently whether an ac-
tion was applied by a participant or not. For the coding of the actions,
the coders reached almost perfect interrater-agreement (Cohen’s κ =
0.84) according to Landis and Koch [129]. The coders met to discuss
disagreements and to reach consent. Table 1 reports the results upon
which the coders agreed.
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6.2.3 Participants

Nineteen smartphone users (10 female) participated in the interview
study. The age ranged from 18 to 58 years (M = 31, Md. = 27, SD
= 10.94). Participants had diverse educational levels (approximately
equally distributed between secondary school degree, qualification
for university entrance, and university degree). The sample comprised
nine employees, seven students and three job seekers. Only one par-
ticipant had a professional IT background.

There were 13 Android users, five iPhone users and one Windows
Phone user. The sample roughly reflects the distribution of smart-
phone operating systems among the smartphone user population in
Germany at the time of the study (Android 70%, iOS 20%, Windows
Phone 5%) [180]. Smartphone usage experience among the partici-
pants was diverse: Four participants had owned their smartphone for
less than a year, seven for one to three years and eight for more than
three years. Most of the participants use their smartphone at least
once per hour (N=15).

6.3 online study methodology

For the online survey, those security and privacy actions were se-
lected which participants either frequently reported in the interviews
or which were considered to be of interest for security and privacy
technologies designers (e.g. messaging with end-to-end encryption).
General need fulfillment was measured for each of those actions.

6.3.1 Procedure

Participants for the online study were recruited by word of mouth
and email. They were recruited by seven people who sent out emails
to people who they know but who were not aware of the study’s
topic. As the survey took around 20 minutes to answer, personalized
invitations were sent as it this was expected to achieve higher com-
pliance of the participants and eventually higher data quality. Three
vouchers à 50 Euro were raffled among all participants.

The survey started with questions on demographics. Afterwards,
data on smartphone usage was collected: for how long the smart-
phone has been used, frequency of use, the operating system, their
three favorite apps, the reasons for buying a smartphone, and whether
they perceive different situations as threats. The survey was then
divided in three different versions. Participants were randomly as-
signed to the different versions of the survey.

Version 1: Participants were asked if they apply backups and if
there are situations in which their data connections are disabled (one
question each for WiFi, Bluetooth, and GPS) and, if so, how often they
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disable them. The last question was whether they apply a password
or PIN lock.

Version 2: Participants were asked if they install updates, if so,
manually or automatic. They were also asked if they check their
monthly bill and prepaid balance, respectively. Then they should indi-
cate if they apply privacy settings (i.e. whether they have enabled the
function that others can see if a message was read) within messaging
apps.

Version 3: Participants were asked if they do something to protect
their phone from theft, if so, they were asked what. They were then
asked if they check app permissions, if so, how often. At the end they
were asked whether they use messaging apps with end-to-end en-
cryption. As it could not be assumed that all participants are familiar
with the term “end-to-end encryption”, examples of such apps were
given. Furthermore, participants were also offered an option allowing
them to specify other apps than the ones given.

For each action, participants were asked to indicate the level of
need fulfillment they experienced. To do so, a German version of the
need fulfillment questionnaire [47] was employed which is based on
the questionnaire by Sheldon et al. [175]. Questions for Keeping the
meaningful were taken from the UNeeQ questionnaire [68, 190]. For
participants who stated that they do a particular action, the questions
were formulated like this: “By doing [action] I have the feeling that...”;
for non-user the wording was: “By not doing [action] I have the feel-
ing that...”

The reasons for splitting the survey in three parts were twofold.
First, as participants were supposed to answer the need questionnaire
for each action, considering all actions for all participants would have
led to a high number of need items per participant (9 actions x 3

items per need x 8 needs = 216 items). Second, the questionnaire
would have been highly repetitive as participants would have needed
to answer nine times the same 24 need items (only differing in the
action they relate to). These two factors may have resulted in fatigue
effects and lower motivation to retrieve the optimal answer to each
questions (i.e. “optimizing” [127]).

Besides splitting the survey in three parts, only two of the three
items of the original need questionnaires were selected. This further
reduced the number of items and resulted in 48 need items in total
per participant (16 items per action). The needs for Self-actualization,
Self-esteem and Physical/Bodily were excluded, as they were reported
only seldom in the interviews.

Besides questions on security and privacy actions, which differed
between the three versions, all questions were the same for all partic-
ipants.
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6.3.2 Participants

Seventy smartphone users participated in the online study. The par-
ticipants (female= 37.1%) were between 18 and 61 years old (M =
28, Md. = 26, SD = 8.11). They had diverse educational levels (Sec-
ondary school degree: 4.3%, completed training: 12.9%, qualification
for university entrance: 32.9%, College/ university degree: 50%). Oc-
cupational groups were reported to be employees (38.6%) and under-
graduate students (44.3%), and other groups (e.g. job seekers, self-
employed) (17.2%). The majority did not have professional IT exper-
tise (60%).

Among the participants were 40 Android users (57.1%), 23 iOS
users (32.9%), four Windows Phone users (5.7%) and three users of
other mobile operating systems (4.3%). The majority has owned their
smartphone for more than three years (61.4%) or between one and
three years (32.9%), while only few participants reported to having
owned their smartphone between four and twelve months (5.7%).
Most of the participants were frequent smartphone users: 50% re-
ported to use their smartphones several times per hour, 20% reported
to use it approximately once per hour, and 24.3% reported to use it
several times a day.

The sample was diverse regarding age, smartphone operating sys-
tem usage, and occupational groups; however, there was a bias to-
wards male participants, higher educational levels, and students.

6.4 interview results

Participants reported the application of many security and privacy
actions in the interviews. Those actions largely rely on either mind-
fulness or pre-installed mechanisms. The psychological needs moti-
vating the application of the reported actions are diverse: besides Se-
curity which was likely to be a motivator due to the nature of the
interview, Autonomy and Money/Luxury play a major role. Competence,
Relatedness, and Stimulation were found to be of moderate importance.
Keeping the meaningful and Popularity were only relevant for a few ac-
tions. Self-actualization, Physical/Bodily, and Self-esteem were found to
play a minor role as motivators.

The results of the interviews are structured according to the macro-
structure of the interview script. For each subsection, the two to three
most mentioned needs are discussed.

6.4.1 Security and privacy actions

An overview of the reported actions is provided in Table 1. Saving
battery lifetime was reported most frequently, followed by switching
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off all data connections, deploying updates, and protecting the device
from theft.

Neither the installation of nor the subscription to additional apps
or services is required for the 10 top strategies as those strategies
are either based on mindfulness or on pre-installed security/privacy
mechanisms. Examples for the latter include screen lock with authen-
tication or backups to the cloud (if the backup app was pre-installed).

Note that actions encompass what the participants have reported,
not what they may actually use. For example, iPhone users may not
have been aware that encryption on iOS is enabled by default when
using a screen lock with authentication. Further note, that end-to-
end encryption was not implemented in many messaging apps by
the time of the study. Thus, the use of messaging apps with end-to-
end encryption was interpreted as a separate action. Table 1 does not
take into account intensity and frequency of the deployed actions. For
example, for “checking permissions” there may be participants who
check app permissions every time, while other participants may only
check them when they are suspicious for some reason.

In the following the psychological needs related to the different
actions are reported. The abbreviations P1 to P19 thereby indicate the
different participants.

6.4.2 Saving battery lifetime

From an IT-security perspective the (automatic) monitoring of bat-
tery consumption may be used to detect malicious activities on a
device [174]. While users could also regularly check their battery sta-
tus to detect apps that unnecessarily drain energy, the participants
in the interview study mentioned checking their battery status as a
safety measure: they reported saving battery lifetime to be, for ex-
ample, available to friends. Thus, Relatedness is one reason for saving
battery lifetime. P12 mentioned that he started to check his battery
status regularly as there have been situations where “I was somehow
absentminded and my battery only had 30%, but I was somewhere
outside for let’s say five or six hours; well, I need to be available to
friends or so.”

Another reason for saving battery lifetime is Security, as evident
in the statement by P9: “Mhm well, in fact [...] it happens quite often,
that I need to find my way home via Google Maps or public transport
and therefore I always want to have at least 10% battery left and that’s
why... that’s why I save battery”.

6.4.3 Connectivity

When participants were asked about situations in which their data
connections such as Bluetooth, NFC or GPS are disabled, it was ex-
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Table 1: Self-reported security and privacy actions. Percentages do not sum
up to 100 as participants could report several actions.

Security and privacy actions freq. %

Save battery lifetime 18 95%

Switch off all data connections (e.g. by flight-mode) 17 89%

Deploy updates 16 84%

Protect from theft (e.g. by securely storing the device) 14 74%

Check permissions 14 74%

Make backups 14 74%

Use screen lock with authentication 12 63%

Avoid financial apps/ functions (e.g. online banking) 10 53%

Check monthly bill/ prepaid balance 9 47%

Disable WiFi connection 6 32%

Disable Bluetooth 5 26%

Disable GPS 4 21%

Hide one’s identify (e.g. by fake user profiles) 4 21%

Reduce online “data traces” 3 16%

Adjust privacy settings of messaging apps 3 16%

Use antivirus apps 3 16%

Log out from services 3 16%

Take out insurance 3 16%

Use remote management apps 3 16%

Do not use messaging apps 2 11%

Use apps for privacy protection/ permission management 2 11%

Use messaging apps with end-to-end encryption 2 11%

Modify privacy settings of the device 1 5%

Uninstall pre-installed apps 1 5%

Root the device 1 5%

Do not download apps at all 1 5%

Use data/ device encryption 0 0%

pected that they report on turning off WiFi for example in order to
avoid network attacks. Instead, most of the participants mentioned
situations in which they switch off all data connections (e.g. by ac-
tivating the flight mode). This behavior is driven by the need for
Autonomy: “I don’t need to be available all the time, well, I can be
without my mobile phone” (P11). “Because I want to be left alone”
(P9). “I always disabled it [all data connections] at work, so that I
don’t get distracted” (P15). Money/Luxury is another reason why data
connections are switched off. P17 noted: “[...] when I am at home
then I use WiFi and switch off my mobile internet, because I think I
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can save some of my data contingent doing so at least that is how I
understood it.” However, for few participants, a need for Security was
found related to the usage of public WiFi spots: “Well, for me that is...
open WiFi is too risky for me.” (P15)

6.4.4 Updates

Updates were seen as a source for Stimulation rather than a necessity
in terms of Security, for instance by P8: “Yes, if there are new updates
I install them so that I have the latest version [of an app].” Doing
updates manually provides Autonomy for some of the participants:
“In certain intervals, maybe once per month, I enter Google Play and
then I check which apps I have [on my phone] and for which of those
apps updates are needed. Then I decide what I update or what I don’t
update” (P2).

6.4.5 Protection from theft

Interestingly, instead of using remote management apps or the like,
many of the participants mentioned that they store their device se-
curely or that they pay attention to where they leave the device. This
provides them with a feeling of Security, as can be seen in the quote
by P15: “It’s always strange, when it [the phone] is somewhere else,
for example in my backpack; I’d rather carry it on me, then I know it’s
there and I notice relatively quickly if it would be gone.” P12 stated:
“I just do it [storing it securely] as a preventive measure, just not to
be placed in such a situation [that the phone is stolen].”

6.4.6 Screen lock with authentication

Not surprisingly, most quotes related to screen locks with authentica-
tion were coded with Security, an example is the following quote by
P8: “Uumh, if it [the phone] is stolen or so, [for the thief] it wouldn’t
be so easy to use it immediately.” P6 noted as a reason to use pass-
word lock: “I believe that it’s maybe... In case that one loses the phone,
it is a bit more difficult [to access it].” Security and Popularity as rea-
sons to adopt a password lock were mentioned by P5: “In the begin-
ning it was, because I thought it is pretty cool how my friends typed
in their security codes on their mobile phone. Now it is just for secu-
rity reasons.” Thus, for P5 locking mechanisms have the potential to
convey the impression of being “cool” to others.
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6.4.7 App selection, uninstalling apps and mitigating access to sensitive
information

When it comes to app selection Stimulation plays a major role as noted
by P11: “sometimes I check the category ‘newest apps’ and those that
sound interesting will be downloaded.” Also, the influence of the
price, i.e. Money/Luxury, was mentioned by several participants, for
instance in this quote: “Well, there are enough [apps] for free” (P17).

Security may be a decision factor in the app selection process, as
noted by P3: “It depends on what kind of app it is, how urgent do I
need that app? Well, if I want to download some game just for fun
and [then I] see ‘Okay, the App wants to have access to everything’,
[...] than I just don´t install it.” P4 mentions Security concerns during
app selection: “[...] but then sometimes I do worry, a self-employed
developer, what kind of mischief they could do.”

A feeling of not being competent when it comes to judging permis-
sions was expressed by P7: “Therefore I don’t see myself in the po-
sition, to switch those things [the permissions] off; I think that I am
allowing it [having access] to some apps.”

Autonomy is experienced by not allowing apps to access location
data “[I switch off GPS] because I do not want, that someone who
should not know it, knows where I am.” (P11). When it comes to
uninstalling apps, Autonomy is a reason, as evident from this state-
ment by P12: “Simply because I don’t want Apple to know where I
am or something like that”. However, also Money/Luxury may be a rea-
son for uninstalling an app: “Well, sometimes there are apps which
are advertised to be free of charge and then you only got a couple
of functions and you have to pay for many other functions. And well
then I rather uninstall those apps because it annoys me.” (P13).

6.4.8 Backups

Security and Keeping the meaningful were the only reasons that were
salient in the context of backups: “Yes, because the data on my mobile
phone is important to me... and well it is better... safety comes first.”
(P8). Unsurprisingly, the desire to keep (meaningful) things is related
to the subjective value that the participants attach to them, as implied
by this statement by P3: “Well, I am a person who loses his mobile
phone quite often, and, well I was in Brazil and took some pictures
there. And after two weeks of traveling I dropped my mobile phone
in a river. Well, then I thought ‘mhh damn it’. I got my phone to work
again, but then I uploaded everything to the cloud . . . well, so that I
do not lose all my pictures [...].”
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6.4.9 Communication

Being in contact with people one cares about, i.e. Relatedness, was
mentioned by many of the participants as a reason for using messag-
ing apps: “The reason for using it [WhatsApp] is actually that all my
friends are using it, otherwise I would like to use another one [app].”
(P9). “Because everyone used to use it and if you did write an SMS,
then you were kind of out and well then you just used it too. Last
year I tried to get rid of WhatsApp, but there are still too many peo-
ple who still got it and won’t write SMS and well then you just have
to get back to WhatsApp.” (P15).

When the participants were asked whether they do something in
order to protect their communication, it was rather expected that they
would mention end-to-end encryption or the like. However, only two
participants reported that they used it. Instead many said that they
use privacy settings in messaging apps. Those statements were la-
beled with Autonomy: “I wouldn´t describe it as a protection measure,
but for WhatsApp I turned off, that you can see when I was online
the last time or stuff like that... well.” (P3). Group chats in messaging
apps were seen as a possible source of unpleasant consequences by
P6: “Yes, so, I am careful when it comes to these group... group-chats
or things like that. I do not use them, because I think they are quite
precarious [...].” Therefore, this quote was coded with Security.

Summarizing, a variety of examples how psychological needs, i.e.
be-goals, drive security and privacy actions on smartphones was found:
for instance, the participants reported Relatedness and Security as moti-
vators for saving battery lifetime; they further reported that Autonomy,
Money/Luxury, and Security are playing a role in managing connectiv-
ity; they also mentioned that Stimulation and Autonomy motivate ac-
tions related to updates and that the need for Security motivates the
protection from theft; Security was mainly mentioned as motivator for
using a screen lock with authentication, however, there is also a po-
tential for Popularity being addressed with this action. App selection
was noted to be driven by Stimulation and Money/Luxury, whereas Se-
curity, Competence (or a lack thereof) and Autonomy were reported to
be related to uninstalling apps and mitigating access to sensitive infor-
mation. The interviews further indicated that backups are motivated
by Keeping the meaningful and the need for Security; communication is
related to Relatedness, whereas its protection is related to Autonomy,
and Security, both rather in the context of threats arising from other
users.
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6.5 online study results

In this section the results of the online survey are reported. Thereby,
the results for those security and privacy actions which are consid-
ered to be most influenceable by security and privacy technology de-
signers are reported.

Whereas Security was a salient need in the interviews, the online
survey results do not suggest Security to be of special importance as
a motivator. The online study results rather suggest that other needs
such as Keeping the meaningful, Stimulation, Autonomy, and Competence
play a role for some of the actions. For other actions, the results were
inconclusive. Although differences in need fulfillment were found for
some of the actions, general need fulfillment for all actions was rather
low according to the mean values which were mostly below 3.0

Table 2 shows the mean values, medians and standard deviations
for the respective security and privacy actions. As the survey was split
into three parts and as only users who reported to take an action were
considered, the sample size (N) for each action is rather small. Figure
7 shows the need profiles in terms of mean need fulfillment for each
action.

As the sample size for each action was rather small, non-parametric
Friedman tests (i.e. the non-parametric equivalent of a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA) were conducted for each action to see whether users
rank some needs higher than others. Post-hoc analyses were con-
ducted with adjusted p-values using the Bonferroni method (i.e. the
p-values were multiplied with the number of comparisons and only
accepted as significant if they were still below 0.05). Effect sizes (r)
were calculated for post-hoc analyses as r = Z/sqrt(O) with O being
the number of observations [63].

6.5.1 Backups

For participants who reported to do backups (N = 14), the Friedman
test revealed a significant difference in need fulfillment for this action,
χ2 = 40.90, p < 0.01. Post-hoc analysis showed that users ranked Keep-
ing the meaningful significantly higher than Popularity, Z = 3.16, p =

0.04, r = 0.60. Keeping the meaningful was further ranked significantly
higher than Stimulation, Z = 3.74, p < 0.01, r = 0.71, and Money/Lux-
ury, Z = 4.13, p < 0.01, r = 0.78. For all pairwise comparisons effect
sizes are large. The results suggest that the fulfillment of Keepings the
meaningful is a relevant factor to use backups (cf. also Figure 7a).

6.5.2 Updates

For participants who reported that they installed updates (N = 22),
the Friedman test indicated significant differences between the level
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(a) Backups: Mean need fulfillment (b) Updates: Mean need fulfillment

(c) Scrutinizing permissions: Mean
need fulfillment

(d) Screenlock with authentication:
Mean need fulfillment

(e) Privacy settings (instant messag-
ing): Mean need fulfillment

(f) End-to-end encrypted messaging:
Mean need fulfillment

Figure 7: Mean need fulfillment for different actions. The subfigures show
distinct need profiles for each action. AUT = Autonomy; COMP =
Competence; STIM = Stimulation; MON = Money/ Luxury; SEC =
Security; POP = Popularity; KTM = Keeping the meaningful; REL
= Relatedness.

of need fulfillment, χ2 = 30.00, p < 0.01. Post-hoc analysis showed
that values for Stimulation were significantly higher than for Money/
Luxury, Z = 3.85, p < 0.01, r = 0.58. The effect size for the pairwise
comparison is large. The results suggest that Stimulation is a rather
relevant factor to employ updates (cf. also Figure 7b).
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6.5.3 App permissions

For participants who reported to scrutinize permissions (N = 18), the
Friedman test was significant, χ2 = 58.89, p < 0.01. Post-hoc analysis
showed that users rated Autonomy significantly higher than Related-
ness, Z = 3.61, p < 0.01, r = 0.60, Money/ Luxury, Z = 3.91, p < 0.01,
r = 0.65, Stimulation, Z = 3.71, p < 0.01, r = 0.62, and Popularity, Z =
3.20, p = 0.039, r = 0.53. Also, users ranked Competence significantly
higher than Relatedness, Z = 3.50, p = 0.013, r = 0.58, Money/Luxury,
Z = 3.81, p < 0.01, r = 0.64, and Stimulation, Z = 3.61, p < 0.01, r =
0.60. For all pairwise comparisons effect sizes are large. As the per-
mission systems differ depending on the OS, Android and iOS users
were compared: a Mann-Whitney-U-Test did not reveal significant dif-
ferences. The results suggest that scrutinizing permissions is related
to the fulfillment of the needs for Autonomy and Competence (cf. also
Figure 7c). Interestingly, for all needs beside Autonomy and Compe-
tence, the median value is 1.0 (cf. Table 2). Thus, at least half of the
participants felt that other needs are not fulfilled at all. Even though
participants who scrutinize permissions ranked Autonomy and Com-
petence higher compared to other needs, the mean and median values
remain rather low (< 2.5) compared to the results of Hassenzahl et al.
who investigated need fulfilment in the context of HCI [85].

6.5.4 Screenlock with authentication

Despite a significant difference in need fulfillment for participants
who reported to use a screen lock together with a PIN or password
(N = 14, Friedman test, χ2 = 30.00, p < 0.01), post-hoc analysis did not
show significant differences. Again, need fulfillment was in general
low with five of eight investigated needs having a median of 1.0. The
highest mean value (Autonomy) is only slightly larger than 2.0 (cf.
Table 2 and Figure 7d). Surprisingly, not even Security scored higher
than the other needs.

6.5.5 Privacy settings in instant messaging

The results indicate a rather high median of 3.0 for Autonomy for users
of privacy settings in instant messaging apps (N = 11, cf. also Table
2 and Figure 7e). However, a Friedman test did not show significant
differences in need fulfillment.

6.5.6 End-to-end encrypted instant messaging

A Friedman test was significant for users of messaging apps with
end-to-end encryption (N = 13), χ2 = 18.78, p < 0.01; however, post-
hoc analysis did not yield significant results. There were high median
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values for Relatedness and Security indicating at least for some of the
participants a tendency for the fulfillment of those needs (cf. also
Figure 7f); however, the rankings for those two needs did not differ
significantly from other needs.

In summary, the results of the online survey suggest that for some
actions certain needs are more relevant than others. In cases where
an effect was found in the post-hoc analysis, the effect sizes were
large (above 0.5). For backup users, the results indicate that Keeping
the meaningful plays a role as a motivator. For update users, Stim-
ulation was shown to be rather important, at least more important
than Money/ Luxury. Users who reported to scrutinize permissions,
ranked Autonomy and Competence higher than other needs. For users
of screen lock with authentication, end-to-end encrypted instant mes-
saging apps, and privacy settings of instant messaging apps, the re-
sults were inconclusive. Although differences in need fulfillment were
found for some of the actions, general need fulfillment for all actions
was rather low according to the mean values which were mostly be-
low 3.0. The implications of this finding are discussed in Section 6.6.2.

6.6 discussion

The interview results indicate that users apply diverse security and
privacy actions to protect themselves from threats on their smart-
phones. Furthermore, the interview results illustrate how a variety
of psychological needs drive security and privacy actions on smart-
phones. For some of the security and privacy actions, namely back-
ups, updates, and scrutinizing permissions, the results of the online
survey are in line with the interview results. For the others actions (i.e.
end-to-end encrypted instant messaging apps, and privacy settings of
instant messaging apps) the results are inconclusive.

6.6.1 Limitations

The interviews were annotated with predefined concepts from theo-
ries of psychological needs. This is a subjective process and it might
be that some quotes could be interpreted in a different way. The mod-
erate interrater agreement indicates that the application of psycholog-
ical needs in the context of security and privacy on smartphones may
profit from further conceptualization and specification.

The interview study sample consisted partly of students and job
seekers which might have led to the result that saving money was a
rather salient motive in the decision making process. Despite this lim-
itation, the interview sample reflects well the smartphone operating
system distribution in the studied population.
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The online survey included a lot of questions as need fulfillment
was collected for several security and privacy actions. By splitting
the survey in three versions and considering only users of an action,
the sample size for each action was rather small. However, presum-
ably that helped to reduce possible fatigue effects. While the sample
size limits the generalizability of the results, the study provides first
insights into the practicability of applying the need fulfillment ques-
tionnaire in the security and privacy context.

6.6.2 Psychological needs in the security and privacy context

While Security was a salient need in the interviews, the online study
results do not suggest Security as an outstanding motivator for secu-
rity and privacy actions. A possible explanation for this difference
may be the twofold definition of the need for Security: In the inter-
views Security was mentioned mostly in the sense of being safe from
threats and uncertainties. In the questionnaire which was used in the
online study, the Security definition is broader and encompasses, be-
sides the aspect of protection, also the aspect of routine and structure
as a source for feeling secure [175] [47]. While users might associate
being safe from threats with data security and privacy actions, this
might not be the case for the aspects related to daily routines.

Moreover, while Security may serve as a motivator to employ se-
curity and privacy actions, the fulfillment of the Security need may
not necessarily lead to a strong positive user experience: in related
work by Hassenzahl et al., Security has been found to be of only mi-
nor importance for positive user experiences with technology [85]. In
addition, in their study, the need for Security also showed only a low
correlation with positive affect [85]. Hassenzahl et al. thus suggest
that “Security can be understood as a ’deficiency need’, i.e. a need
that creates negative affect if blocked, but not necessarily strong posi-
tive feelings if fulfilled” [85, p. 358]. This is also in line with findings
of Karapanos et al. [108]: In a study on social media experiences with
Whatsapp, they found that the need for Security was of least impor-
tance for positive experiences with this service. However, for negative
experiences with Whatsapp, Security ranked second as a deprivated
need [108]. Thereby, security and privacy related issues such as expos-
ing personal content to wrong addressees or unsolicited group participation
in chats were found to be sources for negative experiences. Building
on the present findings and the findings from related work, it is likely
that the user experience with security and privacy technologies and
actions may profit from designing them in such a way that also psy-
chological needs beyond the need for Security are addressed. Section
6.6.3 discusses how different psychological needs could be addressed
for security and privacy actions.
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Although the need for Money/Luxury was rather salient in the in-
terviews, the online survey did not provide further evidence. Further-
more, in related works the need for Money/Luxury has been found
to be only of minor importance as intrinsic motivator [175]. The differ-
ence between the interview results and the online study might have
resulted from the fact that the need for Money/Luxury was interpreted
in the interviews to include the desire to save money. However, this
desire could be an extrinsic motivational factor rather than an intrin-
sic motivational factor (psychological needs are considered as intrin-
sic motivators). Thus, saving money may not lead per se to a positive
user experience and may be a necessity rather than a reason.

During the analysis of the psychological needs in the interviews,
a number of assumptions regarding their interpretation have been
made. The desire for privacy has been interpreted as being related
to Autonomy. The online survey results partly support this notion: for
users who scrutinize permissions they indicate that Autonomy and
Competence play a major role as motivators. However, for the use of
privacy settings in messaging apps the results do not suggest that
Autonomy is an outstanding need.

Pedersen [156] and Westin [200] suggest that there is a variety of
privacy behaviors which are driven by different privacy functions
such as autonomy, emotional release, self-evaluation, and limited and
protected communication [200]. Including further privacy functions
(besides Autonomy) may lead to a better conceptualization of psycho-
logical needs in the context of security and privacy research.

In comparison to results found in related work, need fulfillment in
the online study was rather low (most mean values were below 3.0).
For example, for satisfying life events, Sheldon et al. report mean val-
ues of need fulfillment between 2.4 and 4.1 [175]; in the context of
technology usage, Hassenzahl et al. observed values between 2.9 and
3.3 [85]. A possible explanation is that, in contrast to Sheldon et al.
[175] and Hassenzahl et al. [85], participants were not asked in the
present studies to report on outstanding positive or negative experi-
ences related to the studied topic (i.e. security and privacy actions in
this case).
On the other hand, the results may also suggest that need fulfillment
for security and privacy actions is in general low. This consequently
encourages new approaches to design security and privacy actions in
such a way that need fulfillment is maximized.

6.6.3 Psychological needs as design inspiration

Addressing different psychological needs in security and privacy tech-
nologies for smartphones creates a new design space for positive
user experiences with such technologies. In the following, examples
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of how security and privacy technologies that support psychological
need fulfillment could look like are provided.

Authentication

The user experience of password locks may be improved by address-
ing additional needs besides Security such as Stimulation (e.g. by mak-
ing unlocking fun) or Popularity (by having a “cool” screen lock).
There are a few examples for addressing Stimulation in terms of joy
during authentication: related work shows that for instance gesture-
based authentication is able to evoke different positive emotional out-
comes. Aumi and Kratz [6] present an authentication system which is
based on in-air gestures performed in the vicinity of a portable device.
In a user study they show that the gestures’ security is positively cor-
related with ratings of pleasantness and excitement. Moreover, Kar-
lesky et al. [110] find full-body gestures for access control to provide
a potential for interactions which are perceived pleasurable by users.
Popularity in authentication mechanisms could be addressed by pro-
viding users with a “cool” authentication method. For example, Bha-
gavatula et al. find that fingerprint authentication on smartphones is
perceived as “cool” [14]. Also, many solutions to improve usability of
knowledge-based authentication methods have been suggested in the
domain of graphical authentication [17]. In graphical authentication,
the password is based on graphical data such as pictures or icons.
In Chapter 10, a graphical authentication scheme which uses Emoji-
based passwords is investigated regarding its potential to provide for
better need fulfillment and a positive user experience.

Updates

Participants in the present study mentioned installing updates to get
the newest version of an app. By definition, experiencing new things
is associated with the need for Stimulation. However, this applies only
if the new experience is positive. Vaniea et al. [192] observed that
users become frustrated when installing updates, if the updates fea-
ture new user interfaces which interrupt the users’ normal workflow.
Thus, updates are a two-edged sword: on the one hand they are able
to positively surprise users when new functionalities or features are
added to an app, thus addressing the need of Stimulation. On the
other hand, users who have had bad experiences with installing up-
dates may refrain from installing them in the future which may lead
to security vulnerabilities [192]. One option to avoid negative effects
on users’ security behavior is to separate security updates from other
updates [102]. Thereby, in the best case, users will not experience any
changes after installing a security update. Nevertheless, it may also
be the case, that updates just for security purposes are not deployed.
Thus, an approach based on psychological need fulfillment could be
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to motivate users to install security updates by connecting these up-
dates with stimulating experiences. For instance, appraisal messages
could be shown or gamification approaches could be used to achieve
such experiences. How approaches that address psychological needs
in update messages could look like in detail, is an interesting research
question for future studies.

App Permissions

Not only in the present studies, but also in other studies, app permis-
sions proved to be hard to understand by some of the participants
(cf. e.g. [61]). As a consequence, the psychological need of Competence
may be deprived. On the other hand, the present results suggest that
users appreciate having the possibility to autonomously select which
permissions they grant (for instance with respect to location data).
Providing users with a clear context to make a decision is in any case
recommendable [69]. Related work also indicates that a clear context
supports security-friendly decisions when granting permissions [79,
120]. Whether this approach is also capable to address users’ need
for Competence and inducing a positive user experience is a subject
for future studies. Another worthwhile topic, which is investigated
in Chapter 9, is, to which degree run-time permissions (as currently
featured in iOS and Android 6.0) are perceived as fulfilling the need
for Autonomy without being annoying.
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I M P L I C AT I O N S O F T H E Q U A L I TAT I V E S T U D I E S

Based on the findings of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, implications for
the experiential design of mobile security and privacy mechanisms
are in the following discussed. The derived implications provide an-
swers to RQ3.

Security/privacy by design and default in social apps. Avoiding user
involvement in security and privacy decisions whenever possible, has
been also suggested in earlier works [39, 69]. Furthermore, one of the
lessons learned from related work is that defaults should be safe and
secure [69].

The results of the focus groups study also suggest that security by
design and default would be reasonable means for messaging apps to
counteract negative experiences related to social interaction such as
“social pressure” or “social availablility”. That way, users do not need
to make a trade-off between security and the need for Relatedness (e.g.
by deciding for an app which is less secure, but has a higher adop-
tion rate among one’s circles). Also in the interview study, users men-
tioned Relatedness (in terms of being in contact with friends) rather
than Security as a reasons for the adoption of messaging apps. This is
line with related work that also has found that peer influence is an im-
portant reason for the adoption of secure and “insecure” messaging
apps [45].

The results from the focus groups study further suggest that, pri-
vacy by design, for example, in the form of privacy settings for social
apps would be crucial in such apps to counteract “social availablil-
ity”. However, to design effective privacy controls, designers should
be aware of pitfalls that should be avoided as, for example, elaborated
by Lederer et al. [134]. The ability of messaging apps to change social
norms in terms of expectations regarding availability has also been
found as a source for negative experiences with mobile communica-
tion in related work [108].

Usability and Education. In the focus group study, users reported
negative experiences that surfaced in feelings such as dependency
and helplessness. For example, users mentioned feelings of depen-
dency upon the security and privacy mechanisms provided by third
parties (e.g. encryption) which do not have tangible indicators of the
actual security. Or, the feeling of helplessness was expressed regard-
ing threats to one’s privacy. Another example is the feeling of having
no choice and thus being forced to sacrifice security for usage. These

87
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findings suggest that there is a need for usability improvements, for
example, in terms of clearer communicating privacy information or
the actual security state of the system.

Usability engineering techniques should help to make the interac-
tion and communication with mobile security and privacy mecha-
nisms more efficient, effective, and satisfying. Examples of usability
engineering for security and privacy mechanisms have been widely
presented in the literature (for an overview cf. to Cranor and Garfinkel
[40] and Garfinkel and Lipfort [69]). Good usability is not only needed
to make security and privacy mechanisms more effective and thereby
more secure (cf. e.g. [19]). As in the user experience research of inter-
active products (cf. e.g. [85, 132, 165]), also in USP research usability
should be considered as a necessary mean to avoid negative expe-
riences. Thus, good usability should contribute to making a system
more secure and easy to use, and thereby laying the foundation for
a positive user experience (for which additional enablers are neces-
sary).

The issue of user education in the context of security and privacy
has been also recognized in earlier works (cf. e.g. [39, 69]. This issue
also surfaced in the focus group study: users expressed the need to
inform oneself about security and privacy issues and to take individ-
ual responsibility which suggests that it would be helpful if mobile
security and privacy mechanisms would foster education on security
and privacy issues. For example, for decisions that concern privacy,
human-readable privacy and/or trust indicators could be made avail-
able to raise awareness towards security or privacy related topics and
to help users in making fast decisions that are not based on unmer-
ited trust.

Experience design beyond Security The focus group study presented
in Chapter 5 revealed that negative experiences with mobile security
and privacy surfaced in negative feelings such as dependency, help-
lessness, and fatalism. It is likely that those issues are not solely con-
sequences of bad usability, but that they are also consequences of psy-
chological need deprivation. The interview study in Chapter 6 further
suggests, that users had motivations beyond the need for Security to
use mobile security and privacy mechanisms, but the fulfillment of
the need for Security was rather low in the online study.

Consequently, mobile security and privacy mechanisms should also
(stronger) address needs beyond the functional (i.e. behavioral
needs/goals [81]) and beyond the need for Security. Designing for
psychological needs is an approach that could be also applied in the
design of such mechanisms. For instance, a screen lock could be de-
signed to address aspects of Popularity or Stimulation, or user inter-
faces for app permissions could be designed to address aspects of
Autonomy.
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C O M M U N I C AT I N G A P P P E R M I S S I O N R I S K S T O
U S E R S

8.1 study 4 : motivation

In Chapter 3, the issue of over-privileged smartphone apps was de-
scribed. An app is over-privileged when it asks for more permissions
than would be necessary to ensure its functionality [60]. This is not
necessarily due to malicious intents of the developer, but may be also
due to the programmer’s lack of understanding [60]1.

In any case, the user needs to make a decision on whether s/he
wants to grant permissions or not. Several studies have shown that
it is hard for users to cope with the “basic permission dialog”. For
example, there are a number of usability problems with the current
Android permission system - a large percentage of users are unaware
of what permissions mean and what the possible consequences are
[61]. Thus, most of the users might not be able to distinguish whether
the requested permissions are indeed required to ensure the claimed
functionality. Another drawback which makes it difficult for users to
pay attention to permissions and thus to possible privacy issues is
the time at which the permissions are shown to the user [112]. In
the “basic permission dialog”, the permissions are shown when the
decision for downloading an app has already been made. Thus, the
user cannot include the number and quality of required permissions
in the decision-making process.

The focus group, interview, and online studies, presented in Chap-
ter 5 and 6, provided further evidence for the issues identified in
related work (cf. preceding paragraph): users reported a dependency
on third parties regarding the management of security and privacy,
e.g. by using the app market/ecosystem (cf. Section 5.3.2), helpless-
ness towards the loss of control to their privacy (cf. Section 5.3.2), and
uncertainty about which permissions they granted (cf. Section 6.4.7).
Also, the results of the interview study suggest that users appreciate
Autonomy in selecting which permissions they grant (cf. Section 6.4.7).

Chapter 5 and 6 further helped to identify three principles for the
experiential design of mobile security and privacy mechanisms: secu-

1 The present chapter is based on “Using statistical information to Communicate
Android Permission Risks to Users“ by Lydia Kraus, Ina Wechsung, and Sebas-
tian Möller [120], which appeared in the Proceedings of the Workshop on Socio-
Technical Aspects in Security and Trust, co-located with the 27th IEEE Computer
Security Foundations Symposium, Vienna, July 2014. Copyright © 2014, IEEE. http:
//dx.doi.org/10.1109/STAST.2014.15
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rity and privacy by design and default for social apps, usability and educa-
tion, and experiential design beyond Security.

The present chapter introduces an approach to provide users with
additional information in form of statistical data about the number
of app permissions compared to other apps with similar functional-
ity. The goal is to help users to easier interpret permission requests
without the need to search the app market for information (thus, tar-
geting improved usability in terms of efficiency), to raise awareness
of the permission issue (thus, targeting education), and to include the
number of permissions in the decision-making process (thus, target-
ing usability in terms of effectiveness).

There are huge differences in permissions between apps with same
or similar functionality (cf. Table 3). Thus, presenting statistics should
be a suitable method to communicate the uncertainties that are asso-
ciated with the permission system. Moreover, statistics give users the
freedom to evaluate the risk on their own without pushing them in
one or the other direction by defining which threshold is “good” or
“bad”. It is expected that this approach can support users’ decision-
making without requiring them to understand the exact meaning and
implications of each permission.

8.2 user interface design

A textual (“Text UI”) and graphical permission UI (“Graphic UI”)
were designed to communicate the statistical information to users. In
a lab study, both UIs were evaluated and compared against the “basic
permission UI” regarding their influence on users’ behavior when
selecting apps, their usability, and their ability to address aspects of
user experience.

8.2.1 Extracting statistical information about apps

Although several works on the automatic analysis of Android app
permissions had been published at the time when the presented UIs
were designed (cf. e.g. [11, 60, 67, 161, 169], non of them provided
descriptive statistics by app functionality which would have been
needed for the presented UI. Thus, the statistical information was
manually extracted. However, since the present study was conducted,
an approach for automatically detecting apps of similar functionality
has been suggested [138].

Statistical information on the number of permissions (minimum,
maximum, mean, median, 1st and 3rd quartile) was manually col-
lected for three types of app functionality: weather forecasts (weather),
torches (torch), and memory games (memory). The reason for this
selection was the high number of apps providing this functionality
which helps to provide a rich statistic. Furthermore, the functional-
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ity of these apps should be easy to understand by users, as most
of the people should know what a weather forecast, a torch and a
memory game are. Of course, the pure number of permissions is still
not enough to exactly evaluate the privacy-intrusiveness of an app.
This issue, as well as the requested types of permissions, should be
taken into account in future studies. The presented interfaces are a
first approach to determine how statistical information in the context
of Android permissions affects users and their decision making.

To collect statistical data about permissions by app functionality the
German version of the Google Play Store was accessed in July 2013

with a Sony Xperia S smartphone. To find weather forecast apps, the
search terms “weather forecasts” was entered (in German). For torch
apps and for memory games the search terms “torch” and “memory”,
respectively, were entered (also in German). The first 200 results of
each search were scanned. Only free apps and apps with basic func-
tionality were selected (e.g. for weather apps features like forecast,
rain radar and widgets were selected, but apps with special features
such as wind, boating, and bike forecasts, as well as weather alerts
were excluded). For torch apps, apps with all kind of lighting func-
tionality were selected and also flashlights. For memory games, apps
with and without online score functionality were selected. After re-
moving apps with non-basic functionality from the initial list (N=200

for each category) 111 apps remained for weather, 192 for torch, and
133 for memory (for summary statistics cf. Table 1). Different ideas
for the interfaces were collected in an ideation session.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of number of permissions for the three app
categories. Copyright © 2014, IEEE.

Category
Permission statistics

Min. 1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd Quartile Max.

Weather 1 3 5 5.53 7 18

Torch 0 3 5 5.14 6 19

Memory 0 3 4 5.84 7 16

8.2.2 Presenting statistical information about apps

Similar to the privacy check list in Kelley et al. [112] and the personal
examples of permission granting consequences in Harbach et al. [79]
and the additional explanatory text in Benton et al. [13], the permis-
sions are shown as part of the Google Play description of an app in
the conceived UI, that is, before the decision to download an app
is made. Moreover, those three examples from related work provide
more information to users, but they do not allow to make direct com-
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(a) “Standard UI”. (b) Permission dialog.

Figure 8: Original “Standard UI” (left). After pressing the installation but-
ton, the permission dialog appears (right). Copyright © 2014, IEEE.

parisons with apps of similar functionality without navigating away
from the description of the app.

Egelmann et al. [53] showed that it is fruitful to present apps of
similar functionality and their requested permissions side-by-side –
in a choice architecture. However, the space of a smartphone screen is
limited, thus the number of apps with similar functionality which are
presented side-by-side is limited as well; this issue could be solved
by providing statistical information instead.

Standard UI

Three kinds of UIs were evaluated in the lab experiment. The “Stan-
dard UI” is the control condition and was designed similar to the “ba-
sic permission dialog” as it was featured in Google Play at the time
of the study (summer 2013). The “Standard UI” provided the user
with the most important information including three screenshots of
an app, a textual description of the app, star ratings, number of down-
loads, and six reviews of other users (cf. Figure 8). The permissions of
an app are only visible in a pop-up window after the “install” button
is pressed.

The second user interface called “Text UI” (cf. Figure 9a) and the
third called “Graphic UI” (cf. Figure 9b) provide additional statisti-
cal information beneath the app description, thus information about
permissions is shown before pushing the “install” button.
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(a) “Text UI”. (b) “Graphic UI”.

Figure 9: “Text UI” (left) and “Graphic UI” (right). The original UIs were in
German.

Text UI

The textual prototype provided the users with the number of permis-
sions of the current app, the mean, and the 1st quartile of the permis-
sion statistics of the category of the current app. Based on Hoffrage et
al. [92] who stated that it is helpful when statistics are communicated
to people in natural numbers, the 1st quartile information was pro-
vided in natural numbers (using the term “25 of 100 apps” instead
of “25% of apps”). The information was placed directly below the
app description. Also, the list of permissions of the current app was
put below the textual information. After pressing the “install” button,
users see again the pop-up window with the permissions which they
need to accept in order to install the app, as in the “Standard UI”.

Graphic UI

In the graphical prototype, users were provided with text and a graphic
about the number of permissions of the current app, the minimum,
the maximum, the mean, and the 1st quartile (cf. Figure 9b). Visual
information was presented in the “Graphic UI” in the form of a hor-
izontal risk ladder. The risk ladder allowed to show additional tex-
tual information without the necessity of scrolling. Earlier research
has shown that risk ladders help people anchoring a risk more ef-
fectively as it provides them with upper and lower reference points
[139]; moreover, lengths are usually perceived by people without bias
[139]. The scale of the risk ladder was linear from the minimum to
the maximum number of permissions used in one category. The text
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below the risk ladder was the same as in the “Text UI”. Also the list
of permissions was given below the text.

8.3 methodology

The study was implemented as a lab experiment in which partici-
pants were required to bring their own smartphone in order to create
a more realistic setting. Participants were recruited through a partic-
ipant panel of TU Berlin, classified ads posted on an online service
similar to Craigslist, flyers, and e-mail. Experimental sessions took be-
tween 60-90 minutes, for which participants were compensated with
15 Euro. After welcoming participants received a description of the
study and a consent form. The study followed a within-subjects de-
sign to increase the power of the statistical tests. The experiment con-
sisted of three parts so each user had to make three decisions. In each
part, participants were shown one of the UIs and presented with two
different apps of the same functionality, one app with a high number
of permissions and the other one with a lower number of permissions.
After both apps were presented, participants were asked to decide for
one app and to install it on their phone.

An app called “AppChoice” (designed for the experiment) led the
participants through the experiment and presented them with a cus-
tom app store. In order to counterbalance possible influencing factors
(e.g. user reviews, graphical design, user ratings, number of down-
loads), mock-up apps were used instead of real apps, but the par-
ticipants were unaware of this fact. To maintain the impression that
the participants were confronted with real apps, a push-message was
simulated (a moving arrow-icon shown when apps are downloaded
together with the message “app is being installed”) after the instal-
lation button was pressed. To avoid that participants uncover this
simulation, they were asked to not navigate away from AppChoice
during the experiment. To evaluate whether there is an effect of the
permission ratio (the ratio between the number of low permissions
and the number of high permissions within the functionalities) dif-
ferent permission ratios were selected for each functionality. Thereby,
weather was randomly selected to have the high ratio, torch to have
the medium ratio and memory to have the low ratio, as the descrip-
tive statistics of all three functionalities looked similar (cf. Table 1).
This selection resulted in a high ratio for weather 18 (maximum) vs.
4 (interquartile range) per-missions, a medium ratio for torch 7 (in-
terquartile) vs. 2 (below 1st quartile) and a low ratio for memory 4

(interquartile) vs. 0 (minimum) permissions.
The used mock-up apps were inspired by real apps. Pictures from

low ranked apps of Google Play were taken (less than rank 50 on
the search results), to avoid asking people to download apps which
they already might have installed. Two sets of typical permissions
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for each functionality (i.e. a set of low permissions and a set of high
permissions) and two sets of user reviews from highly ranked apps
of that functionality were chosen.

The order of appearance of the two apps with the same functional-
ity on the overview page was randomized. The order of the function-
ality (weather, torch, memory) was also counterbalanced. The user in-
terfaces were always shown in the order “Standard UI” – “Text UI” –
“Graphic UI”. As the salience of the permissions increases in strength
from “Standard UI” to “Graphic UI” this order always remained the
same to avoid priming effects.

8.3.1 Procedure

Participants for the study were recruited with classified online ads on
Ebay, classified ads of a city magazine and a participant recruitment
tool of Technische Universität Berlin. The study targeted German-
speaking Android phone owners willing to install Android apps on
their own device during the study.

During the experiment, participants were first given a demographic
questionnaire. Then they were asked to rate the (general) importance
of eight factors for their decision on a 7 point scale (1 = not impor-
tant at all, 7 = very important). The decision factors were: description
of the app, visual impression of the app, reviews provided by other
users, ratings (number of stars), number of downloads, permissions
requested by the app, provided functionality (according to descrip-
tion), publisher (company). After each installation they were again
asked to fill in the questionnaire about the decision factors. User ex-
perience was measured in terms of perceived privacy of and the trust
in both, the selected and the not selected app, a continuous scale rang-
ing from “low” over “medium” to “high” (min. = 0, max. = 21) was
used. To cover up that privacy and trust were the most important
items, four questions regarding the overall rating of the apps and im-
pressions about aesthetics and the like were mixed in. The AttrakDiff2
mini questionnaire was deployed to determine how the participants
perceived the presentation of the apps in the app store in terms of
pragmatic and hedonic quality. After the 3rd and last installation par-
ticipants were presented with a questionnaire about privacy concerns,
with the Global Information Privacy Concern [141]. All interactions
with AppChoice were logged during the experiment. Participants
were asked for consent before the experiment, and were debriefed
at the end of the experiment. When the participants arrived in the lab
they were told that the objective of the experiment is to investigate
people’s impressions of Android apps. Privacy or security related is-
sues were not mentioned. After the installation of AppChoice on the
participant’s device, they were told that the presented apps are from
the “app store”. Within the experiment the participants were sup-
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posed to decide for one of the apps with the same functionality after
an exploration phase of maximum 5 minutes. Participants were also
informed that they may uninstall all apps that were installed during
the study after the study has finished.

8.3.2 Participants

Fourty-eight (48) smartphone users participated in the study. The
sample was 50% female. Participants were between 18 and 60 years
old (M = 31.68, Md. = 28, SD = 11.70). Sixteen (33.3%) participants
had a secondary school degree or a lower school degree, 19 (39.6%)
had a qualification for university entrance, and 13 (27.1%) had a uni-
versity degree. All kind of occupation groups were covered including
14 employees (29.2%), four self-employed (8.3%), 15 students (31.3%),
three apprentices (6.2%), four pupils (8.3%), two pensioners (4.2%),
one housewife or stay at home husband (2.1%), three unemployed
(6.2%) and two others (4.2%). All participants were Android users
and used phones with Android versions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.0, 4.1 and 4.2.

8.4 results

In this subsection the results of the experiment in terms of installa-
tion rates, the importance of the number of permissions as a deci-
sion factor, the perceived privacy of and trust in the low- and high-
permission app, as well as the importance of the other decision factors
are reported.

To test different dependent variables for differences between the
UIs, the following tests have been conducted. Due to the within-
subjects design, the samples of the dependent variables were depen-
dent (i.e. repeated observations). In cases where the dependent vari-
able was dichotomous, a Cochran’s Q test was used. In case of an
interval-scaled dependent variable, a repeated-measures ANOVA was
used, under the condition that the sphericity assumption was met
(tested with Mauchly’s test).

Moreover, there were two cases in which the dependent variable
was based on independent samples, that was when it was tested for
differences between the permission ratios and differences between
different groups of privacy concern, both tested per UI. In those cases
and when the dependent variable was dichotomous, a χ2-test or a
Fisher’s exact test (if cells contained values below 5) were used.
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8.4.1 Installation rates

Comparing the three decisions of all participants

To compare the number of low- and high-permission installations
(hereafter referred to as “installation rate”) for the three decisions of
all 48 participants, a Cochran’s Q test was used. The test revealed
a significant difference in the installation rate of the low-permission
app between the three types of user interfaces, Q(df=2, N=48) = 6.07,
p1−tailed = 0.03. A pairwise comparison using McNemar’s test with
Bonferroni-correction revealed that significantly more participants se-
lected the low-permission app in the “Graphic UI” (79.17%) than in
the “Standard UI” (56.25%) (p = .01). The differences between “Text
UI” (66.67%) and “Standard UI” and between “Graphic UI” and “Text
UI” were not significant.

Installation rate as a function of the permission ratio

Furthermore, for each UI, the installation rates of the weather, torch,
and memory app were compared. A Fisher’s exact test did not re-
veal significant differences in the installation rate between the three
permission ratios (operationalized as weather, torch and memory).

Installation rate as a function of privacy concern

Participants were divided into groups of low, medium, and high pri-
vacy concern, according to their ratings of the Global Information
Privacy Concern scale [141]. For all UIs, a χ2-test showed no signifi-
cant difference in the app installation rate between participants with
low, medium, and high privacy concern.

8.4.2 Decision factors

Importance of the number of permissions as a factor for the app selection

A repeated-measure ANOVA was used to compare the mean im-
portance of the number of permissions as a decision factor for the
three decisions of all 48 participants. The importance of the num-
ber of permissions as a decision factor differed significantly between
the UIs, F(2, 90) = 22.01, p<0.01, part.η2 = .328. A Sidak-corrected
post-hoc analysis showed that the mean importance in the “Standard
UI” (M=3.41; SD=2.21) was significantly lower than the mean impor-
tance in the “Text UI” M=5.11; SD=2.10), p<.01, and the “Graphic
UI” (M=5.41; SD=2.04), p<.01. Between “Text UI” and “Graphic UI”
the post-hoc test indicated no significant difference.
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Figure 10: Decision criteria.

Importance of other decision factors

In addition to the importance of the number of permissions, other
decision factors were analyzed. Rated on a 7-point scale from 1 (not
important at all) to 7 (very important), description, functionality, user
reviews, visual impression and ratings were rather important for the
participants and received mean values between 5.09 and 5.69. Pub-
lisher (2.04-2.15) and number of downloads (3.26-3.48) were not as
important for the participants. A pairwise comparison of the deci-
sion factors with Bonferroni-correction showed no significant differ-
ence for all factors (except permissions, cf. paragraph above) between
the UIs. Figure 10 depicts the mean values of the decision factors for
the three UIs.

8.4.3 Interrelation between number of permissions, perceived privacy and
trust

A repeated-measure ANOVA was used, with UI and permission level
(low and high) as within-factors, to compare the difference in perceived
privacy between the low-permission app and the high-permission app
for each UI. There was a significant difference for perceived privacy
between the low-permission app and the high-permission app, F(1,
36)= 55.97, p < 0.01, part.η2 = .609. A pairwise comparison us-
ing Bonferroni-correction revealed that for the “Text UI” and the
“Graphic UI” the low-permission app had a significantly higher per-
ceived privacy than the high-permission app (cf. Figure 11a and Table
4).

There was also an interaction effect between UI and permission
level, F(2, 72)= 14.21, p < 0.01, part.η2 = .283. A pairwise compari-
son using Bonferroni-correction revealed that the low-permission app
had a significantly higher perceived privacy for the “Text UI” (p =

0.011) and the “Graphic UI”(p < 0.01) compared to the “Standard UI”
(cf. Figure 11a). The high-permission app had a significantly lower
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(a) Perceived privacy. (b) Trust.

Figure 11: Perceived privacy and trust for the low and the high permission
app.

perceived privacy for the “Text UI” (p < 0.01) compared to the “Stan-
dard UI” (cf. Figure 11a).

To compare the difference of trust in the low-permission app and
the high-permission app for each UI, again a repeated-measure
ANOVA with the UI and permission level as within-factors was used.
There was a significant difference between trust in the low-permission
app and the high-permission app, F(1, 40)= 36.05, p<0.01, part.η2=.474.
A pairwise comparison using Bonferroni-correction revealed that for
the “Text UI” and the “Graphic UI” the low-permission app had a
significantly higher trust rating than the high-permission app (cf. Fig-
ure 11b and Table 4). There was also an interaction effect between UI
and permission level, F(2, 80)=5.56, p< 0.01, part.η2 = .122. A pair-
wise comparison with Bonferroni-correction revealed that the low-
permission app had a significantly higher trust rating for the “Graphic
UI”(p<0.01) compared to the “Standard UI”.

8.4.4 Pragmatic and hedonic quality of the UIs

The AttrakDiff 2 mini ratings revealed that the participants perceived
the presentation of the apps in the app store for all three UIs as highly
pragmatic and attractive (cf. Table 5). A repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant difference in pragmatic quality between the UIs,
F(2, 92)=3.80, p = 0.26, part.η2 = .076, with a small effect size. Post-
hoc analysis with Bonferroni-correction revealed that the presentation
of the apps which included the “Graphic UI” received higher prag-
matic quality ratings than the “Standard UI”, p=0.14. Hedonic qual-
ity was perceived medium-high for the presentation of the apps in
the app store for all three UIs (cf. Table 5). For hedonic quality and its
sub-dimensions, as well as attractiveness, repeated measure ANOVAs
did not reveal significant effects between the UIs. The latter finding
suggests that the additional statistical information did not negatively
impact the hedonic quality ratings, however, it also did not improve
it. The high PQ and medium-high HQ ratings further suggest that
the users perceived the presentation of the apps in the app store for
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Table 4: Perceived privacy and trust in the low- and high-permission app,
rated on a continuous scale from 0 (low) to 21 (high). Significant dif-
ferences between means in bold, pairwise comparison, Bonferroni-
corrected. © 2014, IEEE.

UI Perm.
Perceived Diff.

p-Val.
Privacy/Trust high−low

Stand.

low
M = 14.92/14.71

(SD = 5.30/5.53) Priv.: −1.42 Priv.: 0.086

high
M = 13.5/14.12 Trust.: −0.59 Trust.: 0.64

(SD = 4.79/5.41)

Text

low
M = 17.67/17.30

(SD = 5.13/5.25) Priv.: −9.24 Priv.: <0.01

high
M = 8.43/10.24 Trust.: −7.06 Trust.: <0.01

(SD = 5.91/5.92)

Graphic

low
M = 17.74/17.59

(SD = 4.82/4.44) Priv.: −6.87 Priv.: <0.01

high
M = 10.87/11.02 Trust.: −6.57 Trust.: <0.01

(SD = 6.49/5.62)

Table 5: AttrakDiff2 mini ratings for the three UIs. Ratings of the same vari-
able which significantly differ between the UIs are in bold.

Standard UI Text UI Graphic UI

M SD M SD M SD

Pragm. Quality 5.55 0.74 5.64 0.72 5.76 0.72

Hedon. Quality 4.65 0.68 4.68 0.99 4.68 0.71

HQ-Stim. 4.53 0.89 4.51 1.12 4.68 0.90

HQ-Identity 4.77 0.71 4.85 1.03 4.68 0.80

Attractiveness 5.28 0.79 5.38 0.90 5.41 0.90

all three UIs as task-oriented, i.e. helpful to fulfill their tasks (in this
case the app selection).

8.5 discussion

8.5.1 Limitations

The experiment was intended to get a first impression on how sta-
tistical information in the app market affects users’ decision making
and perceived privacy of apps. Implementing the study as a lab ex-
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periment allowed for a controlled setting and to give participants the
impression of actually being in a choice situation with real risk. How-
ever, the lab experiment also limited the sample size compared, for
example, to an online study. Due to the limited sample size a within-
subjects design was chosen to increase the power of the statistical
tests. Presenting the user interfaces in the same order for all partici-
pants might have led to learning effects. However, randomizing the
order would have possibly led to priming effects as the salience of the
permissions was higher for the “Graphic UI” compared to both other
UIs. Nevertheless, the constant order of the UIs limits the validity
of the results; in future studies a between-design could be chosen to
circumvent this drawback. For the interface design only the number
of permissions was considered and not the kind of the permissions
themselves, i.e. whether some permissions cause stronger effects than
others. Including this information should be a subject for future stud-
ies.

There are some limitations on the collection of statistical data in the
app market in general. For this study, statistical information about
apps with similar functionality was manually collected. In order to
apply the concept broadly, an automated approach needs to be de-
veloped. Also, when apps with completely new functionality enter
the market, it is difficult or impossible to collect statistical informa-
tion. The same is true for apps of similar functionality with only few
samples in the market. The presented approach might rather sup-
port users who search for apps with specific functionality than those
who search for a specific app. Moreover, letting participants choose
between only two apps and not between several apps is a limitation
and should be addressed in future studies.

8.5.2 Influence of statistical information about permissions on users’ deci-
sion making

The results of the study suggest that statistical information can affect
users in their decision making and perception of privacy when select-
ing Android apps. When statistical information was provided in form
of the “Graphic UI”, participants decided significantly more often to
choose the low-permission app. This indicates that if statistical infor-
mation is included in the app market, it needs to be presented in an
attention-catching way in order to influence users’ behavior.

The results are in line with the findings of Kelley et al. [112] and
Benton et al. [13]. Kelley et al. [112] found that including “only” a list
of permissions in the app description before the download-decision is
made did not show significant effects on users’ downloading behav-
ior. The list of permissions Kelley et al. is similar to the present “Text
UI”, although the “Text UI” contains more text (the statistical informa-
tion) to explain the permission use. Also, Benton et al. [13] found that
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providing additional explanation text about permission use did not
significantly influence the installation rate. However, adding visual
cues to the provided information had a significant effect on users’
installation behavior for some experimental conditions [13]. The per-
mission ratio did not show significant effects on the installation rate.

Furthermore, in the “Text UI” condition and the “Graphic UI” con-
dition the additional statistical information influenced users to in-
crease the importance of the number of permissions as a decision
factor. This result indicates that providing comparative information
before the decision is made helps the users to include the number
of permissions in their decision making. This finding is in line with
results of Egelmann et al. [53] who found that providing users with
comparative information during the decision making led to higher
valuation of privacy.

No significant differences for the installation rate were found be-
tween participants with low, medium and high privacy concern which
suggests that participants were sensitive to the information, irrespec-
tive of their general concern. This is in line with results of Egelmann
et al. [53], who also did not find a significant difference in the instal-
lation behavior of participants with low, medium and high privacy
concern. Decision factors other than the number of permissions were
not significantly influenced between the decisions. This suggests that
providing additional comparative information about app permissions
does not lead participants to exclude other decision criteria.

The present study has investigated the potential of statistical in-
formation to support users in privacy-aware decision making when
selecting apps. While, in the meantime, the Android permission sys-
tem has changed from install-time permissions to runtime permis-
sions, the concept of statistical information on permissions could still
be included into the app description in the app store. That way, par-
ticipants could be informed about permissions already before instal-
lation, and they could further decide at runtime which permissions
they would want to grant. Moreover, the concept of statistical infor-
mation has also found attention in the design of runtime permission
overviews on concurrent smartphones (cf. Figure 12). In the permis-
sion overview, users can see how many of the installed apps have
access to each permission. This indicates that the concept is broadly
applicable. A drawback is, however, that those statistics are deeply
buried in the permission settings, an can be only seen if a user ex-
plicitly looks for this information. Furthermore, it would need to be
evaluated in user studies whether the information in this form, is
helpful for the users.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the permission overview on a Sony Xperia smart-
phone running Android M. Statistical information about each per-
mission is provided beneath the permission name.

8.5.3 Influence of statistical information about permissions on the user ex-
perience

Statistical information in both, the “Text UI” and the “Graphic UI”,
also influenced users’ perceived privacy of and trust in an app with
respect to the number of permissions. Thus, with statistical informa-
tion given, participants perceived the apps with a higher number of
permissions less privacy-protecting and less trustworthy compared
to the apps with a lower number of permissions. This results sug-
gests that statistical information about permissions can have an effect
on the felt experience with an UI. It further suggests that additional
statistical information can help to raise awareness with respect to per-
mission abuse.

The AttrakDiff2 mini ratings suggest that the presentation of the
apps in the app store was perceived as task-oriented all three UIs,
with high pragmatic quality ratings and medium-high hedonic qual-
ity ratings. The statistical information in the “Graphic UI” slightly
positively influenced the pragmatic quality ratings of the app presen-
tations, however, hedonic quality ratings (which were already medium-
high) were not further affected by the UIs.

In summary, statistical information seems to have a positive impact
on the usability (in terms of pragmatic quality) of the app presenta-
tion. Furthermore, it positively influenced users privacy perception
and trust in an app with a low number of permissions compared
to an app with a high number of permissions. Additionally, it sup-
ported participants in making more privacy-friendly decisions. There
was no influence on the hedonic quality ratings of the app presenta-
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tion between the UIs suggesting that positive experiential qualities of
the presentation, which were already medium-high, were not further
influenced by the statistical information.



9
U X O F R U N T I M E A N D S E L E C T I V E I N S TA L L - T I M E
D I A L O G S

9.1 study 5 : motivation

In the preceding chapter, the deployment of statistical information
about app permissions within the app market has been discussed
as a design suggestion to influence users’ awareness and decision
making when granting install-time permissions. While install-time
permissions were the predominant permission granting model in An-
droid, smartphones featuring Android 6.0 or higher rely on a runtime
permission model.

The goal of the present chapter is to gather first insights how dif-
ferent runtime UIs and alternative install-time UIs (with an option to
selectively grant permissions) influence user experience and related
behavior with permission dialogs1. How do run-time or selective
install-time UIs influence users’ decision making in an over-privilege
scenario? How do users perceive the UX while interacting with dif-
ferent run- and install-time UIs? Does an explanatory text (“purpose
string”) influence users perception of the UIs?

Runtime permissions are supposed to be easier understandable for
users as they are shown when an app requests access to sensitive re-
sources; thus, users are provided with a context for decision-making.
However, while runtime permissions seem to be a better choice for
users than install-time permissions, they still have a few potential
drawbacks such as being repetitive and interruptive [62]. An inter-
esting question would be also whether runtime permissions help to
evoke a feeling of Autonomy in users (cf. Chapter 5 and 6).

The runtime permission model in Android is implemented as fol-
lows [186]: When an app requests access to a sensitive resource a
permission dialog is shown to the user. If the user denies the permis-
sion, the dialog is shown again the next time the app wants to access
the respective resource. If, at the second time, users want to deny the
permission, users can select the option “never ask again” if they do
not wish to see the permission request for this app and the respective
resource again.

The option to show permission requests several times is reasonable
if the permission is indeed needed to ensure functionality. However,
in an over-privilege scenario (i.e. a scenario in which an app requests

1 The present chapter is based on “Comparing the Influence of Different App Permis-
sion User Interfaces on User Experience and Behavior.” by Lydia Kraus, Domenic
Reuschel, Maija Poikela and Sebastian Möller, 2017. Unpublished.
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more permissions than would be necessary to ensure functionality),
this feature may be harmful to a user’s privacy. If a user has denied
the unnecessary permission, s/he will be asked again the next time
the app accesses the resource. Thus, s/he might reconsider the denial
of the permission. Besides the potential harm for privacy, it may be
also annoying for users to receive multiple requests.

Lin et al. showed that users can be divided in different privacy
preferences groups [137]. Thereby, the privacy preferences regarding
permissions depend on the purpose for which data is being used.
In iOS, developers have the possibility to add a short explanation
(“purpose string”) to the runtime permission request which states
the purpose for which the data is being used [184]. In Android, if the
user continues trying to access a functionality although the related
permission has been denied before [186], developers can show an ex-
planation before the runtime permission is being asked for the second
time. However, adding an explanation dialog before a permission di-
alog may be annoying or confusing for users, as they may have the
impression to agree twice to the permission [157].

In a study on iOS runtime permissions, Tan et al. showed that users
were more satisfied when they were shown a purpose string within
the permission request as compared to a permission request without
purpose string [184]. In the benign (i. e. non-malicious) permission re-
quest scenario by Tan et al., users were also more likely to grant per-
missions when they received an explanation [184]. Westermann also
showed in a lab study that participants who received a permission
request to enable app notifications together with an app-customized
explanation were more likely to grant the permission, given that they
had noticed the custom explanation [199].

An alternative to avoid too many interruptions by Android run-
time permissions would thus be, to already show a list of all needed
permissions at install-time, together with an explanation of the pur-
pose of use. As users criticized the lack of Autonomy when using tradi-
tional install-time permissions (cf. Chapter 5 and 6), they should have
the possibility to already deny those permissions which they do not
want to be again asked for in the future. Related work also suggests
the usefulness of additional privacy information which is shown be-
fore installation in the app store [8]: this information may especially
help privacy-concerned users to consider the privacy-intrusiveness of
an app before installation [8].

As in iOS, in the present study, the explanations are included into
the UI to avoid (as described above) that users need to confirm such
a dialog twice. Furthermore, this design decision allows to compare
the results to those of Tan et al. [184]. In contrast to Tan et al., the per-
mission granting scenario in the present study is a malicious scenario
implemented as an over-privilege attack.
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9.2 methodology

The online study followed a between-subjects design in order to not
prime participants with the “purpose strings” or the other UIs. It was
conducted in German in early autumn 2016. The survey was designed
for desktop use and it was set up in Limesurvey – an open source
survey tool2.

9.2.1 Procedure

The link to the study was posted on the website of a participants
recruitment tool from Technische Universität Berlin and distributed
via e-mail. One thousand e-mails were sent to potential participants
through the tool. When participants clicked on the link, they could
register for the study. After having registered, they received a further
link which led them to the survey. Ten retail vouchers worth 25 Euro
each were raffled among all participants to incentivize participation
in the study.

On the welcome screen of the survey, a short description of the
study was provided together with the estimated response time (10

minutes). Security or privacy were not explicitly mentioned to avoid
priming participants. Instead, the survey, which consisted of three
parts, was promoted as a survey on mobile apps. Part one included
demographic and smartphone usage questionnaires. In the second
part, questions related to permissions were asked. Thereby, partici-
pants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions (i.e. UIs).
In each condition participants were presented with three kinds of
apps in randomized order. Those apps included an app for learning
English (“language app”), an app to support a 7 minutes work out
(“fitness app”), and a gaming app for playing Hangman (“gaming
app”). Due to the online study set-up, the apps were intentionally
selected to provide a simple functionality that could be easily under-
stood without using them. Furthermore, apps that were not among
the most downloaded in their category were selected to avoid effects
resulting from users’ familiarity with the apps. The original apps have
a low number of permissions: the language app originally requests
the storage and the microphone permission, as well as the option to
perform in-app purchases; the fitness app does originally not request
any permissions; and the gaming app only requests access to in-app
purchases. The threat model that is deployed in this study addresses
the issue of over-privilege attacks. In these kind of attacks, apps re-
quire more permissions than they would need to ensure their func-
tionality. Although the selected apps need few permissions in reality,
it was pretended that they would each need a set of five permissions:
Camera, Contacts, Storage, Location, Phone. This set of permissions

2 limesurvey.org
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: The runtime UI as currently featured in Android M (a) and the
runtime UI with purpose string (b). The UIs that were used in this
study were originally in German. Images by courtesy of Domenic
Reuschel.

was used, as those permissions have been shown to evoke users’ con-
cern [59] and to be often requested [79].

Figure 13a shows the runtime UI used in this study. The design
followed the currently featured runtime permission UI in Android
M. To investigate whether users would make use of the “never ask
again” option, this UI already contained this option, although in the
real world, users would see this option only for the second permis-
sion request. Furthermore, the UI also allowed users who grant a
permission to select the “never ask again” option. That way, it could
be investigated whether users who grant a permission would be will-
ing to reconsider their decision in the future. Figure 13b shows the
runtime UI with purpose string.

Figure 14a shows the install-time UI which was designed similarly
to the former install-time UIs prior to Android M. However, com-
pared to formerly featured install-time UIs, the user can directly se-
lect in this prototype which permission to grant. Permissions were set
to “allow” by default, assuming that the app would actually need the
permissions to function correctly. For the install-time UI with pur-
pose string (cf. Figure 14b) a purpose string is added beneath each
permission.

To control for possible wording effects of the purpose strings, the
purpose strings in the present study were the same for all apps (ex-
cept for the app name). Also, Tan et al. [184] did not find an effect
of the purpose string wording on the decision to grant a permis-
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: The selective install-time UI (a) and the selective install-time UI
with purpose string (b). The UIs that were used in this study were
originally in German. Images by courtesy of Domenic Reuschel.

sion. However, wording may influence participants’ user experience
in a way that they may be less satisfied with the interface [184]. The
wording of the purpose strings was as follows: Contacts: “Find your
friends on [app name].” Location: “[app name] can use your location
to make better recommendations.” Phone: “[app name] can use your
call history to give better recommendations.” Camera: “You can show
to other users what you see” Storage: “You can show to other users
who you are.”

Similar to Tan et al. [184], participants were first shown screenshots
of an app together with a short description of the app. One of the
screenshots was the overview of the app in Google Play where users
could also see the star ratings given by other users. Ratings of the
apps were similar (between 4.1 and 4.3 stars on average). The other
screenshots showed how the app looks like when installed. Partici-
pants were then asked whether they had used the app before. There-
after, an instruction stated that the participants should imagine that
they had just downloaded the app (for the runtime UIs) or that they
were about to download the app (for the install-time UIs) when the
following dialog appeared. Participants were then presented with
their UI and asked whether they would grant or deny the permis-
sion(s) for this app.

For participants in the runtime conditions, the presentation of the
permission dialogs was done successively in a role play. After each
permission, short instructions were given to present the next permis-
sion. Those instructions were worded “[On the next day/after a few
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days/ after a week] you open the app again and the following dialog
appears”. This presentation the runtime permission UIs was meant to
“simulate” the interaction that participants would normally have. Be-
sides the option of granting or denying a permission, participants in
the runtime condition further had the option to opt-in to the “never
ask again” option. Also, the order of the permissions was randomized
to avoid ordering effects.

For participants in the install-time conditions, the order of the per-
missions within the list was counterbalanced. Participants had to opt-
out when they wanted a permission to be denied as in the interface
the slider is also set by default to grant each permission.

After answering the first set of permission questions, they were
asked whether they perceived the process of granting permissions as
annoying. The answer scale was a 5-point scale from 1 = not annoy-
ing at all to 5 = very annoying. Furthermore, participants were asked
about the experienced exhaustion during permission handling. The
answer scale was an 8-point scale from 1= not exhausting at all to 8 =
exceptionally exhausting. The answer options were based on the subjec-
tively experienced exhaustion scale of Eilers et al. (in German) [55].
Thereafter, participants were presented with the next app.

In the third part of the study, participants were presented with
questionnaires on user experience. Thereby, validated questionnaires
from the literature were used: the German version of AttrakDiff 2

mini [86], the German version of the need fulfillment questionnaire
[47] originally developed by Sheldon et al. [175], and a translated
version [47] of the positive affect-negative affect schedule (PANAS)
[196].

To make sure that participants paid attention during answering
the questionnaire, several attention checking questions were placed
within the survey. An example for an attention checking questions
is the following: “If you read this question please select the answer
’rather agree’ ”. The answer scale for this question was a 4-point scale
with the options agree, rather agree, rather disagree, disagree. It was also
mentioned on the introductory screen that the survey would contain
attention checking questions, however, it was not explained how these
kind of questions would look like.

9.2.2 Participants

In total, 183 responses were received. Ten participants only filled the
first few questions, thus their answers were removed. The answers of
seven more participants were removed as they had answered at least
two of the attention checking questions incorrectly. Furthermore, the
answer of one participant who reported not to use a smartphone was
removed. Thus, 165 participants remained (55.2% female; 43% male;
3% n.a.). Participants were between 18 and 67 years old (M = 29.2;Md.
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= 27; SD = 10.0). Education levels were rather high (secondary school
degree or no school degree: 9.1%, qualification for university entrance:
43% , university degree, including Bachelor’s degree: 47.9%). Slightly
more than half of the participants (55.2%) were students, followed by
employees (22.4%), job seekers (6.7%), self-employed (5.5%), appren-
tices (3.0%), and other occupational groups (7.2%). The majority of
the participants did not have professional IT expertise (80%).

There were 43 participants in the runtime UI group, 40 participants
in the runtime UI with purpose string group, 40 participants in the
install-time UI group, and 42 participants in the install-time UI with
purpose string group. All participants owned a smartphone and had
already installed apps in the past. There were 65.5% Android users,
29.7% iOS users, 2.4% Windows users, and 2.4% users of other plat-
forms. Most of the participants (72.7%) have used a smartphone for
more than three years.

9.3 results

This section presents the study results. To analyze effects on the user
interface on behavior, the number of each granted permissions was
compared between the UIs. It was also evaluated whether there is a
difference in granting single permissions between the apps. Further-
more, the usage of the “never ask again” option was analyzed. Per-
ceived UI quality was evaluated in terms of pragmatic quality, hedo-
nic quality, and attractiveness. Felt experience was evaluated in terms
of positive and negative affect and users’ annoyance and exhaustion
during the interaction.

To test different dependent variables for differences between the
UIs, the following tests have been conducted. Due to the between-
subjects design, the samples of the dependent variables were inde-
pendent. Therefore, in cases where the dependent variable was di-
chotomous, a χ2-test was used. In case of an interval-scaled depen-
dent variable, a one-way ANOVA was used, under the condition that
the assumption of homogenity of variances was met (tested with Lev-
ene’s test). If the assumption of the homogenity of variances was vio-
lated, a non-parametric test was used. Moreover, there was one case
in which the dependent variable was based on dependent samples
(i.e. repeated observations), that was, when it was tested for differ-
ences between the three kinds of apps. In those cases and when the
dependent variable was dichotomous, a Cochran’s Q test was used.
For post-hoc analyses Bonferroni-corrected p-values are reported. Ef-
fect sizes (r) were calculated for post-hoc analyses as r = Z/sqrt(O)

with O being the number of observations [63].
Of the 165 participants, nine reported to have used the language

app before (5.5%), seven reported to have used the fitness app before
(4.2%), and four reported to have used the gaming app before (2.4%).
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Thus, the majority of the participants was not familiar with the three
apps.

9.3.1 Permission granting and privacy preferences

Differences in permission granting between the UIs

The results revealed that – depending on the UI - participants granted
a different number of permissions. The detailed results of the statis-
tical analysis are reported in the following. χ2-tests with Bonferroni-
corrected post-hoc analysis were used to analyze differences in the
frequencies of granting a permission between the UIs. The results of
the tests are reported in Table 6.

Language app. Table 6 shows the percentages of participants that de-
cided to grant a permission for the language app. The percentages of
participants who granted a permission in the selective install-time UI
with purpose strings were significantly higher compared to the run-
time UI, for all five permissions. For the selective install-time UI, the
percentages of participants who granted the Camera, the Contacts,
and the Phone permission, were significantly higher compared to the
runtime UI. For the Phone permission, there was also a significant dif-
ference between the install-time UI and the runtime UI with purpose
string.

Fitness app. Table 6 further shows the percentages of participants
who decided to grant a permission for the fitness app. For the Cam-
era and Contacts permission there were no differences between the
UIs. However, for the Storage and the Location permission, the per-
centages of participants in the selective install-time UI with purpose
strings were significantly higher compared to the runtime UI with
purpose strings. Also, participants in the selective install-time UI with
purpose strings granted the Phone permission more often compared
to those in the runtime UI condition.

Gaming app. Table 6 also shows the percentages of participants that
decided to grant a permission for the gaming app. For the gaming
app, the results were similar to the fitness app: for two permissions
(Storage and Phone) participants in the selective install-time UI with
purpose strings condition were more likely to grant permission com-
pared to the runtime UI with purpose strings and the runtime UI
(only for the Phone permission). The percentage of participants who
granted permission to Contacts was higher in the selective install-
time UI condition compared to the runtime UI.

In summary, participants in the install-time UI conditions were
more likely to grant permissions compared to those in the runtime
UI conditions, however, with a tendency of the selective install-time
UI to lead to less privacy-conscious decisions than the install-time UI
with purpose strings. For 10 of 15 permissions, participants in the
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Table 6: Percentages of participants who granted a permission by app and
UI (RT = runtime UI; RT purp. = runtime UI with purpose string;
IT = install-time UI; IT purp. = install-time UI with purpose string).
Significant p-values in bold. Percentages which differ significantly
according to the post-hoc tests are indicated by differing indices.
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install-time UI with purpose string condition granted more permis-
sions compared to the runtime UIs. For the install-time UI without
purpose string, percentages only significantly differed in 4 of 15 per-
missions from the runtime UIs. The number of granted permissions
in total was rather low (always below 50%).
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Differences in permission granting between the apps

In summary, participants granted more often the Storage permission
to the language app and the Location permission to the fitness app
than to the other apps.

Cochran’s Q was calculated to analyze whether there is a difference
between the different types of apps in the number of granted permis-
sions. The test did not indicate a significant difference between apps
for the Camera and the Contacts permission. However, there was a
significant difference between apps for the Storage permission, Q(df
= 2, N = 163) = 12.67, p = .002. Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni-
correction revealed that the Storage permissions was granted signif-
icantly more often to the language app (N = 35) compared to the
fitness app (N = 26), p = 0.048, and compared to the gaming app (N
= 23), p = .002. There was also a significant difference between apps
for the Location permission, Q(df = 2, N = 163) = 20.78, p < .001.
Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni-correction revealed that the Loca-
tion permission was granted significantly more often to the fitness
app (N = 45) compared to the language app (N = 31), p = .009, and
compared to the gaming app (N = 25), p < .001. Finally, there was
also a significant difference between apps for the Phone permission,
Q(df = 2, N = 164) = 6.33, p = .042, however, post-hoc analysis with
Bonferroni-correction did not reveal significant differences.

The findings for the language app appear to be reasonable as the
this app originally requests the Storage permission.

Privacy preferences and usage of the “never ask again” option

The findings of analyzing the usage of the “never ask again” option
suggest that participants had clear privacy preferences. Those who
denied a permission were likely to select the “never ask again” option.
For each permission, there was a high percentage of participants who
chose to always deny this permission (cf. Figure 15).

To explore the usage of the “never ask again” option, the total num-
ber of granted permissions and the total number of “never ask again”
opt-ins were calculated. The two variables were significantly nega-
tively correlated (rs = - .438, p < .001). Thus, there was a negative
relationship between granting a permission and selecting the “never
ask again” option (note that causality cannot be inferred from the
correlations).

This finding suggests that participants who granted a permission
were (theoretical) willing to reconsider the permission granting next
time, whereas participants who denied a permission were rather sure
that they do not want to see this permission request again in the
future.
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Figure 15: Percentages of how often participants granted a permission for
all apps

Figure 16: AttrakDiff portfolio diagram: The install-time with purpose
string was perceived as task-oriented, whereas the other three
UIs were perceived as neutral. The bubble size indicates the aver-
age of the standard deviations for hedonic and pragmatic quality.

9.3.2 Perceived quality of the UIs

All UIs received medium-high usability ratings in terms of pragmatic
quality. The runtime UIs received rather low hedonic quality and at-
tractiveness ratings, whereas the install-time UIs were rated medium.

Figure 16 depicts a portfolio diagram of the pragmatic and hedonic
quality ratings. The template of the diagram is based on the works of
Hassenzahl [81] and Diefenbach and Hassenzahl [47]: an interactive
product is defined as desired when it receives high ratings for prag-
matic and hedonic quality, whereas low ratings of both dimension
indicate an unwanted product. Products that are rated high in prag-
matic quality are rather task-oriented, whereas products that are rated
high in hedonic quality are rather self-oriented. Following this defini-
tion, the results suggest that the install-time UI with purpose string
was perceived as task-oriented, whereas the other three UIs were per-
ceived as rather neutral.
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Pragmatic Quality

The interfaces were perceived similarly well regarding usability. The
install-time UI with purpose string (M = 5.28, SD = 1.04) received the
highest pragmatic quality rating, followed by the runtime UI (M =
4.87, SD = 1.35), the install-time UI (M = 4.74, SD = 1.22), and the
runtime UI with purpose strings (M = 4.62, SD = 1.32). A one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) did not yield significant differences
between the UIs (F(3, 158) = 2.2; p = .09; part.η2 = .04).

Hedonic Quality

The hedonic quality ratings significantly differed between the UIs.
While the install-time UIs received medium hedonic quality ratings
(install-time UI: M = 3.90, SD = 1.16; with purpose string: M = 4.12,
SD = 1.06), the runtime UIs were rated rather low (runtime UI: M =
3.30, SD = 1.52; with purpose string: M = 3.12, SD = 1.09). A one-way
ANOVA indicated a significant difference between the UIs (F(3, 158)
= 6.10; p = .001; part.η2 = 0.104) Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni-
correction revealed significant differences between the install-time UI
and the runtime UI with purpose string (p = .032) and furthermore
between the install-time UI with purpose string and the runtime UI
(p = .017) and the runtime UI with purpose string (p = .002). Thus, the
results suggest that the install-time UIs rather communicated aspects
of personal relevance to the participants.

Attractiveness

Attractiveness ratings also differed significantly between the UIs (one-
way ANOVA, F(3, 158) = 6.27; p < .001; part.η2 = 0.106). The post-hoc
analysis indicated that the install-time UI with purpose string (M =
4.67, SD = 1.13) was perceived more attractive than the runtime UI
(M = 3.62, SD = 1.59; p = .003) and than the runtime UI with purpose
string (M = 3.54, SD = 1.30; p = .001).

In summary, all three UIs were perceived as usable, but experien-
tial product qualities and attractiveness of the install-time UI with
purpose string were perceived higher compared to the runtime UIs.

9.3.3 Felt experience during permission granting

Affect

There was also a significant difference between the UIs regarding how
participants felt during the interaction. Valence values were calcu-
lated to investigate whether participants felt rather positive or neg-
ative during the interaction with the UIs. Those values were calcu-
lated by subtracting the mean of the negative affect scale (NA) from
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the mean of the positive affect scale (PA): Mean(Valence) = Mean(PA)
- Mean(NA). The valence variable may take values between −4 and
+4 with −4 indicating strongly negative feelings and +4 indicating
strongly positive feelings.

Valence values for all UIs ranged between 0.32 and 1.02 (runtime
UI: M = 0.32, SD = 1.26; runtime UI with purpose string: M = 0.40 ,
SD = 0.81; install-time UI: M = 0.89, SD = 1.14; install-time UI with
purpose string: M = 1.02 , SD = 0.94). These values indicate that par-
ticipants felt rather neutral with a slight tendency to positive during
the interaction. A one-way ANOVA indicated significant differences
between the UIs (F(3, 157) = 4.43; p = .005; part.η2 = 0.078). Valence
ratings for the interaction with the install-time UI were significantly
higher than for the runtime UI (p = 0.18, post-hoc analysis with Bon-
ferroni correction).

Thus, participants in the install-time UI condition felt more posi-
tive during interaction than those in the runtime UI condition. The
purpose strings did not show to have a significant effect.

Need fulfillment

The degree of need fulfillment further differed between the UIs. One-
way ANOVAs were calculated to investigate differences in need ful-
fillment between the UIs. The results revealed significant differences
between the UIs concerning how participants felt during the interac-
tion for Autonomy (F(3,157) = 2.96; p = .034; part.η2 = 0.054), Security
(F(3, 157) = 3.30; p = .022; part.η2 = 0.059), and Stimulation (F(3,157)
= 3.63; p = .014; part.η2 = 0.065). Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni cor-
rection revealed that participants in the install-time UI with purpose
string condition felt significantly more autonomous (p = .023) and
secure (p = .037) when granting the permissions than participants in
the run-time UI. Post-hoc tests for stimulation did not yield signifi-
cant results.

Table 7: Mean need fulfillment (RT = runtime UI; RT purp. = runtime UI
with purpose string; IT = install-time UI; IT purp. = install-time
UI with puspose string). Significant differences between the UIs in
bold.

RT RT purp. IT IT purp.

M SD M SD M SD M SD

AUT 2.74 0.91 3.04 1.05 2.97 1.11 3.37 0.80

COMP 2.19 0.96 2.42 1.06 2.65 1.00 2.61 1.01

SEC 2.49 1.00 2.52 0.94 2.62 1.06 3.10 0.98

STIM 1.85 1.11 1.84 1.11 2.45 1.28 2.43 1.07
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Thus, participants in the install-time UI with purpose string con-
dition experienced higher need fulfillment than participants in the
runtime UI.

Annoyance and Exhaustion

The were significant difference in the annoying ratings between the
UIs. The exhaustion ratings did also significantly differ, but post-hoc
results were inconclusive.

Participants were asked to evaluate how annoying they perceive the
interface. This was done after the permission handling for the first
app. A Kruskal-Wallis test revealed significant differences between
the UIs (H(3) = 41.29, p < .001). Post-hoc tests indicated that both, the
install-time UI (M = 2.60, SD = 1.37) and the install-time UI with pur-
pose strings (M = 2.29, SD = 1.27), were perceived as less annoying
compared to the runtime UI (M = 3.91, SD = 1.04) and the runtime
UI with purpose strings (M = 3.80, SD = 1.27); IT vs. RT purp.: Z =
3.81, p = .001, r = 0.30; IT vs. RT: Z = 4.11, p < .001, r = 0.32; IT purp.
vs. RT: Z = 5.15, p < .001; r = 0.40; IT purp. vs. RT purp.: Z = 4.83, p
< .001; r = 0.38.

Participants rated the interaction with the install-time UI with pur-
pose string (M = 2.45, SD = 1.61) as slightly exhausting, with the install-
time UI (M = 3.00, SD = 1.92) and the runtime UI with purpose string
(M = 3.43, SD = 2.06) as somewhat exhausting, and finally as rather ex-
hausting for the runtime UI (M = 3.65, SD = 2.20). A Kruskal-Wallis
test indicated significant differences in exhaustion between the UIs
(H(3) = 8.08, p = .044), but the results of the post-hoc analysis were
not significant.

In summary, the install-time UIs were perceived as less annoying
than the runtime UIs.

9.4 discussion

9.4.1 Limitations

Designing the user study as an online study allowed to collect an-
swers from a higher number of participants compared to a lab study
setting. However, the interaction with the UIs was simulated as a
role play and the online study relies on self-reported behavior and
user experiences evaluations of an online setting. Related works have
shown that online studies on permissions yield similar results than
field [8] and lab studies [79, 112]. Nevertheless, further studies should
be conducted to determine how the results of the present study trans-
late to the real world. In the role play, the runtime permissions were
also shown successively which is rather unusual in real life scenarios.
Thus, the annoyance ratings of the runtime UIs likely constitute an
upper bound. As the purpose strings were of rather general nature,
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the results may rather indicate the lower bound of positive user ex-
perience. This decision seemed to be reasonable for the study design,
as Tan et al. did not find an effect of the purpose string wording on
the behavior. The response rate of the study was rather low, thus it
cannot be excluded that there was a self-selection bias which may
have influenced the results. The experimental setting was limited to
three apps and five permission groups. Apps of easy-to-understand
functionality and a supposed low level of familiarity were selected.
Furthermore, those permissions that have been found to be critical in
related works were selected. Future studies should expand the set of
apps and permissions. The above described factors limit the validity
of the results. Nevertheless, the setting allows to make meaningful
comparisons between the UIs.

9.4.2 Selective install-time UIs and runtime UIs

The results of the online study suggest that especially the selective
install-time UI with purpose strings offers a better user experience
compared to the runtime UIs. It is perceived as less annoying, as
more attractive, and as having a higher hedonic quality. However,
in terms of privacy decisions, the runtime UIs showed to influence
participants to make more privacy-conscious decisions.

A reason for the difference in behavior may be grounded in the fact
that in the install-time UIs the permissions were enabled by default
(i.e. participants had to opt-out if they did not want a permission to
be granted). This kind of question framing has been shown to lead to
higher consent rates compared to options were participants need to
actively opt-in [106].

Contrary to the study results by Tan et al. [184], the results do not
indicate that participants were more likely to grant a permission in
the runtime UI in the presence of a purpose string. While the runtime
UI with purpose strings was even the UI with the least number of
granted permissions, the install-time UI with purpose string was the
UI with the most granted permissions. Thus, purpose strings seem
to influence permission granting, but this effect further depends on
how the permissions are presented.

In summary, the results suggest that runtime UIs supported users
in making privacy-conscious decisions in the current over-privilege
scenario in which the permission request was only shown once for
each permission. However, their low user experience ratings suggests
that further investigations on how to make users even more satisfied
with the permission granting process may be fruitful.
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9.4.3 The trade-off between permission acceptance and denial

When designing permission dialogs, mobile platform designers need
to make a careful trade-off. On the one hand, they need to give be-
nign applications the possibility to get the permissions they request.
On the other hand, they need to pay attention that permissions are
not exploited by malicious applications. It seems that the Android
runtime permission model focuses on the first option: a permission
which has been granted will automatically disappear from future per-
mission requests for this app. On contrary, a permission request for a
permission which has been denied will at least be shown once again
to the user, potentially together with a developer explanation.

This approach is likely to increase permission acceptance rates [26].
However, the results of the present study indicate that if users would
see the “never ask again” option already in the first instance, those
who deny the permission would rather select this option. Thus, it
seems that users do not want to be bothered again with permissions
which they already denied.

Mobile platform designers should thus avoid to bother users with
too many permission requests, while at the same time supporting
privacy-conscious decisions in case of over-privilege scenarios. Fur-
thermore, they should consider to further increase the user experi-
ence of runtime dialogs or to think about alternative permission di-
alogs that could do so. For example, selective install-time UIs with
purpose strings may be especially useful for users with strong privacy
preferences (such as the group of privacy conservatives suggested by
Lin et al. [137]). Those kind of users were found to be concerned when
they have to grant Phone, Contacts, and SMS permissions [137]. A se-
lective install-time UI with purpose strings would enable those users
to immediately disable permissions that they never want to grant and
it could still offer the option to ask users about granting the other per-
missions again at runtime. However, this user group is rather small
(slightly more than 10% [137]). Further studies are needed to inves-
tigate whether a combination of both approaches would be helpful
for a broader group of users. For example, a combination could help
in reducing the number of permission requests while still offering
developers of benign applications a chance to get the permissions
they request with the help of purpose strings. At the same time,
users could be supported in making privacy-conscious decisions in
an over-privilege scenarios. Future studies should thus further inves-
tigate how permission requests can lead to a positive user experience
in different kind of scenarios. This issue should be investigated from
two sides: from a user’s and a developer’s point of view.
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E M O J I - B A S E D M O B I L E A U T H E N T I C AT I O N

10.1 study 6 and 7 : motivation

Chapter 8 and 9 have addressed the use case of app permissions by
investigating prototypes of permission UIs with respect to user expe-
rience, usability, and related privacy decision-making behavior.

The present chapter addresses the use case of mobile authentica-
tion. Thereby, it investigates the opportunities of using Emojis to cre-
ate a positive mobile authentication experience for users1. While Emo-
jis have been used in authentication schemes [101], it has not been
studied if and how they affect user experience in that context, and
whether using Emojis actually results in a more positive user expe-
rience compared to other authentication methods. Furthermore, it is
studied how Emoji-based authentication influences password selec-
tion and shoulder surfing susceptibility.

In Chapter 6, I suggested to create a positive user experience, by
addressing psychological needs, such as Stimulation and Popularity, in
the design of mobile authentication mechanisms. The present chapter
introduces the EmojiAuth prototype which as a scheme for mobile au-
thentication that deploys Emoji-passwords. In two studies – a lab and
a field study – it is investigated how users interact with EmojiAuth
and whether EmojiAuth is able to address aspects of hedonic qual-
ity/ stimulation. While the lab study served to gather first insights
on password selection, memorability and user experience, the field
study was conducted to validate the results from the lab study in the
wild. Furthermore, a shoulder-surfing experiment was conducted at
the end of the lab study. That way, the scheme could be tested against
casual attackers who are already familiar with the scheme.

1 The present chapter is based on “On the Use of Emojis in Mobile Authentication.” by
Lydia Kraus, Robert Schmidt, Marcel Walch, Florian Schaub, and Sebastian Möller,
which appeared in the 32nd International Conference on ICT Systems Security and
Privacy Protection (IFIP SEC), IFIP Advances in Information and Communication
Technology, vol 502, Springer, pp. 265–280, 2017. The final publication is available at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-58469-0_18. Text fragments of the present
chapter have also appeared in “Implications of the Use of Emojis in Mobile Authenti-
cation” by Lydia Kraus, Robert Schmidt, Marcel Walch, Florian Schaub, Christopher
Krügelstein, and Sebastian Möller. In: SOUPS: Workshop: Who are you? Adventures
in Authentication (WAY). 2016.
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Figure 17: EmojiAuth’s user interface. The original UI was in German.

10.2 emojiauth scheme design

EmojiAuth is a scheme which combines recognition and recall. Sim-
ilar to PIN, EmojiAuth’s UI features twelve buttons (cf. Figure 17).
Users can enter their password into the entry field. When the pass-
word is entered correctly, the entry field turns green and the screen
automatically unlocks. When the password is not entered correctly,
the smartphone shortly vibrates and a message is shown above the
entry field that the password was incorrect and should be entered
again.

10.2.1 Usability and user experience

In the following, the characteristics that make Emojis suitable to fa-
cilitate aspects of positive user experience are described. Thereafter,
EmojiAuth’s design regarding usability is described. Usability aspects
capture those design decisions that are related to making the interac-
tion efficient and effective.

Positive user experiences

Emojis are very popular among users. In 2015, the Emoji “face with
tears of joy” was even selected as word of the year by the Oxford
dictionary [36]. Emojis give text-based communication meaning [36],
as they enable people to express moods, emotions and nuances in
written text. For instance, Filik et al. [64] showed that text messages
were perceived differently depending on the kind of Emoji that was
attached to them. Even without text, Emojis convey meaning. A smil-
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ing face can express joy or happiness, a sad face sadness or grief. In an
analysis of 1.6 million manually annotated tweets, Novak et al. [152]
found that Emojis were largely perceived as positive. The most fre-
quently used Emojis were rated significantly more positive than the
remaining Emojis [152].

Therefore, it is likely that using Emojis will lead to a positive and
pleasing user experience and a positive perception of EmojiAuth: Emo-
jis express meaning as they represent faces or objects from users’ daily
life. As a consequence, Emojis may make the authentication process
more (personally) meaningful for users. Also, most Emojis are per-
ceived as positive which might lead to authentication also being per-
ceived as positive.

Keyboard design

The decision for using twelve Emoji buttons on the keyboard is
grounded in the advantages of PIN keyboards: Entering a PIN is easy
and takes little time [195]. Also, EmojiAuth’s keyboard is rather sim-
ple featuring only buttons that are indeed needed. Simple keyboards
perform well in general regarding authentication usability [170]. Be-
sides the described usability advantages, this design also allows to
directly compare Emoji-passwords with PINs.

For the keyboard design, there had to be a careful trade-off between
usability and security considerations. When creating a PIN, users can
only choose between 10 characters, i.e. the numbers 0-9. Neverthe-
less, some numerical keyboards (e.g. dial pads) feature twelve but-
tons including the hash and the asterisk character. EmojiAuth addi-
tionally includes these two keyboard positions that would be other-
wise “wasted” space in order to enable a larger theoretical password
space compared to the PIN scheme (cf. Subsection 10.2.2). While us-
ing even more Emojis on the keyboard would have resulted in an even
larger theoretical password space, password entry time for keyboards
with many keys is quite high (around 20s for virtual mobile text key-
boards [170]) compared to PIN (below 10s even for 42bit strong PINs
[171]). Thus, using twelve instead of ten Emojis can be considered a
reasonable trade-off between usability and increased theoretical pass-
word space.

Feedback on system status

A common usability guideline is to provide users with feedback of
the system status [151]. For authentication, users need to know how
many digits of their password have been already entered. Also feed-
back on the pressed button is preferable, as it allows users to notice
mistakes and correct them if necessary.

Design of system feedback also requires a careful trade-off between
usability and security. When an Emoji-button is pressed in Emoji-
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Table 8: Emoji categories used in EmojiAuth.

Category Unicode.org # of items Example Emojis

categories (Google Noto Emoji font2)

1 Person + Face 226

2 Object 287

3 Nature 204

4 Activity 44

Auth, an asterisk appears in the entry field (cf. Figure 17). This design
should offer better shoulder-surfing resistance compared to show-
ing the last entered character in the clear. Former work showed that
shoulder-surfing attackers who focus on the entry field have a higher
success rate [170]. Thus, the entry field was designed to not reveal
any information on the password. Feedback on pressed buttons was
implemented by decently highlighting the buttons on the keyboard
when they were pressed. There was no magnification of pressed but-
tons as magnification has been linked to higher shoulder-surfing sus-
ceptibility [170].

10.2.2 Security

In terms of security, characteristics of the theoretical and the practical
password space need to be addressed during the design of graphical
authentication systems. Thereby, user choice has a huge impact on
the practical password space.

That users favor certain Emojis is evident from rankings of cur-
rently popular Emojis (e.g., [164]). If similar popularity effects would
hold in the user choice of Emoji-based passwords, the skewed pass-
word distribution would result in an increased vulnerability for guess-
ing attacks. To address the problem of possible hotspots, i.e., salient
icons being favored, EmojiAuth creates an individual keyboard for
each user, which is initialized during enrollment. Individual keyboards
generated from the very large set of Emojis enable a larger practical
password space as single Emojis have a low probability to appear on
each keyboard. Thus, the probability that single, well-known Emojis
are favored across the whole user population should decrease.

Furthermore, EmojiAuth aims at supporting users in creating di-
verse passwords which are easy to remember. Therefore, Emojis of
different categories are available on the keyboard to support easy as-
sembly of passwords. The categories were selected to provide users
with possible modules for stories: person and faces, objects, and na-
ture Emojis as possible “subjects” and “objects,” plus activities as pos-
sible “predicates.” Constructing stories (similar to mnemonic phrases)
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should help users increase memorability. Related work has shown
that mnemonic phrases are good to remember and as hard to crack
as random password phrases [207]. The Emojis available on the key-
board are selected from the four categories mentioned above (cf. Table
8). To generate a user-specific keyboard, three Emojis are randomly
selected from each of the four categories. The order of categories is
randomized during the selection process. Once the keyboard has been
initialized, the order and position of Emojis remains static. Fixed po-
sitions are preferable [171] as they lead to shorter login times [183].

All available Unicode Emojis are tagged with more than 1200 tags
for further description and categorization [187]. To assemble our cate-
gories, all Emojis that were tagged according to the categories’ labels
(person or face, object, nature, and activity) were automatically ex-
tracted. As Emojis can have several tags, duplicates were removed
from the first category.

The selected categories offer a diverse set of 592 unique Emojis.
Table 8 shows their distribution across categories.

The theoretical password space of EmojiAuth depends on the pass-
word length. The 12 available Emojis on the keyboard result in a theo-
retical password space of 124=20, 736 permutations for a 4-digit pass-
word; 126=2, 985, 984 for a 6-digit password. Emoji-passwords with 4

digits have consequently a theoretical password space which is more
than twice as large as that of 4-digit PINs (104=10, 000) and Emoji-
passwords with 6 digits have a theoretical password space almost
three times as large as 6-digit PINs (106 = 1, 000, 000).

10.3 study 6 : lab study

10.3.1 Methodology

First, a mixed-design lab study with two sessions was conducted
in order to study the characteristics of EmojiAuth. Thus, the study
served to gather first insights on password selection, memorability
and user experience. There were two groups EmojiAuth (treatment)
and traditional PIN (control). PIN was chosen as a baseline, because
entry times for graphical authentication on smartphones should not
take longer than PIN or pattern unlock [78], and PIN has shorter en-
try times [195]. The PIN unlock for the experiment was designed as
a typical PIN unlock: like EmojiAuth, with 10 buttons instead of 12

(cf. Figure 18). The two main groups were further divided into two
subgroups of varying password length (4 and 6 digits), to investigate
effects of password length (i.e. increased theoretical password space)
on usability and user experience ratings. The groups in the experi-
ment are further referred to as Emoji-4, Emoji-6, PIN-4 and PIN-6.

During the study participants needed to interact with the system to
collect data on login time and success rate. They were further asked
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Figure 18: PIN user interface. The original UI was in German.

to rate the perceived usability and UX. At the end of each session
participants were interviewed to learn about their password selection
and memorization strategies. They were then asked back to the lab
a week later to test memorability of passwords and to evaluate lo-
gin times, usability and UX again. Thus, the study followed a 2x2x2

mixed design with time as within factor (week 1 vs. week 2) and
authentication method (Emoji vs. PIN) and the password length (4
digits vs. 6 digits) as between factors.

Procedure

Participants were recruited with a participant recruitment tool of
Technische Universität Berlin, classified ads posted on an online ser-
vice similar to Craigslist, flyers, and e-mail. Participants received 4

Euro compensation for the first study session. For the second study
session, they received 8 Euro to incentivize participants to return and
thus reduce drop-outs.

During the study, one experimenter and one participant were
present. At the beginning of the first session, participants were given
an information sheet about the study and asked for consent. They
were informed that passwords they create in the study will be stored
in plain text to enable scientific analysis, but will not be linked to
their identity. After signing the consent form, participants completed
an entry questionnaire focused on demographics and smartphone us-
age. Participants were then assigned to either the Emoji or the PIN
group. Participants who stated that they currently used a PIN (or
fingerprint and PIN combination) to protect their smartphone were
assigned to the Emoji group, in order to reduce the impact of prior
habituation to PIN entry.
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The experimental part of the study started with a training task in
which participants were given a randomly generated password and
asked to enter it three times. For each attempt, participants received
feedback from the system on whether they entered the password cor-
rectly. After the training task, participants were asked to choose their
own password. They were told at enrollment time that they will have
to remember the password. After password confirmation in the enroll-
ment process, they were asked to enter their password three times. If
the password was entered correctly, participants were shown a mental
rotation task (MRT) they had to complete, before moving to the next
attempt. The mental rotation tasks served to distract participants and
clear their short-term memory between login attempts, as suggested
in related work [31, 171]. If the password was entered incorrectly, the
smartphone vibrated and asked to enter the password again. In ei-
ther case, after three password entry attempts the experimental part
finished.

Participants were then asked to complete the AttrakDiff2 mini ques-
tionnaire [86], the PANAS questionnaire [196], and the need fulfill-
ment questionnaire [175]. For the latter questionnaires, German trans-
lations were used [47]. After completing the questionnaires, a five-
minute semi-structured interview was conducted in which partici-
pants were asked to describe how they selected their password and
their level of confidence in remembering their password.

One week after the first session, participants returned to the lab
for a second session. Participants were asked to enter the password
they created during the first session. The procedure was the same
as in the first session, including the questionnaires, but demographic
data was not collected. A short interview at the end of the session
asked participants to describe how they memorized their password
and whether they found it easy or difficult to remember. They were
also asked whether they had written down their password.

All participants conducted the study on the same smartphone (LG
Nexus 5, Android 5.1.1). The interviews were recorded and tran-
scribed verbatim for further analysis.

Participants

In total, 53 smartphone users participated in the study: 14 partici-
pants were in the Emoji-4 group, and 13 in each of the remaining
groups. Of the participants, 52.8% were male; 47.2% female. Partici-
pants were 18 to 70 years old (M=31 yrs., Md.=27 yrs., SD = 11.51).
The time between first and second session varied between 3 and 12

days due to scheduling, with an average of 7 days (SD=1.2 days).
Eleven participants had a secondary school degree or a lower degree
(20.8%), 26 had a qualification for university entrance (49.1%), and
16 a university degree (30.2%). The majority of participants were stu-
dents (58.5%), although students or campus populations were not
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targeted. Various other occupational groups were also represented:
employees (15.1%), self-employed (7.5%), retired (5.7%), and others
(13.2%). The vast majority (75.5%) did not have a professional or edu-
cational IT background.

In the sample were 69.8% Android users, 22.6% iOS users, and 7.6%
who used other smartphones. The majority of participants (69.8%) re-
ported to use authentication on their phone; most common were PIN
(28.3%), unlock pattern (22.6%), and fingerprint with PIN as fallback
(11.3%). Almost all users reported to use a SIM-PIN (90.6%), which
however only needs to be entered when rebooting the phone.

10.3.2 Results

The data was analyzed for differences between the four groups. As
in the other quantitative studies described in Chapter 8 and 9, para-
metric tests were used where applicable, and non-parametric tests
otherwise. For post-hoc analyses Bonferroni-corrected p-values are
reported. Effect sizes (r) were calculated for post-hoc analyses as
r = Z/sqrt(O) with O being the number of observations [63].

The results suggest that login times and memorability of Emoji-
Auth and PIN are comparable for passwords and PINs of same length.
User experience ratings suggest that EmojiAuth provides a better user
experience than PIN.

Login times

Login times for participants’ third login attempt for each password
scheme were analyzed. Figure 19 shows the results for the four groups
for both study sessions. For both, Emoji and PIN, login times were be-
low 5 seconds on average.

At the first session (week one), there was a significant difference
between the groups (H(3)=20.12, p<0.001, Kruskal-Wallis). Post-hoc
tests revealed that PIN-4 had a significantly faster entry time than
PIN-6 (Z=3.6, p=0.002, r=0.71) and Emoji-6 (Z=4.1, p<0.001, r=0.80),
with strong effect sizes.

At the second session (week 2), a significant difference between
groups could also be observed (H(3)=33.4, p<0.001, Kruskal-Wallis).
Post-hoc tests again revealed that PIN-4 had a significantly faster en-
try time than PIN-6 (Z=4.6, p<0.001, r=0.90) and Emoji-6 (Z=5.2,
p<0.001, r=1.02), again with strong effect sizes. Also, entry time for
Emoji-4 was significantly faster than for Emoji-6 (Z=2.9, p=0.024,
r=0.56), also with strong effect size.

Memorability

The lab study results indicate high memorability of both EmojiAuth
passwords and PINs. After one week all participants (EmojiAuth and
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Figure 19: Login times for EmojiAuth and PIN for week 1 and week 2.

PIN) were able to successfully authenticate within three attempts.
Long Emoji-passwords seem to be slightly harder to remember af-
ter a week of non-use, as a lower number of participants managed to
enter their password correctly for all three trials in week 2 (Emoji-4:
92.9% in both weeks; Emoji-6: 100% in week 1 and 69.2% in week
2; PIN-4: 100% in both weeks; PIN-6: 100% in week 1 and 92.3% in
week 2). A Fisher’s exact test did not reveal statistically significant
differences between groups. Four PIN participants reported in the in-
terviews writing down their passwords after the first session and two
mentioned that they selected some of their currently used PINs.

Password selection

Diverse password composition and memorization strategies were ex-
tracted from the interviews. Participants in the PIN group used many
known strategies, which have been criticized for their inability to gen-
erate secure passwords. Emoji participants often selected passwords
based on preference for certain Emojis and remembered them by cre-
ating stories, memorizing spatial patterns or repeating characters.

The interviews were first coded openly by one coder, who created
separate code lists for Emoji and PIN with some overlapping codes.
Coder 1 then coded the interviews again with the code lists and in
parallel a second coder coded the interviews with the code lists. Mul-
tiple codes could be assigned to participants. Interrater agreement
was substantial for both the Emoji group (Cohen’s κ=0.83) and the
PIN group (κ=0.72), according to Landis and Koch [129]. The coders
then met to reconcile the remaining cases.

Three participants of the PIN group mentioned during the inter-
views that they chose their passwords differently than they would
normally. As this was only a small percentage of the PIN group, a rea-
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Table 9: Frequencies of password selection strategies. Participants used mul-
tiple strategies, thus the percentages do not sum up to 100.

Strategy

Emoji PIN

(n=27) (n=26)

Color and Shape 2 (7%) -

Emoji Preference 10 (37%) -

Repetition 9 (33%) 7 (27%)

Pattern and Position 12 (44%) 5 (19%)

Association and Story 10 (37%) 5 (19%)

Password re-use 1 (4%) 7 (27%)

Date - 13 (50%)

sonable ecological validity of password selection strategies for PINs
can be assumed.

Participants in both groups used a variety of strategies to select
and remember their passwords (cf. Table 9). For Emoji, password se-
lection was largely based on Preference, as mentioned by P33: “Well
I clicked those Emojis I was interested in.” P16 selected a password
based on the Emoji-Color: “Well... first I chose four symbols with the
same color.” The shape of an Emoji as a selection criterion was men-
tioned by P18: “I chose [the Emojis] according to circular shape.” P39

also used similarity as a selection strategy: “[I chose the password so]
that the pictures look similar.” Association was also frequently used
as a selection strategy. P3 associated the selected Emojis with a re-
cent event: “I just thought about the weekend [laughing].” P22 used
a song as an mnemonic and selected the Emojis for the password ac-
cordingly: “[I’ve selected the password] after a song. [...] each Emoji
stands for one word and depending on the song which words came
first, I have typed [the Emojis] in.” Few participants created pass-
words based on Spatial patterns and Character repetition.

For memorization, Emoji users mainly used Spatial Pattern and
Story: “And then I went from the upper left down to the bottom right.”
(P16). “I’ve been thinking: At Christmas (= Santa Clause), eavesdrop
(therefore I took the ear), the children (that’s the backpack) at night (I
took the house) and again at night (with the moon) and are happy (I
took the heart).” (P44).

The found password selection strategies also surfaced in the on-
line study by Golla et al. [72] which was conducted shortly after the
present lab study: they found Story and Association-based strategies
(e.g. that participants used “important things of their lives” or “re-
peating event[s] of [their] life[s]” [72, p. 6]) to be rather dominant.
Position-based strategies and Spatial patterns also appeared in their
study, as well as Preference-based strategies (e.g. choosing Emojis that
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are liked or often used while texting). However, the latter strategies
were not as dominant as Story and Association-based strategies in their
study.

For PIN, many of the selection strategies that have also been re-
ported in related work could be observed. For instance Dates as PINs
or as parts of passwords are commonly observed [22, 58] and were
also the most frequently used selection strategy in this study. Spa-
tial or Keyboard patterns were further observed as selection strategies,
which are known user strategies to improve memorability [22, 58].
The re-use of passwords is another well-known issue [1] that also sur-
faced in the present study. Seven participants reported that they used
their former or current PINs. Regarding memorization, participants
in the PIN group frequently relied on Dates as memory cues, whereas
participants in the Emoji group mostly relied on Spatial patterns and
Stories.

User experience

The results discussed so far indicate that EmojiAuth is comparable
to PIN with regard to login time and success rate for passwords of
same length. In the following, perceived usability and user experience
of the two schemes are analyzed.

Overview. Figure 20 depicts an AttrakDiff2 portfolio view [47, 81]
of pragmatic quality (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ) ratings for the
Emoji and PIN groups. Values for each scale are mean values calcu-
lated over both study sessions. The size of the bubble indicates the
mean standard deviations over PQ and HQ.

From Figure 20, one can see that PIN-4 and PIN-6 were perceived as
activity-oriented, with high pragmatic quality ratings and medium he-
donic quality ratings. Emoji-6 was perceived as neutral, with medium
pragmatic and hedonic quality ratings. Emoji-4 was perceived as activity-
oriented with a tendency to desired, with high pragmatic quality rat-
ings and medium-high hedonic quality ratings.

Hedonic quality. Three mixed ANOVAs were calculated with time
(week 1 vs. week2) as a within-factor, and password type (Emoji vs.
PIN) and length (4 digits vs. 6 digits) as between-factors. The out-
come variables were hedonic quality (HQ), hedonic quality stimula-
tion (HQS), and hedonic quality identity (HQI), respectively. For HQ
as outcome variable, the results of the ANOVA show a significant
main effect for time (F(1, 48)=4.6, p=.036, r= 0.30). Thus, HQ was
rated differently in week 1 and week 2 independently of password
type and length (cf. Table 10).

For HQS as outcome variable, the mixed ANOVA revealed a signif-
icant main effect for password type, F(1, 48) = 8.7, p = .005, r = 0.39.
Thus, independently of the point in time and the password length,
Emoji users rated HQS significantly higher than PIN users (cf. Table
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Figure 20: Portfolio view of pragmatic (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ) rat-
ings. Emoji-4 was perceived as activity-oriented with a tendency
to desired, Emoji-6 was perceived as neutral, and PIN-4 and PIN-
6 were both perceived as activity-oriented. Bubble size indicates
the mean standard deviations over PQ and HQ.

10 and Figure 21e and 21g). Again, there was no significant effect for
the password length, indicating that participants rated HQS similarly
regardless of the password length. There were no significant effects
for the mixed ANOVA with HQI as outcome variable.

Increased HQ ratings in week 2 suggest that factors of personal rel-
evance were perceived higher in week 2 for both methods. A reason
for this might be grounded in the success that all participants experi-
enced when they managed to enter their password at least once cor-
rectly again. Higher HQS ratings for Emoji compared to PIN in both
sessions suggest that participants who used EmojiAuth perceived
EmojiAuth as stimulating, even in week 2, when EmojiAuth was not
a completely new experience for them.

Pragmatic quality. As described above, the high PQ ratings of PIN
in both parts of the study indicate a high usability of PIN (cf. Ta-
ble 10). For Emoji the PQ ratings were medium in week 1 and high
in week 2 (Table 10). A Kruskal-Wallis test was calculated for week
1 and week 2. There was a significant difference between the PQ
ratings in week 1 (H(3)=16.25, p=0.001). Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni)
revealed that Emoji-4 and PIN-4 received significantly different PQ
ratings (Z=2.74, p=0.036, r = 0.30), with a medium effect. Further-
more, PQ ratings for Emoji-6 were significantly different from PIN-4
(Z=3.69, p=0.001, r = 0.35), again with a medium effect. For week 2,
the Kruskal-Wallis test did not reveal significant differences between
groups.

PQ for Emoji was medium-high on an absolute scale in week 1, but
lower compared to PIN. In week 2, PQ increased for Emoji and ap-
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Table 10: AttrakDiff2 mini ratings for Emoji and PIN in the lab study. Rat-
ings of the same variable which significantly differ between Emoji
and PIN are in bold.

Week 1 Week 2

M SD M SD

Em
oj

i

Pragm. Quality 4.50 1.40 5.50 1.20

Hedon. Quality 4.60 1.17 4.80 1.30

HQ-Stim. 4.83 1.39 4.90 1.38

HQ-Identity 4.27 1.49 4.67 1.41

Attractiveness 4.80 1.45 5.10 1.63

PI
N

Pragm. Quality 5.90 0.77 5.90 0.71

Hedon. Quality 4.10 0.87 4.20 0.94

HQ-Stim. 3.75 1.19 4.00 1.13

HQ-Identity 4.38 0.89 4.46 0.97

Attractiveness 5.00 0.86 4.90 0.94

proximated the ratings for PIN. This suggests that once participants
were familiar with EmojiAuth, usability was soon after perceived as
good.

Attractiveness. The results of a Kruskal-Wallis test did not indicate
significant differences between the groups for both weeks. Thus, at-
tractiveness of the authentication methods was perceived similar.

Valence. Another mixed ANOVA was calculated with valence (posi-
tive affect minus negative affect, from PANAS [196]) as an outcome
variable. There was a significant main effect for time, F(1, 49) = 6.35,
p = .015, r = 0.34, and a significant interaction effect for time and
password type, F(1, 49) = 5.40, p = .024, r = 0.32. This means that
valence ratings of the unlock type changed over time depending on
the password type. Emoji participants felt more positive when using
EmojiAuth in week 2 (M = 2.4, SD = 0.94) than in week 1 (M = 2.1,
SD = 0.86, cf. also Figure 22b and 22d). Valence for PIN remained the
same (M = 2.1 in both weeks, SD = 0.73 (week 1), SD = 0.66 (week
2)).

This again suggests that, once participants were familiar with Emo-
jiAuth, they also felt more positive compared to PIN users during
authentication.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 21: Boxplots (upper) and interaction graphs (lower) for Pragmatic
Quality (PQ), Hedonic Quality (HQ), Hedonic Quality – Stimula-
tion (HQS) and Hedonic Quality – Identity (HQ-I). From session
1 to session 2, pragmatic quality for Emoji increased, and hedo-
nic quality increased for both, PIN and Emoji. Hedonic Quality –
Stimulation significantly differed between Emoji and PIN.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 22: Boxplots (top) and interaction graphs (bottom) for Attractiveness
(ATT) and Valence (VAL). Valence ratings increased for Emoji in
Week 2.

10.4 study 7 : field study

10.4.1 Methodology

The goal of the field study was to investigate how EmojiAuth per-
forms in the wild. The field study consisted of a pre-study question-
naire, an introductory session, a field phase of 15-17 days, and an
exit session. In order to ensure meaningful use of the authentication
methods during the study, EmojiAuth and PIN were deployed as a
protection mechanism for the participants’ email app on their own
phone. E-mails have been shown to often contain sensitive informa-
tion [54] worth protecting. Consequentially, Android users who use
an email app on their device were recruited and this was verified in
a screening survey.

10.4.1.1 Procedure

Participants were also recruited with a participant recruitment tool of
Technische Universität Berlin and classified ads posted on an online
service similar to Craigslist. Participants from the first study could
not participate. Participants received 25 Euro compensation of which
5 Euro were paid at the introductory session and 20 Euro at the end.
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During the introductory session participants received information
about the study and were asked for consent. Then, either EmojiAuth
or PIN was installed as a lock for their email app on their own devices.
In both apps an accessibility services was used to monitor whether
the e-mail app is currently in the foreground. In order to activate this
service, the participants had to select one or more e-mail apps which
they currently use from the list of installed apps. As soon as a pass-
word/PIN was picked, opening their email app required participants
to authenticate with their password/PIN. Our apps had a 30 second
time-out for an authentication session, i.e., if participants left their
e-mail app for 30 seconds or more, they had to re-authenticate. Partic-
ipants were asked to pick their password/PIN at home. It had to be
at least 4 digits. For the PIN group, only meta-data of the user-chosen
PINs was collected (length and number of differing characters).

Directly, after creating the password, participants received a ques-
tionnaire asking about the importance of different password/PIN se-
lection criteria, which were derived from the lab study study results.
Participants could change their password or PIN during the study
(within our app) and EmojiAuth users could further generate a new
Emoji-keyboard. In case that they had forgotten their password or
PIN, users could enter a pre-defined backup-password in our app
and select a new password/PIN. If the password/PIN was entered
five times incorrectly in a row, users also had to provide their backup-
password to unlock their e-mail app and to select a new password.

The field phase took between 15 and 17 days, depending on when
participants scheduled their exit session. Similar to Wechsung et al.’s
study [198], participants received a daily reminder to complete a daily
feedback questionnaire, which asked participants to rate on a Smiley-
scale how they liked interacting with EmojiAuth or PIN that day. This
questionnaire contained a smiley-scale on which participants could
rate how much they liked interacting with EmojiAuth or PIN during
that day. Participants could further explain their rating in a free-text
field. On days 2, 8, and 14, participants further received the AttrakD-
iff2 mini-questionnaire to assess user experience.

After the field phase, participants returned to the lab for the exit
session in which they completed an exit survey (on paper) followed
by the shoulder-surfing experiment. The exit survey contained ques-
tions on the overall rating of the authentication method and single
design features, as well as the psychological need fulfillment ques-
tionnaire, and hypothetical questions on the future use of the authen-
tication method. Furthermore, EmojiAuth/PIN was uninstalled from
their devices.

Shoulder-Surfing Experiment

The field study’s exit session contained a shoulder surfing experi-
ment, modeled after similar experiments in related work [171, 185],
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in which the threat model is a casual observer. Participants acted as
shoulder surfers for either EmojiAuth or PIN (based on their field
study condition), whereas the experimenter served as the observation
target. However, in contrast to related work, the shoulder surfers in
the present study were experienced with the authentication scheme
they tried to observe after two weeks of use. Participants could po-
sition themselves either left, right or behind the experimenter who
sat at a table to enter the password. Participants were provided with
pen and paper for note taking. To ensure that passwords are entered
with similar speed and in the same position, the experimenter trained
password entry beforehand.

To test shoulder surfing susceptibility for different kinds of pass-
words created with different password selection strategies, the proce-
dure was repeated with five passwords. To account for possible or-
dering effects, the order of the passwords was counterbalanced. The
five passwords used the same keys (in terms of spatial position on
the keyboard) in order to facilitate direct comparison between Emoji
and PIN results. The first and second passwords were random 6-digit
(’341779’) and 4-digit passwords (’1706’). The third (’134679’) and the
fourth passwords (’5802’) were patterns participants had created in
the lab study. The fifth password was an association password which
consisted of the Christmas Eve date (’2412’) for the PIN users and
a Christmas-related Story created by a lab study participant for the
Emoji users (’bear - Christmas tree - snowman - heart’ or ’23#4’ on
a numerical keyboard). After a password was entered by the exper-
imenter, the participant had three trials to enter the observed pass-
word. The experiment was conducted on a LG Nexus 5, Android
5.1.1, smartphone.

Participants

In total, 41 smartphone users participated in the field study: 21 in the
Emoji group and 20 in the PIN group. The participants were between
19 and 63 years old (M=34.1 yrs., Md.=28 yrs., SD=12.1); 24 were fe-
male (59%). Five participants had a secondary school degree (12.2%),
16 had a qualification for university entrance (39%), and 20 had a uni-
versity degree (48.8%). Most were students (22), although not only
campus populations were targeted. The second largest group were
employees (8), followed by job seekers (5), self-employed (2), and oth-
ers (4). Most (80.5%) did not have a professional IT background.

All were Android users, as required. The majority of the partic-
ipants (19) used Samsung Galaxy devices (A3, S3, S4, S5, S7, incl.
minis, Trend, J3), 6 participants used Sony devices (e.g. Xperia), and
the rest diverse other models. Nineteen participants indicated to cur-
rently use a PIN, three a password, nine an Android pattern, and
eleven did not use any locking method.
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One participant had problems during the study to use the app due
to an old phone, another participant’s phone physically broke dur-
ing the study. As a result we excluded the field data of these partic-
ipants. One more participant responded in almost all daily feedback
questionnaires with comments out of scope, thus this data was also
removed from the study. All three data sets were from the PIN group,
thus the PIN sample decreased to 17 participants.

10.4.2 Results

Success Rates

In the field study, in both groups, only a few incorrect unlocks were
recorded (Emoji: 3% of total unlocks; PIN: 1.5%). In total, 3,514 correct
unlocks and 83 incorrect unlocks were collected. Of those data points,
EmojiAuth accounted for 1,924 correct unlocks (M=91.62, SD=66.06)
and 58 incorrect unlocks (M=2.76, SD=4.18), whereas PIN accounted
for 1,590 correct unlocks (M=93.53, SD=70.40) and 25 incorrect un-
locks (M=1.47, SD=1.55). Mann-Whitney-U tests did not reveal signif-
icant differences in the distribution of correct and incorrect unlocks
between the two groups.

Success rates for PIN were high, suggesting that PIN performs well
in the wild. This is in line with work of von Zezschwitz et al. who
also found PIN to be a practical authentication method with low er-
ror rates [195]. Emoji success rates were also high, suggesting that
EmojiAuth is a practical authentication method, too.

Password Length and Password Changes

For the initial enrollment, the majority of participants in the Emoji
group (19) picked a 4-digit password, whereas two participants picked
a 5-digit password. Participants in the PIN group picked diverse PIN
lengths in the initial enrollment. Slightly more than half (10) picked a
4-digit PIN, two picked a 5-digit PIN, three picked a 6-digit PIN, and
two an 8-digit PIN. The results of a Mann-Whitney-U test did not
indicate significant differences in the mean password length between
the groups (Emoji: M=4.1, SD=0.3; PIN: M=4.9, SD=1.4).

Four participants in the Emoji group changed their password once,
whereas three users changed their password twice. In the PIN group,
also four participants changed their PIN once and one participant
changed the PIN twice. The results of a Mann-Whitney-U test did
not indicate significant differences in the mean number of password
changes between the groups (Emoji: M=0.48, SD=0.75; PIN: M=.35,
SD=0.61).

PIN users picked rather long passwords, whereas Emoji users mostly
stuck to 4-digit passwords. Although password length is one factor
that determines security, it is hard to make interpretations about pass-
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word security from the password length only. For example, long PINs
which are re-used or which rely on predictable selection strategies
such as one’s own birth date maybe easily found out by an attacker
[22]. Therefore password selection strategies are analyzed further in
the next paragraph.

Password selection

The password selection strategies that were found in the lab study
also surfaced in the field study (cf. Table 11). Figure 23 provides ex-
amples of Emoji-passwords created by study participants in the lab
and in the field study.

The results of the lab study were used to design Emoji and PIN
password selection questionnaires for the field study. For the Emoji
group, the questionnaire contained 16 items measured on five scales.
Each item was answered on a 5-point scale from 1 (does not apply at
all) to 5 (completely applies). The α-values indicate Cronbach’s alpha
– a measure for the internal consistency of the scales: α-values above
0.7 - 0.8 indicate good internal consistency [63]. Except for Color and
Shape, all Emoji scales showed a good internal consistency.

Emoji preference (α = 0.96):

• I selected the Emojis that I liked most.
• I selected the emojis that I rather have a personal relationship

to.

Association and Story (α = 0.81):

• I selected the emojis that I could mentally connect with each
other.

• I selected the emojis that I could assign to the same topic.
• I memorized the order of my password’s emojis with the help

of a story.
• I first made up a story and picked the emojis accordingly.

Pattern and Position (α = 0.89):

• I selected the emojis according to a pattern on the keyboard.
• I used a graphical pattern on the keyboard to memorize my

password.
• The emojis’ position on the keyboard has been important for

me.
• Instead of emojis, I memorized the numbers that are usually

depicted on a numeric keyboard.

Repetition and Similarity (α = 0.90):

• I repeated some emojis in order to faster unlock my phone.
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• I repeated some emojis in order to better memorize the pass-
word.

• I repeated some emojis to prevent typing errors when unlock-
ing.

• I selected the emojis that were rather similar to each other.

Color and Shape (α = 0.51):

• I selected the emojis due to their color.
• I selected the emojis due to their shape.

For the PIN group, the questionnaire contained 15 items. An as-
terisk at the end of an item indicates that it is based on the work of
Bonneau et al. [22]. Internal consistency was good for the Re-use and
Pattern and Position scales. The consistency of the two other scales was
rather low, indicating that the questions for measuring the strategies
should be improved for future versions of the questionnaire.

Date3

• I chose a date as the PIN.

Repetition and Sequence (α = 0.66):

• For my PIN I chose consecutive numbers (e.g., 1234 or 1357)*
• I repeated some numbers in order to faster unlock my phone.
• I repeated a two-digit number in my PIN*.
• I exclusively repeated one number in my PIN*.
• I repeated a three digit number in my PIN*.
• I repeated some numbers in order to better remember the PIN.

Re-use (α = 0.96):

• I chose a PIN that I’m already using in a different context.
• I chose a PIN that I have used in the past.

Pattern and Position (α = 1.00):

• I used a graphical pattern on the keyboard to memorize my
password (e.g., a line from left to right; numbers create a square;
numbers are at the corners of the keyboard; numbers form a
cross)*.

• I selected the numbers according to a spatial pattern on the
keyboard (e.g., a line from left to right; numbers create a square;
numbers are at the corners of the keyboard; numbers form a
cross)*.

• The positions of the numbers on the keyboard play an impor-
tant role for me.

Association (α = 0.63):

3 Note that α-values cannot be calculated for single items.
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• I selected the numbers that I could mentally connect with a
place, object or a topic.

• I created a mnemonic to remember the numbers.

To compare lab and field study strategies, it was calculated how
many participants reported to deploy one or more of the identified
strategies (cf. Table 11). For the lab study, frequencies were calcu-
lated by counting the occurrences of each interview code. For the
field study, the frequencies were calculated as the number of partic-
ipants who rated at least half of the items of a scale as important
or very important. The overlaps between selection strategies in both
studies (cf. Table 11) suggest a reasonable validity of the identified
strategies. As in the lab study, the PIN selection strategies in the field
study are in line with findings of related work [22]. In both studies,
Preference, Pattern and Position, and Association and Story seem to play
a rather important role for Emoji-password selection.

The importance of the Preference selection strategy for Emoji-pass-
words is also visible from the distribution of selected Emojis across
passwords. Figure 24 depicts three examples of the most popular
password-Emojis (lab and field study) and three examples of the most
unpopular Emojis together with their occurrences on the keyboards.
Due to the different sizes of the category lists from which Emojis are
selected for EmojiAuth, some Emojis appear more often on the key-
board than others. Although the individual keyboards were expected
to decrease the probability of hotspots, Figure 24 suggests that the dis-
tribution of password-Emojis is skewed. This finding is also reflected
in the results of Golla et al. who found some Emojis and even some
passwords to be more popular than other passwords and Emojis [72].
Results by Golla et al. also revealed that guessing attacks that rely on
content and position-based predictors performed better than attacks

Table 11: Frequencies of password selection strategies. Several participants
used multiple strategies, thus the percentages do not sum up to
100.

Strategy
Emoji PIN

Lab Field Lab Field

(N = 27) (N = 20) (N = 26) (N = 17)

Color and Shape 2 (7%) 9 (43%) - -

Emoji Preference 10 (37%) 12 (60%) - -

Repetition 9 (33%) 4 (20%) 7 (27%) 7 (42%)

Pattern and Position 12 (44%) 8 (40%) 5 (19%) 3 (18%)

Association and Story 10 (37%) 8 (40%) 5 (19%) 12 (71%)

Password re-use 1 (4%) - 7 (27%) 4 (24%)

Date - - 13 (50%) 8 (47%)
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that rely on only one of those variables [72]. Despite the skewed pass-
word distribution, 4-digit Emoji-passwords resulting from a authenti-
cation scheme with 20 Emojis seem to be more resistant to guessing
attacks compared to Android unlock patterns and 4-digit user-chosen
PINs [72].

Figure 23: EmojiAuth passwords created by lab and field study participants.
Passwords are grouped according to password selection strate-
gies.

Figure 24: Password-Emojis examples of the most popular (left) and unpop-
ular (right) password-Emojis together with their occurrences on
the keyboards

Shoulder-Surfing Results

The minimal Levenshtein distance for each user (“attacker”) and each
password was calculated, i.e. the number of deletions, insertions, or
substitutions, needed to obtain the correct password from the entered
password [170] [135]. There was a significant difference in the mini-
mal Levenshtein distance between Emoji (M=2.45, SD=1.64) and PIN
(M=0.72, SD=0.83) for the 6-digit random password (Mann-Whitney-
U, U=289.0; p=.001; r=0.53), with medium effect size. Thus, the 6-
digit random password was significantly harder to shoulder surf on
the Emoji keyboard. For the other passwords, there were no signifi-
cant difference between the authentication methods.

It was also compared whether some passwords are harder to shoul-
der surf than others. For Emoji, a Friedman ANOVA revealed sig-
nificant differences in the minimal Levenshtein distance between the
passwords (χ2=40.44; p<.001). Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni cor-
rection revealed that the 6-digit random password was significantly
harder to shoulder surf than the 4-digit random password (M=0.75,
SD=0.93), Z=1.45; p=.037; r=0.46, the 6-digit pattern (M=0.15,
SD=0.67), Z=2.75; p<.001; r=0.72, and the 4-digit pattern (M=0.15,
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SD=0.37), Z=2.2; p<.001, r=0.70. All post-hoc results for Emoji had
medium to large effect sizes. For PIN, a Friedman ANOVA revealed
significant differences between the passwords (χ2=10.78; p<.029), but
the post-hoc tests were not significant.

The post-experiment questionnaires revealed that attackers used
four different strategies to observe the password: they either paid
attention to the numbers of the keyboard (“numbers”), the spatial
pattern of the password (“pattern”), a mix of both strategies (“mix”),
or they reported to observe the password entry with high concentra-
tion (“observation”). The frequencies of the strategies significantly dif-
fered between Emoji and PIN (p=.026; Fisher’s exact). “Attackers” in
the Emoji group were more likely to use the pattern observation strat-
egy (Emoji: 16; PIN: 8). Not surprisingly, “attackers” in the PIN group
were more likely to use the numbers observation strategy (Emoji: 0;
PIN: 4).

In summary, the 6-digit random password was harder to shoulder
surf with the Emoji keyboard and was also harder to shoulder surf
with the Emoji keyboard compared to the 4-digit random password
and the 4- and 6-digit pattern passwords. The casual “attackers” in
the Emoji group largely relied on the pattern observation strategy
which may make users of Emoji-passwords that are based on spatial
patterns more vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks.

User Experience

Daily Feedback. The daily feedback questionnaires that were an-
swered during the field study indicate that both, EmojiAuth and PIN,
were perceived similarly good in terms of user experience. This is
also supported by the AttrakDiff 2 mini ratings, with the difference
that EmojiAuth users perceived the authentication method more in-
teresting in the beginning of the study.

In total, participants reported 342 (Emoji:184) positive experiences,
99 neutral experiences (Emoji: 51), and 14 negative experiences (Emoji:
10). A Mann-Whitney-U test did not reveal significant differences be-
tween distribution of positive, neutral, and negative experiences be-
tween Emoji and PIN. To further analyze users’ experiences, the free-
text answers of the daily feedback were open-coded by one coder.
This led to a code list of 17 codes. The qualitative data was then
independently coded with the code list by another coder. Interrater
agreement was almost perfect (Cohen’s κ=0.83), according to Landis
and Koch [129]. The coders then met to reconcile the remaining cases.

About a third of participants’ comments (35%) expressed short
statements that everything is going fine (e.g. “everything’s ok.”, “fine”,
“works”). The second most comments category (10%) concerned the
good usability of the methods (e.g. “really easy and not annoying”,
“easy to handle, takes only little effort”, “fast [PIN] entry, no prob-
lems, I don’t have concerns regarding memorability as long as the
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positions of the numbers don’t change”). Six percent of comments in-
dicated that participants got familiar with the methods (e.g. “I’ve be-
came accustomed to it”, “it [the authentication] already belongs to my
daily routine”). Thereby, Emoji participants reported this twice (14

comments) as much as PIN participants (7 comments). Four percent
of codes concerned hedonic aspects. Hedonic aspects were mostly
mentioned by Emoji users (11 out of 14, e.g. “I liked choosing the
Emojis as I could select them on my own without restrictions”, “it was
fun to open the e-mail app with the Emojis while sitting next to my
friends”, “I changed my password twice today as I was curious which
other Emojis are available”). A few comments (2.5%) also concerned
perceived security vulnerabilities of the schemes (“when I open the
app in quick succession, EmojiAuth didn’t work properly” [comment
from the author: this participant might not have been aware of the
30 seconds time-out]; “it’s relatively easy for others to find out the
[Emoji] combination”).

AttrakDiff. The AttrakDiff 2 mini ratings are in line with the daily
feedback: Pragmatic quality was perceived as high (M>5) for both
methods at all measurement points (day 2, 8, and 14). Emoji users
rated hedonic quality in terms of Stimulation higher than PIN users
on day 2 (Mann-Whitney-U,U=34; p<.001; r=0.70). For day 8 and day
14, there were no significant differences in Hedonic Quality/ Stimu-
lation between the groups. Whereas Emoji users’ stimulation ratings
remained stable over time, PIN users’ stimulation ratings increased
after one week: there were no significant differences in Stimulation

Table 12: AttrakDiff2 mini ratings for Emoji and PIN in the field study. Rat-
ings of the same variable which significantly differ between Emoji
and PIN are in bold.

Day 2 Day 8 Day 14

NE=21/NP=17 NE=21/NP=16 NE=15/NP=10

M SD M SD M SD

Em
oj

i

Pragm. Quality 5.71 0.83 5.61 0.88 5.60 0.95

Hedon. Quality 4.56 0.84 4.39 1.11 4.42 1.08

HQ-Stim. 4.62 0.89 4.21 1.24 4.17 1.30

HQ-Identity 4.50 0.92 4.57 1.05 4.67 0.96

Attractiveness 4.98 1.04 4.93 1.15 4.77 1.15

PI
N

Pragm. Quality 5.53 0.89 5.17 1.20 5.43 0.85

Hedon. Quality 3.78 0.56 4.16 0.80 3.93 0.73

HQ-Stim. 3.22 0.60 3.88 0.90 3.81 0.79

HQ-Identity 4.34 0.81 4.44 1.05 4.10 0.94

Attractiveness 4.94 0.79 4.75 0.80 4.55 0.86
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between the groups for day 8 and 14. This result indicates that PIN
users needed time to perceive the authentication method as interest-
ing. Consequently, EmojiAuth could be beneficial for making users
familiar with using an authentication method by offering a stimulat-
ing user experience from the start. Attractiveness ratings at all mea-
surement points were medium-high (M ∼ 5), without significant dif-
ferences between groups.

Despite negligible quantitative differences in user experience, 17

of 20 Emoji users reported in the exit questionnaire that they would
prefer using Emojis over PIN as a screen lock, mainly due to the high
memorability of Emoji-passwords (12 answers) and the appeal of the
Emoji-based method (six answers).

10.5 discussion

10.5.1 Limitations

The present study has a few potential limitations. Participants self-
selected to participate in a study on mobile authentication, thus the
participants may have higher technology affinity than the general
population. As the sample size in both studies was limited, gener-
alizations should be made with caution. However, the results facili-
tate a meaningful comparison of EmojiAuth to the current baseline:
PIN entry. Furthermore, the consistency between lab and field study
findings indicates a reasonable validity of the results.

10.5.2 Practical Emoji authentication

Valuable insights into the practical aspects of Emoji-based mobile au-
thentication were gained. The results of the studies have shown that
EmojiAuth has a short login time and high success rates, both compa-
rable to traditional PINs. Memorability for 4-digit Emoji-passwords
was good, whereas memorability of 6-digit passwords was reason-
able. The results suggest that EmojiAuth is a practical authentication
method with a good password memorability of short passwords.

Study participants created their Emoji-based passwords with five
different strategies: Emoji preference, association & story, pattern & po-
sition, repetition & similarity, and color & shape. The results suggest
that the distribution of Emoji-passwords may be skewed, even with
individual keyboards. It is subject to future studies to quantify the
frequency of each selection strategy and its contribution to the prac-
tical password space. Results from the shoulder-surfing experiment
suggest that EmojiAuth performs better for longer passwords that do
not follow distinct spatial patterns. As the “attackers” in this experi-
ment mostly focused on the pattern strategy, we recommend that spa-
tial patterns should not be used for password creation. We also plan
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to conduct further studies to investigate whether password creation
policies could help users create Emoji-passwords that are resistant
to guessing and capture attacks, as well as memorable. For example,
such policies could blacklist most popular Emojis or spatial patterns.

So far, EmojiAuth features twelve Emojis on the keyboard. Adding
more Emojis increases the theoretical password space, but might also
increase the likelihood of hotspots to evolve as the probability to oc-
cur on the keyboard for each Emoji increases. Moreover, usability
could suffer when there are too many small buttons on the keyboard.
Those trade-offs need to be investigated in future studies to further
advance the design of the method. Furthermore, the optimal assign-
ment of Emojis to categories for keyboard generation and its impact
on user choice resilience need to be further investigated: can large cat-
egories with diverse Emojis be created that allow users to assemble
interesting and diverse passwords? How large do the categories have
to be in order to completely eliminate hotspots?

10.5.3 The role of UX in mobile authentication

Both, EmojiAuth and PIN, were perceived as highly usable and as pro-
viding a good user experience in the lab and the field study. Emoji-
based authentication performed only slightly better in terms of he-
donic product perception and, thus, positive interaction. In the field
study, EmojiAuth users mentioned hedonic aspects slightly more of-
ten in their daily feedback. However, for both methods, the overall
number of experiences related to hedonic aspects was rather low. The
AttrakDiff ratings indicate that users perceived EmojiAuth as inter-
esting from the beginning of the field study and that this perception
remained stable. In the lab study, EmojiAuth was in both weeks per-
ceived as more interesting. The majority of EmojiAuth users indicated
that they would prefer EmojiAuth over PIN as a screen lock, which
is a promising result. It is subject to future studies to investigate how
hedonic quality could be further increased in authentication methods
and whether in contributes to long-term user “relationships” with the
authentication method.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

11.1 conclusion

By answering the research questions described in the introduction,
this thesis makes multiple contributions to the understanding of mo-
bile security and privacy mechanisms from an experiential perspec-
tive. A variety of qualitative and quantitative studies have been con-
ducted to answer the research questions. The findings to each re-
search question are detailed in the following.

By answering RQ1 and RQ2, this thesis provides first evidence that
there is a need to address experiential aspects, beyond the functional,
in mobile security and privacy mechanisms. RQ3 identifies directions
for the experiential design of those mechanisms. RQ4 provides an
overview of how different mechanisms shape user experience and re-
lated behavior. Thereby, the results suggest that experiential qualities
do not necessarily have to be in conflict with security and privacy. The
answer of RQ5 indicates that non-functional aspects can be manipu-
lated with security and privacy mechanisms and the answer of RQ6

suggests that the development of the user experience with such mech-
anisms over time is similar to those of lifestyle products. The results
of this thesis constitute a valuable first step for understanding the
experiential dimension of mobile security and privacy mechanisms.

11.1.1 Experiences with mobile security and privacy

Two focus group studies have been conducted to explore experiences
with mobile security and privacy. The findings are summarized in the
following in order to provide an answer to RQ1 (What experiences do
users have with security and privacy on their smartphones?).

Negative experiences. The focus groups (cf. Chapter 5) suggest that
users may feel forced to use messaging applications which they feel
uncomfortable with in terms of security and privacy, but which are
used by other users. This may result in a feeling of social pressure.
Furthermore, users may feel uncomfortable when using social apps
when they have the feeling that they need to be available all the time
(social availablility). Users further expressed negative experiences re-
lated to the usage of mobile security and privacy mechanisms. These
experiences surfaced in negative feelings such as dependency (e.g. on
third parties to provide and manage security and privacy), helpless-
ness (towards security and privacy threats), and fatalism (regarding
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the actual security of mechanisms). Negative experiences related to
a lack of choice and the need to sacrifice security for usage, were
further expressed.
Positive experiences. The results of the focus groups further suggest
that users encounter positive experiences through feelings of being
able to exercise control over security and privacy related issues. Fur-
thermore, the results suggest that trust, for example, in a service
provider may be a source of positive experiences.

11.1.2 Motivators for mobile security and privacy

An interview and an online study were conducted (cf. Chapter 6),
to explore which psychological needs are salient motivators for the
usage of mobile security and privacy mechanisms. The findings of
these two studies provide an answer to RQ2 (What motivates users
to employ security and privacy actions on their smartphones?).

The results of the interviews suggest a variety of psychological needs
as motivators for the usage of mobile security and privacy mecha-
nisms. In both studies Security was found to be a main motivator, how-
ever, different other needs such as Keeping the meaningful, Stimula-
tion, Autonomy and Competence also serve as potential motivators.
For example, backups are mainly motivated by Keeping the meaning-
ful and using a screen lock with authentication is mainly motivated
by Security, but Popularity was also mentioned as a motivator. App
selection was noted to be driven by Stimulation and Money/Luxury,
whereas Security, Competence (or a lack thereof) and Autonomy were
reported to be related to uninstalling apps and mitigating access to
sensitive information. The fulfillment of the need for Security may not
necessarily lead to a positive experience with mobile security and pri-
vacy mechanisms (cf. also Sheldon et al. [175] and Hassenzahl et al.
[85] for results on the limited ability of Security to contribute to posi-
tive events and experiences in another context of use). The low mean
values for need fulfillment in the online survey also indicate that se-
curity and privacy actions may profit from new design approaches
that support psychological need fulfillment.

11.1.3 Experience design for mobile security and privacy

In the following, RQ3 (Which principles should the experiential de-
sign of mobile security and privacy mechanisms follow?) is answered.

The answers to RQ1 and RQ2 led to the notion that the following
principles should be considered in the experiential design of mobile
security and privacy mechanisms. Note that these principles present
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directions rather than final truths. As each mechanism needs to be
tested under a threat model, the design of usable mobile security and
privacy mechanisms that provide a positive user experience and high
security or privacy may not be as straight forward as it might appear
here.

Security and privacy by design and default for social apps. Social
apps should deploy security and privacy mechanisms such as end-
to-end encryption by design and default in order to avoid negative
experiences related to “social pressure” and “social availability”.

Usability and education. Usability engineering and educational tech-
niques should be deployed to mobile security and privacy mecha-
nisms. Thereby, the goal should not only be to render the interac-
tion with such mechanisms more efficient and effective, but also to
avoid negative experiences and increase satisfaction, for example by
addressing the need for Autonomy or Competence.

Experience design beyond Security. Although Security is a motiva-
tor to use mobile security and privacy mechanisms, the fulfillment of
this need does not necessarily lead to positive experiences with such
mechanisms. Therefore, mechanisms should address experiential as-
pects beyond the need for Security, such as need fulfillment through
Stimulation or Autonomy, in order to enable positive user experiences.
For example, the use of Emojis in authentication could address as-
pects of Stimulation while allowing for good password memorability
(cf. RQ4 and RQ6). Or selective install-time permission dialogs may
rather address a feeling of Autonomy, compared to runtime permis-
sion dialogs (cf. RQ4).

11.1.4 Experiences with dedicated prototypes

Chapter 8, 9, and 10 introduced permission and screen lock proto-
types that have been designed to address aspects of user experience.
Their performance in terms of usability, user experience, security
and/or privacy is summarized in the following. This provides an an-
swer to RQ4 (How do specific implementations of mobile security
and privacy mechanisms perform in terms of usability, user experi-
ence, security and/or privacy?).

App permissions

Basic permission dialog. The “basic permission dialog” (i.e. the long
list of permissions without icons as featured until 2013/1014 in Google
Play, cf. Section 3.3.1) has been found in related work to be hard to
understand and to receive little attention by users [61]. Study 4 (cf.
Chapter 8) compared users’ decision making for different presenta-
tions of apps in the app market. When users pressed the “install”
button within the “Standard UI”, the “basic permission dialog” ap-
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peared. The presentation of apps in the “Standard UI” received high
pragmatic and attractiveness ratings, and medium-high hedonic qual-
ity ratings. As already described in Chapter 2, pragmatic quality is
related to the achievement of behavioral goals [81, p. 35], whereas he-
donic quality describes the capability of a product to communicate
aspects of personal relevance [81, p. 38]. A product which is highly
pragmatic and hedonic can be considered as being desired, whereas
a product with high pragmatic and medium hedonic quality can be
considered as task-oriented (cf. [47] and Chapter 2.2.2). The above
described results indicate that participants were rather satisfied and
perceived the “Standard UI” as task-oriented. However, as in related
work [78, 112], for this presentation of the apps, participants rather
neglected the permissions when making their decision.

Thus, while the “Standard UI” performs well in terms of experien-
tial product qualities, the influence of the permissions on the privacy
decisions is limited in this UI.

Statistical information to communicate permission risks. The “Text
UI” and the “Graphic UI” provided users with alternative app presen-
tations that included statistical information about app permissions al-
ready in the app market description. Experiential product quality rat-
ings for both statistical prototypes were similar to the “Standard UI”,
with high pragmatic quality and attractiveness ratings, and medium-
high hedonic quality ratings. These ratings indicate that participants
were also rather satisfied with the interfaces and also perceived them
as task-oriented. In terms of felt experience, both statistical UIs pos-
itively influenced the importance that participants gave to the per-
missions in the app selection process. Furthermore, they led users
to perceive the app with a higher number of permissions as more
privacy-intrusive and less trustworthy. A significant change in behav-
ior (installation rates) was, however, only achieved with the “Graphic
UI”. The “Graphic UI” further received significantly higher pragmatic
quality ratings than the “Standard UI”.

In summary, the findings suggest that if statistical information is
provided, it should be supported by graphical information as graphi-
cal statistical information had a positive influence on user experience
and privacy-conscious behavior. Note, however, that the influence of
statistical information was of pragmatic nature. As such, it positively
influenced participants’ feelings that the “Graphic UI” is easy to un-
derstand and well-arranged.

Runtime UIs. The runtime UIs, introduced in Chapter 9, are user in-
terface prototypes that are currently featured in a similar form on
Android (i.e. the runtime UI) and iOS (i.e. runtime UI with and with-
out purpose string). Related work by Andriotis et al. indicates, that
Android users prefer the new runtime permission model over the old
install-time model [4]. Furthermore, a majority of Android M users
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(65%) reported in the same field study that they felt to have more
control over their data with the new permission model.

In Study 5 of this thesis (cf. Chapter 9), the runtime UIs received
medium-high pragmatic quality ratings and medium-low hedonic
quality ratings suggesting that the interfaces were perceived as neu-
tral with a tendency to task-oriented (cf. the definitions by Diefenbach
and Hassenzahl [47]). Furthermore, runtime UIs were perceived as
more annoying compared to the selective install-time UIs and partici-
pants in the runtime conditions felt worse than participants in the se-
lective install-time conditions. While Andriotis et al. [4] found rather
positive evaluations of the runtime UI compared to the former install-
time UI (the “advanced permission dialog”, cf. Section 2.2.2), it is
difficult to compare the UX ratings of Study 5 to their results. In their
study, participants were asked to compare the new runtime model to
the former install-time model, whereas in Study 5, participants were
asked to rate the interface and interaction without having an anchor
value.

In terms of behavior, users in the runtime UI conditions made more
privacy-friendly permission granting decisions, compared to the se-
lective install-time UIs. Thus, runtime UIs seem to perform well in
terms of fostering privacy-conscious behavior, but there is space for
the improvement of hedonic UI attributes in general and compared
to selective install-time UIs.

Selective install-time UIs. The selective install-time UIs with and
without purpose strings, introduced in Chapter 9, are suggestions for
new permission UIs that provide users with an overview of permis-
sions while at the same time providing the possibility to selectively
grant permissions. Thus, they were designed to address aspects of us-
ability and education (with the overview of permissions), as well as
psychological need fulfillment (i.e. Autonomy through the possibility
to selectively grant permissions).

The results of the comparative user study (cf. Chapter 9) suggest
that selective install-time UIs perform better in terms of user experi-
ence compared to the runtime UIs: whereas pragmatic quality was
similarly high for all UIs, especially the selective install-time UI re-
ceived higher hedonic quality, autonomy, and security ratings than
the run-time UI without purpose string. However, participants in the
install-time condition made less privacy-conscious permission grant-
ing decisions in the presented over-privilege scenario.

Summary: All presented permission prototypes were perceived as
highly usable. Some UI interventions led to a significant increase
in PQ (graphical statistical information). Others did not have a sig-
nificant influence on PQ (all other UIs). In any case the effect of
the interventions on user behavior, felt experience (perceived privacy,
trust for the statistical information) and hedonic product quality (for
the selective install-time UIs) was rather high. This suggests the exis-
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tence of a multi-dimensional design space for “secure and/or privacy-
preserving user experiences” for permission granting.

Screen locks with authentication

PIN. In line with related work [78, 195], PIN was found to be highly
usable, both, in the lab and in the field. Whereas in the lab study
HQ-Stimulation ratings for PIN were always lower compared to Emo-
jiAuth, in the field study this was only the case on day 2.

EmojiAuth. EmojiAuth is an authentication scheme for screen lock-
ing (cf. Chapter 10), designed to provide similar usability and se-
curity as the PIN scheme, while allowing for a more positive user
experience through higher need fulfillment of Stimulation. To coun-
teract an inherent vulnerability of graphical authentication schemes
– so called “hotspots” – EmojiAuth features an individual keyboard
for each user. The results of lab and field study indicate that Emoji-
based passwords which are not selected based on a distinct pattern
are slightly harder to shoulder surf compared to PINs. The practical
password space of Emoji-passwords seems to be smaller than the the-
oretical one. Further studies are needed to determine to which degree
this finding influences the susceptibility of Emoji-passwords to guess-
ing attacks. Emoji-passwords further showed a high memorability for
4-digit and a reasonable memorability for 6-digit passwords. Both
password lengths did not significantly differ in their memorability
from PINs of same length.

Summary: The daily feedback in the field study revealed that the user
experience with EmojiAuth and PIN was perceived similarly good.
The results of the daily feedback further indicate that the usability
of mobile authentication schemes seems to have a rather strong in-
fluence on the user experience with such schemes, as comments on
the good usability of the schemes were among the most frequent
codes; hedonic attributes of EmojiAuth were noticed by the users,
but only slightly more valued than for PIN in the quantitative ratings
(AttrakDiff and daily feedback questionnaires). Nevertheless, Emoji-
Auth users indicated to favor EmojiAuth over PIN as a screenlock due
to high password memorability and the appeal of the EmojiAuth-UI.
Future studies should investigate how the hedonic attributes of Emoji-
based mobile authentication can be further increased while maintain-
ing the same or a higher level of security.

11.1.5 Manipulation of hedonic quality

The following subsection provides an answer to RQ5 (Is it possible to
manipulate the hedonic quality of security and privacy mechanisms
on smartphones?).
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The results of Chapter 9 and 10 suggest that the hedonic quality of
mobile security and privacy mechanisms can be manipulated: The
studies revealed differences in hedonic quality and/or its sub-dimen-
sions between different run-time and selective install-time UIs, as well
as between PIN and EmojiAuth. Given the fact that security and pri-
vacy have been mostly considered as secondary tasks, this is a promis-
ing finding. The sole consideration of mobile security and privacy
mechanisms as secondary tasks limits the design space for the user-
centered design of such mechanisms to usability interventions only.
However, usability may be only optimized up to a certain point – as
long as the mechanisms are not made seamless (e.g. as it is the case for
biometric authentication). In many cases, user interaction would still
be required (e.g. for fallback authentication or privacy decisions re-
lated to app permissions). The results suggest that including aspects
of hedonic quality seems to be feasible and would extend the design
space of mobile security and privacy mechanisms beyond usability
towards positive user experiences with such mechanisms. How hedo-
nic quality perceptions can be maintained on a high level over time,
is an interesting research question for future studies.

11.1.6 Experience over time

For the mobile authentication use case, user experience was deter-
mined at several points in time. Consequently, the evaluation of those
UX ratings provides an answer to RQ6 (How does the user experience
with a mobile security mechanism develop over time?).

PIN and EmojiAuth (Lab study). The PIN scheme (with which par-
ticipants were already familiar when they arrived at the lab study)
was immediately perceived as highly usable. In contrast, EmojiAuth
received medium usability ratings (PQ) in the first lab study session
which improved in the second session of the lab study. EmojiAuth
users further reported more positive affect in the second session. In-
creased HQ ratings for both schemes in the second session suggest
that factors of personal relevance were perceived higher in week 2.
A reason for this might be grounded in the success that all partic-
ipants experienced when they managed to enter their password at
least once correctly again. Higher HQ-Stimulation ratings for Emoji-
Auth compared to PIN in both sessions suggest that participants who
used EmojiAuth perceived EmojiAuth as stimulating, even in week 2,
when EmojiAuth was not a completely new experience for them.

PIN and EmojiAuth (Field study). The user experience with both au-
thentication schemes developed differently in the field study setting.
While usability was perceived similarly good for both schemes, PIN
received rather low HQ ratings in the beginning which, however, in-
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creased during the course of the study. Difference between the lab and
the field study may be grounded in the fact, that participants in the
lab study were asked to rate the scheme directly after the first interac-
tion. In the field study, the first AttrakDiff questionnaire appeared on
day 2. Furthermore, participants in the lab study rated their second
interaction in week 2, whereas participants in the field study had al-
ready interacted several times with the scheme when they rated it for
the first time.

Summary. The results suggest that the adoption of mobile authen-
tication mechanisms may follow a similar process as described by
Karapanos et al. [109]: Orientation, Incorporation, and Identification. Ori-
entation is informed by getting familiar with a product and is reflected
in stimulation and learnability ratings [109, p. 732]. Incorporation is in-
formed by functional dependency, reflected in the perceived long-term
usability and usefulness [109, p. 732]. Last, Identification is informed
by emotional attachment either of personal or social nature [109, p. 732].
In the mobile authentication studies, participants first had to get fa-
miliar with the scheme as reflected in the lab study PQ ratings and
the respective daily feedback codes in the field study. EmojiAuth HQ-
Stimulation ratings were in both studies higher for the first few inter-
actions, compared to PIN.

In the field study, for both schemes, participants frequently men-
tioned good usability and that everything is going fine during the
study. Furthermore, they mentioned that they had gotten familiar
with the scheme, indicating a transition from Orientation to Incorpo-
ration. As the field study ended after two weeks, it is likely that par-
ticipants had not reached the Identification phase yet. An interesting
research question for future studies would be, whether mobile secu-
rity and privacy mechanisms can enable a strong identification with
the mechanisms, such as it can be developed with lifestyle products
(Karapanos et al. [109] have investigated the adoption of an iPhone in
their paper).

11.2 limitations

The presented studies, and thereby especially those in which different
prototypes were tested, rather focused on Android users. This might
have influenced the results. However, as the Android platform has
currently a huge market share of more than 80% [179], the results
may nevertheless apply to a non-neglible group of users.

The present thesis has evaluated behavior and user experience dur-
ing permission granting in a lab study (cf. Chapter 8) and an online
study (cf. Chapter 9). The context in these studies was different from
real life situations. Earlier related works on app permissions suggest
that online studies yield similar results than field [8] and lab studies
[79, 112]. However, further studies are needed to determine how the
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results of the permission studies in this thesis translate to the real
world.

11.3 future work

While the conclusion has provided several insights on the user ex-
perience with mobile security and privacy mechanisms, it also iden-
tified several issues that should be addressed in future research on
experience-based mobile security and privacy. Those will be detailed
in the following.

11.3.1 Further security and privacy evaluations

Permissions in Context. The statistical information about the num-
ber of permissions in comparison to apps with similar functionality
has been tested for the install-time permission model. This permis-
sion model is likely to disappear on future smartphones, as newer
Android versions deploy the runtime permission model and iOS has
always been using the runtime model. Showing additional informa-
tion in the app market could, however, help privacy-sensitive users
to make better decisions which app they should download [8]. Thus,
it would be an interesting research question whether users would
value this kind of additional information, despite the new permis-
sion model. Currently, statistical information about the number of
apps that use a specific permission is also provided in the permission
settings. Evaluating this functionality regarding its usefulness for mo-
bile privacy management is also an interesting research question that
could be addressed in future studies.

Security and user experience of Emoji-based passwords. This thesis
has contributed an evaluation of the shoulder-surfing susceptibility of
Emoji-based passwords. It has also identified different strategies for
Emoji-password selection. The analysis of the passwords that were
generated in the lab and the field study suggest that the password
distribution of Emoji-based passwords may be skewed. A question
that would need to be addressed in future studies is to which degree
the password distribution is skewed and which impact this has on
the susceptibility to guessing attacks. Thereby, the susceptibility of
passwords generated under each strategy should be investigated. If
the results would show that there are more and less secure strategies,
further investigations could be done on how to incentivize users to
select their passwords based on a more secure strategy. Another inves-
tigation could address the deployment of password creation policies
on memorability and user experience.
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11.3.2 Conceptualization of the experiential design for mobile security and
privacy

This thesis has provided directions for the experiential design of mo-
bile security and privacy mechanisms. The usability, user experience,
security and privacy of app permission and mobile authentication
prototypes has been investigated in exemplary cases. It has been
shown that the user experience, and thereby especially the hedonic
quality of such mechanisms can be manipulated.

Frameworks and tools. Future work should investigate how aspects
of hedonic quality and positive user experience can be systematically
manipulated by interventions in UI and interaction design. Validated
frameworks and tools for the experiential design of security and pri-
vacy mechanisms would be valuable to translate the gained knowl-
edge into design guidelines for developers of security and privacy
mechanisms. Thereby, a starting point could be a taxonomy of UI
and design factors which influence the user experience, e.g. in terms
of psychological need fulfillment.

Further questionnaire validations. This thesis deployed questionnaires
for the evaluation of mobile security and privacy mechanisms which
have been originally developed in other contexts (e.g. positive psy-
chology [175], interactive products [84], clinical studies [196]). Thus,
it would be useful to further validate these questionnaires in future
studies in a security and privacy-related context and to adjust them,
if necessary.

11.3.3 Long-term user experience and behavior

The field study on mobile authentication provided insights into the
daily usage of EmojiAuth in comparison to PIN. It further illustrated,
together with the lab study on mobile authentication, how user expe-
rience can change over time.

As all studies were limited to at most two weeks, further studies
are needed to investigate the long-term user experience and behav-
ior related to mobile security and privacy mechanisms. This should
be also investigated for a broader set of mechanisms. Future studies
could answer the question of whether users could identify themselves
with mobile security and privacy mechanisms. Related work from the
domain of user experience suggests that positive user experience has
a positive impact on adoption and product bonding (cf. e.g. [68]).
It would be desirable if a similar relationship would also apply for
mobile security and privacy mechanisms. Thus, future work should
investigate the influence of positive user experiences on adoption and
on security- and privacy-conform voluntary behavior.
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11.3.4 Mechanisms and application areas beyond mobile

This thesis has focused on two use cases of mobile security and pri-
vacy mechanisms: app permissions and mobile authentication.

Other mobile mechanisms. The described uses cases offer first in-
sights into the experiential design of mobile security and privacy
mechanisms.

Future work should evaluate whether the gathered insights could
be also transferred to other mobile security and privacy mechanisms.
For example, social and messaging apps have been identified in Chap-
ter 5 and 6 as artifacts that are able to evoke both, strong positive and
strong negative experiences (cf. also [108]). These kind of applications
have been already intensively studied in user experience research (cf.
e.g. [34, 94, 108, 208]) and (usable) security and privacy research (cf.
e.g. [45, 148, 173]. An analysis of studies in both areas could further
help to solve issues related to negative experiences and (technical)
security and privacy issues. Other application examples of mobile
mechanisms are update notifications, browser security, and the set
up of device encryption. Besides understanding the interaction with
current mechanisms, experiential approaches could further allow to
innovate new mechanisms.

Beyond smartphones. The insights provided in this thesis could be
further deployed to security and privacy mechanisms in other con-
texts. For example, Vaniea et al. found negative experiences with soft-
ware update notifications as a possible source of negative influence
on future update behavior [192]. Helping users in managing software
updates with joy would be an interesting application area for the find-
ings of this thesis.

Another application area that is closely related to smartphones and
mobile computing, is the internet of things. Thereby, especially the
area of smart home applications seems to be good fit for the experi-
ential design of security and privacy mechanisms. Smart home sce-
narios integrate and connect smart everyday devices such as TVs or
household appliances. Those devices are integrated into users’ ever-
day life and – as smartphones – offer a high potential for positive
user experiences, but they also contain attack vectors. For example,
by assigning unique user IDs, some smart TVs revealed vulnerabili-
ties to privacy threats [104]. Integrating proper privacy controls into
such devices that either offer or accompany positive user experiences
would be an interesting application area for experiential design.
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A
S T U D Y Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S

Please refer to the literature for the standard questionnaires:

• AttrakDiff2 mini (English: [86], German: [47])
• Need fulfillment questionnaire (English: [175], German: [47])
• UNeeQ questionnaire ([68], [190])
• Positive affect – negative affect schedule (PANAS) (English: [196],

German: [126])
• Subjectively experienced exhaustion scale (German only [55])
• Global Information Privacy Concern Scale (GIPC) [141]

a.1 demographic questionnaire

These questions on demographics were used in all of the conducted
studies (subject to slight variations).

Gender: [male/female/no answer]

Age: [open answer]

Highest level of education:

• no degree
• Lower secondary education only
• Middle school/ secondary school degree only
• Highschool degree/ qualification for university entrance
• University degree [If so, subject area: [open answer]]

Current occupation: [open answer]

Which occupational category are you a member of?

• Highschool student
• Apprentice
• Student
• Employee
• Self-employed
• Civil servant
• Retired
• Homemaker
• Unemployed
• Other: [open answer]
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Are you studying or have you been working in any of the following
areas: [yes/no]

• IT/ Information technology
• Computer Science
• Electronic data processing
• Electrical engineering
• Communications technology
• Similar

What operating system are you using on your smartphone?

• Android
• iOS (iPhone)
• Windows (Windows Phone)
• other: [open answer]

How long have you been using a smartphone?

• 0-3 Months
• 4-12 Months
• 1 to 3 Years
• longer than 3 years

How often do you use your smartphone?

• multiple times per hour
• 1x per hour
• multiple times per day
• 1x per day
• multiple times per week
• 1x per week
• less frequently
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a.2 interview questionnaire (study 2)

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)

Smartphone usage

• Why did you decide to buy a smartphone?
• You are currently using a smartphone with [Android/ iOS/

windows] operating system (OS). Was this a conscious decision?
What were the reasons [for this decision]?

• Have you used another operating system before?
• If so, which? What were the reasons for changing the OS?

Smartphone sharing (adapted from Chin et al. [32])

• Is this your only smartphone?
• If not,

– How many smartphones do you own?
– Why do you own several smartphones?
– Which of them do you use mainly?

• Are there any other people who use your personal smartphone
on a regular basis?

– If so, how many? Who else is using your personal smart-
phone?

• Is there someone else who sometimes uses your smartphone?

– If so, under which circumstances?

Work related use

• Do you also use your smartphone for work?
• If so,

– For which purpose [e.g. calling, e-mailing etc.]?
– What are the main differences between private and occu-

pational use of your smartphone?
– Did your employer set any requirements for work related

smartphone usage?

App usage

• Do you use apps?
• If not, why?
• Which are your favourite apps on your smartphone?
• Which apps do you consider the most useful on your smart-

phone?

Paid apps

• Do you use apps you have to pay for?
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• If not, are there any reasons why not?
• If so,

– How do you pay for the apps?
– Do you use in-app purchases?

* If so, is the in-app purchase function password pro-
tected?

App selection and download

• Which criteria do you use to decide for an app you want to
download or install?

• Which platform (i.e. app market) do you use to download apps?

App avoidance

• Are there any apps which you intentionally don’t install? If so,
what kind of apps?

App uninstalling

• Have you ever cancelled the installation of an app? If so, why?
• Have you ever uninstalled an app? If so, why?

Smartphone set up

• When you used your smartphone for the first time. . .

– How did you take action?
– Did you set up the device according to your preferences?
– If so, what did you do?

Data connections

• Which type of data connections do you use (e.g. Bluetooth, NFC,
WiFi)? What are you using them for?

• If WiFi was mentioned: Which access points do you use [which
networks do you use, respectively]?

• Are there situations in which you switch off your data connec-
tions?

• If so,

– Why?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

Updates

• Do you install app updates?
• If so,

– Why?
– Do you install updates automatically or manually?
– Is there any reason why you install them automatically/

manually?
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– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing
so?

Post-paid vs. pre-paid

• Do you pay for your smartphone usage on a monthly basis or
do you use pre-paid?

• What are the reasons why you decided for [payment method]?
• If Post-paid:

– Do you check your monthly phone bills?
– If so,

* Why?

* Do you remember any causes that made you start do-
ing so?

• If Prepaid:

– Do you check your prepaid balance from time to time?
– If so,

* How often?

* Do you remember any causes that made you start do-
ing so?

Battery lifetime

• Do you check your battery status from time to time?
• If so, do you do anything to save battery lifetime?

– If so,

* Could you please describe what exactly you’re doing?

* Do you remember any causes that made you start do-
ing so?

Protection from theft

• Do you do anything to protect your smartphone from theft?
• If so,

– What are you doing?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

• Do you use locating or remote access apps?
• If so,

– Why?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

Backups

• Do you make backups of your smartphone data?
• If so,
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– What are the reasons for making backups?
– How often do you make backups?
– Where do you store your backups?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

Internet und Surfing

• Do you surf the Internet on your smartphone?
• If not, why not?
• If so

– Which browser do you use? Why?
– Which search engine do you use on your smartphone? Why?
– Have you ever changed your browser settings?

* If so, what did you want to change?

* Was the action successful?
– Do you take any measures to reduce your data traces on

the web while surfing with your smartphone?

* If so, what do you do?

Financial Transactions

• Do you use apps which include handling money such as mobile
payment, mobile TAN procedures, online banking or shopping
apps?

• If not, why not?
• If so,

– Which kind of apps do you use?
– Do you have any concerns while using these apps? If so,

what kind of concerns?

• Do you use online banking via the browser?

– If so, how does such a typical banking session look like?

App access to sensitive data

• Many apps request access to sensitive data (such as calendar or
address book) and functions (such as camera and location).

• Do you allow those apps to access this data and functions?

– If not, why not?

* How do you avoid it?

* Do you remember any causes that made you start do-
ing so?

– If so,

* Do you allow all apps to access everything or only cer-
tain apps?

* Do allow always access or only in certain situations?
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– Do you consider any data or functionalities more sensitive
than others?

Communication

• Do you use your phone to communicate with other people?
• If so,

– How do you communicate? (e.g. calling, SMS, Chat, email,
social networks)

– Which messaging apps do you use? Why do you use ex-
actly these?

• Do you do something to protect your communication?
• If so, what do you do?
• Whom do you protect your communication from?
• Can you remember any causes that made you start doing so?

Data stored on the device

• Do you protect the data which is stored on your device?
• If so,

– How do you protect your data?
– What do you protect your data from?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

SPAM

• Do you sometimes receive SPAM (i.e. unwanted adds or mes-
sages) on your smartphone?

• If so,

– Could you give us some examples?
– How often do you receive SPAM?
– Do you do anything to reduce the amount of SPAM you

receive?

“Backup” questions: Those questions were only asked if the related topics
were not already mentioned during the interview.

• Do you do anything to protect yourself from apps that collect
too much data?

• If so,

– What do you do?
– How do you define these kinds of apps?

• Do you use additional security software on your smartphone?
• If so,

– Which kind of apps do you use?
– Against what do you want to protect yourself?
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• Do you use pre-installed security mechanisms such as screen
lock with a password?

• If so,

– What are the reasons therefor?
– Do you remember any causes that made you start doing

so?

• Do you perceive any threats related to smartphone usage?
• If so,

– Which threats do you perceive?
– Do you have an individual strategy to protect yourself

against these threats?
– If so, could you please describe your individual strategy?

• Do you perceive any security and privacy threats related to
smartphone usage?

• If so,

– Which threats do you perceive?
– Do you have an individual strategy to protect yourself

against these threats?

* If so, could you please describe your individual strat-
egy?

• Do you have any comments or questions regarding the topics
which we discussed today in this interview?
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a.3 online study questionnaire (study 3)

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)

Have you ever downloaded an app for your smartphone? [yes/no]

What are your three favorite apps? [open answer]

Please drag and drop the criteria that where important for you
when you selected your smartphone to the right side!

• Size and /or quality of the according app store
• Smartphone price
• App prices
• Visual appearance of the device
• Visual appearance of the operating system
• Functionality of the operating system
• Technical features (e.g. storage, battery lifetime, camera)
• Security
• Recommendations of known people
• Handling of the device

Please drag and drop those scenarios that you perceive as a threat
concerning your smartphone to the right site:

• Data loss
• Device loss
• Financial loss due to wrong debiting of my mobile provider
• Financial loss due to unauthorized access (e.g. in case of theft)
• Network attacks (somebody reads the in and out-going commu-

nication)
• Surveillance of my behavior by state-owned organizations
• Surveillance of my behavior by privately-owned organizations
• Surveillance of my behavior by people I know
• Surveillance of my behavior by people I don’t know
• Unauthorized access to my smartphone by people I know
• Unauthorized access to my smartphone by people I don’t know

Security and privacy actions: [split in three versions]
Note: after each question that is marked with an asterisks at the be-
ginning, the need questionnaire was shown.

• *Do you do backups? [yes/no]
If so, where do you safe the backups? [PC/ Cloud/ other]

• *How often is the WiFi on your smartphone disabled? [always/
often/ sometimes/ never/ don’t know] | How often are loca-
tion services or GPS disabled on your device? [always/ often/
sometimes/ never/ don’t know] | How often are bluetooth or
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Airdrop (iPhone only) disabled on your device? [always/ often/
sometimes/ never/ don’t know]

• *Do you use a screen lock together with a PIN or passwors?
[yes/ no]

• *Do you install updates? [yes/ no]
If so, how do you install updates? [manually/ automatically/
other]

• *Do you use the privacy settings in messaging apps? [yes/ no/
don’t know/ I do not use messaging apps]

• *How do you pay your cell phone expenses? [postpaid/ pre-
paid]
If postpaid, do you check your monthly bill? [yes, regularly/
yes, sometimes/ no]

• *Do you take measures to protect your smartphone from theft?
[yes/ no]
If so, which measures do you take? [I store my device securely/
I don’t leave my device unattended/ I use apps for locating the
device or remote management apps/ I’ve taken out an insur-
ance]

• *Do you scrutinize app permissions when installing or using an
app? [yes/ no]

• How frequently do you scrutinize permissions? [always/ often/
sometimes/ never]

• (Android users only) Did you ever refrain from installing an
app that had a high number of permissions? [yes/ no/ don’t
know]

• (Android users only) Did you ever refrain from installing an
app because the number of requested permissions was high
compared to the offered functionality? [yes/ no/ don’t know]

• (iOS users only) Did you ever uninstall an app that asked for
unusual permissions? [yes/ no/ don’t know]

• *Do you use one or several of the following messaging apps
which deploy end-to-end encryption? [Threema/ iMessage/ Tele-
gram/ TextSecure/ ChatSecure/ Surespot/ myEnigma/ Hoc-
cer/ other/ I don’t use messaging apps with end-to-end en-
cryption/ I don’t know whether I use apps with end-to-end
encryption]

Need fulfillment items used per security and privacy action:
Note: translated items were taken [47] based on Sheldon et al. [175];
items for keeping the meaningful were taken from the UNEEQ ques-
tionnaire [68] [190]. For each need, only two of three the items were
deployed (cf. Section 6.3). Items were presented in randomized order.

• Autonomy: AUT_1, AUT_2

• Competence: KOM_1, KOM_3

• Relatedness: VER_1; VER_2
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• Stimulation: STI_1, STI_2

• Money/Luxury: LUX_1, LUX_3

• Security: SIC_2, SIC_3

• Popularity: POP_1, POP_3

• Keeping the meaningful: mean_1, mean_4

How strong is the emotional value that you attach to the following
data and files?
(Scale from 1 (= no emotional value) to 5 (= strong emotional value))

• Work-related files
• Music and video clips
• Photos
• Documents and receipts
• E-books
• Messages (SMS, WhatsApp, etc.)
• E-Mails
• Games
• Contacts
• Apps that have cost money
• System files to recover system settings (app settings etc.)

Do you backup the following data and files? [yes/ no/ don’t have
this item on my smartphone/ don’t know]

• Work-related files
• Music and video clips
• Photos
• Documents and receipts
• E-books
• Messages (SMS, WhatsApp, etc.)
• E-Mails
• Games
• Contacts
• Apps that have cost money
• System files to recover system settings (app settings etc.)

What are the three most important criteria for the selection of a
messaging app?
(Checkboxes: exactly three answers need to be ticked)

• App price
• Adoption within my circles
• Handling of the app
• Message encryption
• Description of the app
• Visual appearance of the app
• Reviews of other users
• Star rating (in the app market)
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• Number of downloads
• Permissions requested by the app
• Functional scope
• App publisher
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a.4 lab study questionnaire (study 4)

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)
Additional:

• Do you use apps? If so, which apps do you regularly use [3
open answer options]

• How often do you download apps? [at least once per week/ at
least 2-3 time per month/ approximately once per month/ less
often]

Which criteria do you pay attention to when downloading an app?

• Description of the app
• Visual appearance of the app
• Reviews of other users
• Rating (number of stars)
• Number of downloads
• Permissions requested by the app
• Functional scope of the app
• App publisher

After each decision, participants received the following questions:

• Which app did you select?
• Please describe in 2-3 sentences why you decided for this app.
• Please indicate how important the following criteria were for

THIS decision: [list of same criteria as above]
• Please indicate your impression of the app presentation by the

help of the following pairs of words: (AttrakDiff2 mini [86])
• Please order the following criteria according to their importance

for THIS decision: [list of same criteria as above]

Moreover, the following items were presented in randomized order
for the selected and the not selected app.

• The aesthetic of the selected/ not selected app is: (Continuous
scale (low-high) from 0 to 21)

• The user-friendliness of the selected/ not selected app is: (Con-
tinuous scale (low-high) from 0 to 21)

• The functional scope of the selected/ not selected app is: (Con-
tinuous scale (low-high) from 0 to 21)

• I perceived the privacy that is provided by the selected/ not
selected app as: (Continuous scale (low-high) from 0 to 21)

• My trust in the selected/ not selected app is: (Continuous scale
(low-high) from 0 to 21)

• My overall impression of the selected/ not selected app is: (Con-
tinuous scale (bad-excellent) from 0 to 21)

Global Information Privacy Concern Scale [141]
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a.5 online study questionnaire (study 5)

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)
Additional:
Which three apps on your smartphones would you most likely pro-
tect from other people accessing them without permission? [3 open
answer options]

(Attention check) If you read this question select the option “rather
agree”. [agree/ rather agree/ rather disagree/ disagree]

Introduction

• You decided to improve your English skills. [Language App]
• You decided to improve your fitness. [Fitness app]
• You decide that you want to kill waiting time. [Gaming app]
• Thereby, you decided for the following app [screenshot 1].
• The app market also shows another picture of the app [screen-

shot 2].

Selective install-time UIs

• Have you used or do you currently use the presented app?
• As soon as you press the “install” button, the following dialog

appears: [screenshot selective install-time UI or selective install-
time UI with purpose string]

• The toggles next to the permissions are activated. You can deac-
tivate them if you want to deny a permission.+

• Which of the requested permissions would you grant? [Opt-
outs for: Phone/ Storage/ Location/ Contacts/ Camera]

Runtime UIs

• You installed the app and now you open it for the first time.
• Immediately after opening the app, the following dialog ap-

pears: [screenshot runtime UI permission or runtime UI permis-
sion with purpose string]

• Would you grant or deny the requested permission? [deny/
grant/ deny and “never ask again”/ grant and “never ask again”]

• After using the app for several minutes, you try a new feature
of the app. The following dialog appears [screenshot runtime
UI permission or runtime UI permission with purpose string].

• Would you grant or deny the requested permission? [deny/
grant/ deny and “never ask again”/ grant and “never ask again”]

• After several hours you open the app again. After opening the
app, the following dialog appears: [screenshot runtime UI per-
mission or runtime UI permission with purpose string]

• Would you grant or deny the requested permission? [deny/
grant/ deny and “never ask again”/ grant and “never ask again”]
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• After several days you open the app again. After opening the
app, the following dialog appears: [screenshot runtime UI per-
mission or runtime UI permission with purpose string]

• Would you grant or deny the requested permission? [deny/
grant/ deny and “never ask again”/ grant and “never ask again”]

• After one week you open the app again. After opening the app,
the following dialog appears: [screenshot runtime UI permis-
sion or runtime UI permission with purpose string]

• Would you grant or deny the requested permission? [deny/
grant/ deny and “never ask again”/ grant and “never ask again”]

After the first kind of app, the following questions were asked.

• As how exhausting did you experience the permission handling?
(Answer options based on [55]) [exceptionally exhausting/ very
strongly exhausting/ strongly exhausting/ fairly exhausting/
rather exhausting/ somewhat exhausting/ slightly exhausting/
not exhausting]

• How annoying did you perceive the permission handling dia-
log? (Scale from 1 (= not annoying) to 5 (= very annoying))

• (Attention check) If you read this question, please select the
option which contains the word “needed”. [Mobile apps cost
always money/ Mobile apps are rarely needed/ Mobile apps
are not helpful in everyday life/ Mobile apps become useless
without updates]

After the second kind of app, another attention check question was
asked.
(Attention check) If you read this question, please select the option
which contains the word “updates”. [A casing is needed for smart-
phone security/ A button is needed to interact with a smartphone/
Updates are not needed for user experience with smartphones/ Head-
phones are needed for smartphone usability]

After the third kind of app, UX questionnaires were deployed.
AttrakDiff 2 mini introductory text:

• Below you will see pairs of words, which you should use to eval-
uate the app permission presentation. They constitute extreme
opposites, with a scale in between.

• Don’t think too long about the word pairs, but rather answer it
according to your spontaneous association.

• Potentially some word pairs may seem less fitting for the app
permission handling, please always select an answer anyway.
Please remember that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers
– we’re interested in your personal experience!

• Please use the word pairs below to express your impression of
the app permission presentation.
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• Please only select one circle in each row!

Need fulfillment and PANAS introductory text:

• In the following, we ask you to rate your feelings during app
permission handling:

• Please respond based on the following scale:
• The value 1 means: not at all
• The value 5 means: very much
• You can use the values between 1 and 5 to express your opinion.
• Please respond according to your spontaneous association.
• Potentially some statements may not fit well to the app permis-

sion handling, please always provide an answer anyway. Please
remember that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers – we’re
interested in your personal experience!

• During the permission handling I felt...
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a.6 lab study questionnaire (study 6)

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)
Additional:

• Do you use an authentication mechanism to unlock your screen
[yes, a PIN/ yes, a password/ yes, an unlock pattern/ yes, fin-
gerprint or TouchID/ yes, other/ don’t know]

• If you answered yes for the question before: Have you used
a different authentication method on your smartphone in the
past? [yes, a PIN/ yes, a password/ yes, an unlock pattern/
yes, fingerprint or TouchID/ yes, other/ don’t know]

• Do you use a PIN when switching on your smartphone (SIM-
PIN)? [yes/ no/ don’t know]

Questionnaire to Evaluate the Authentication Method (AttrakDiff
2 mini)
Introductory text:

• Below you will see pairs of words, which you should use to eval-
uate the authentication method. They constitute extreme oppo-
sites, with a scale in between.

• Don’t think too long about the word pairs, but rather answer it
according to your spontaneous association.

• Potentially some word pairs may seem less fitting for the au-
thentication method, please always select an answer anyway.
Please remember that there are no “right” or “wronng” answers
– we’re interested in your personal experience!

• Please use the word pairs below to express your impression of
the authentication method.

• Please only select one circle in each row!

Feelings during the Use of the Authentication Method – Part 1/2
(Need fulfillment questionnaire/ PANAS)
Introductory text:

• Please respond based on the following scale:
• The value 1 means: not at all
• The value 5 means: very much
• You can use the values between 1 and 5 to express your opinion.
• Please respond according to your spontaneous association.
• Potentially some statements may not fit well to the authentica-

tion method, please always provide an answer anyway. Please
remember that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers – we’re
interested in your personal experience!

• When using the authentication method I felt ...
• (need fulfillment questionnaire) or (PANAS)
• Please indicate to what extent the authentication method was

responsible for your feels during use.
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Interview script – week 1

• How did you choose your password?
• Could you please detail your approach or strategy?
• To which factors did you especially pay attention?
• The numbers/ Emojis themselves?
• The position of the numbers/ Emojis?
• What was you stragegy when choosing the Emojis and their

order? (Emoji only)
• Did you choose the Emojis according to a story? (Emoji only)
• How confident are you that you will remember your password

until next week? Why?

Interview script – week 2

• How did you remember your password?
• Did you perceive it as easy or as difficult to remember your

password? Why?
• Did you write your password down?
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a.7 field study questionnaire (study 7)

In the EmojiAuth/PIN field study, participants received diverse ques-
tionnaires before, during and at the end of the study. The majority
of questions were the same for EmojiAuth and PIN users with the
only difference that PIN users were asked to rate “PINAuth” instead
of “EmojiAuth”. Password selection questionnaires also differed be-
tween the groups (cf. Section 10.4.2).

Prescreening questionnaire (before the study):

Smartphone use:

• Do you own a smartphone with Android operating system?
[yes/no]

• Which smartphone model do you own? [open answer]
• Which are your three most frequently used apps? [open answer]
• Which three apps on your smartphone are you most likely to

protect from unauthorized access by others? [three open answer
options]

• Do you use a smartphone with a different operating system in
addition to your Android phone? [yes, iOS/ yes, Windows/ no/
Other:]

• How long have you been using a smartphone? (For answer op-
tions cf. to Section A.1)

• How often do you use a smartphone? (For answer options cf. to
cf. Section A.1)

• Do you use an authentication method to unlock your smart-
phone? (For answer options cf. to Section A.6)

• Have you used an authentication method on your smartphone
in the past? (For answer options cf. to Section A.6)

• Do you use a PIN when switching on your smartphone (SIM-
PIN)? [yes/ no]

E-mail use:

• Do you check emails on your smartphone with an app? [yes/
no]

• Which app do you use to check your email on your smartphone?
[open answer]

• Do you have to currently enter a password when checking emails
with the app? [yes, always/ yes, sometimes/ no/ I don’t know]

• How often do you use your email app per day? [1 time/ 2-5
times/ 6-10 times/ more than 10 times]

• Are your emails being fetched automatically by the app (e.g.,
with Push or at regular time intervals) or do you fetch emails
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manually? [My emails are fetched automatically/ I fetch my
emails manually/ Other: ]

• How many emails do you receive on your smartphone per day?
[Less than 5/ 5 to 10/ 11 to 15/ 16 to 20/ more than 20]

• What is the primary use of your email app on your smartphone?
[personal use/ business use/ both personal and business use]

Demographic questionnaire (cf. Section A.1)

Questionnaires received during the study:

• Daily feedback questionnaire (cf. Figure 25b)
• Password selection questionnaire (cf. Figure 26 and Section 10.4.2)
• AttrakDiff 2 mini questionnaire on day 2, 8, and 14; within the

app (cf. Figure 27).

Exit questionnaire:

In the following please respond to some questions about EmojiAu-
th/PINAuth. Don’t think too long about the questions, just respond
with what comes to mind!

Password Protection with Emojis/PIN: How did you like authenti-
cating with EmojiAuth/PINAuth overall? [Smiley scale as in the daily
feedback questionnaire]
As how annoying did you perceive authenticating with EmojiAu-
th/PINAuth during the study? (Scale from 1 (= very annoying) to
5 (= Not at all annoying))

E-Mail-App Usage:
Did you change your Email app usage behavior during the use of
EmojiAuth/ PINAuth? [no/ yes, I used my E-mail app more fre-
quently/ yes, I used my E-mail app less frequently/ yes, I did the
following:]

Characteristics of authentication with Emojis/PIN:
How did you like the following characteristics of EmojiAuth/PIN-
Auth during the study? (Scale from 1 (= very bad) to 5 (= very good))

• The fact that Emojis/numbers were used for authentication
• The displayed Emojis on the keyboard (EmojiAuth users only)
• The Emojis/numbers in my password
• My password
• The length of my password
• The memorability of my password
• The frequency with which I had to unlock my email app
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• The time period after which the password authentication be-
came active again

• The size of the Emoji/PIN keys
• The fact that I could unlock my email app
• The number of tries for entering the wrong password before I

needed the backup password

Psychological need fulfillment scale:
Introductory text:

• Next a few questions about how you felt during Emoji/PIN
authentication use.

• Please respond according to the following scale:
• Value 1 means not at all
• Value 5 means absolutely
• With the values 1 to 5 you can communicate your opinion in

steps.
• Please respond with what comes to mind.
• Maybe some oft he statements do not fit EmojiAuth/PINAuth

well, please still provide a response for each question. Please
remember that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers – your
personal opinion is important!

• During the Use of Emoji/PIN authentication I felt that ...

Use alternative smartphone: (EmojiAuth only)

• Would you use Emoji protection instead of a PIN to unlock
your smartphone? The question focuses on unlocking the smart-
phone, not unlokcking the email app. [yes/ no]

• Please explain your response: [open answer]

Use alternative bank card (at ATM): (EmojiAuth only)

• Would you use Emoji protection instead of a PIN for your bank
card? [yes/ no]

• Please explain your response: [open answer]

Continued use / recommendation:

• I would continue to use EmojiAuth/PINAuth to unlock my
email app. [very rarely/ rarely/ sometimes/ often/ very often]

• I will recommend EmojiAuth/PINAuth to others. [not at all/
probably not/ maybe/ quite likely/ certainly]
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(a) (b)

Figure 25: Field study in-app settings (left) and daily feedback questionnaire
(right). Translation of the settings-buttons (from top to bottom):
Provide daily feedback now/ Contact experimenter/ Change
Emoji keyboard/ Change password/ Password forgotten. Trans-
lation of the daily feedback questionnaire (from top to bottom):
Please provide feedback: How did you like EmojiAuth/PINAuth
today? [Smiley scale] Provide an explanation: [open answer].

(a) (b)

Figure 26: Example questions: field study in-app password selection ques-
tionnaire (cf. Section 10.4.2 for all items in English translation)

.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 27: Example questions: Field study in-app AttrakDiff2 mini question-
naire (cf. [86] for all items in English). Translation of the intro-
ductory sentence: Please rate your impression of EmojiAuth/PIN-
Auth using the following pairs of words.
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